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1.1 Abstract
During fatiguing exercise, which for the purpose of this study was defined as exercise
which significantly reduces peak muscle force capacity, the components of surface EMG
have been noted to shift to a lower frequency spectrum. In the literature this effect has
predominantly been studied during isometric contraction to maintain the stationarity of the
EMG signal. It has been speculated whether this phenomenon is a result of centrally
mediated neurological response to exercise or as a result of the local muscle environment.
This thesis was designed to examine the effect of exercise induced fatigue on surface EMG
spectral analysis during dynamic exercise. The first study of ten subjects, examined two
assessment methods (isometric and isokinetic) of the same fatiguing exercise. Subjects
performed one to five minutes of elbow flexion (60s-1) at one third of their pre exercise
peak torque. Fatigue was indexed as the percentage difference between pre and post
exercise peak torque. All subjects completed all five exercise durations, and both peak
isometric and isokinetic contractions showed significant but differing torque reductions.
Study two used the surface EMG data recorded from the biceps brachii during the one to
five minutes 60s-1 exercise bouts in study one. This was analysed by passing one second
of data through a Fast Fourier Transform and calculating the mean and median frequencies.
Comparisons were made between the contractions in the first quarter of the first minute and
the last quarter of the last minute for the five exercise durations. Significant reductions in
both mean and median frequencies were observed in all durations with the reductions
increasing as duration increased. To determine whether this effect was due to the limitation
of blood to the bicep, study three, consisted of two group based studies utilising a highly
vascular muscle group with a six minute cycling protocol on an isokinetic cycle
dynamometer. Group based study A employed moderate, heavy and severe intensities at 90
 O2 max at
rev·min-1 while group based study B employed 50% Δ between threshold and V
60 and 120 rev·min-1. EMG processing was as per study three with the exceptions that two
seconds of data were recorded to ensure a whole number of pedal cycles were analysed at
each cadence, and the vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, biceps femoris and gastrocnemius
muscles were analysed. Analysis of the four leg muscles indicated a significant reduction
in the EMG frequency component during the severe intensity cycle exercise. However,
exercise duration had no effect on the selected EMG frequency parameters. This gives an
indication that the decrease in EMG frequency noted in the biceps brachii exercise was due
to the accumulation of metabolic by-products although it could be speculated that the
recorded EMG frequency may be reduced from the onset of severe intensity cycle exercise
may be centrally mediated.
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1.7 Definitions
EMG

Electromyography
The signal produced when the summation of all motor unit action
potentials trains are measured by electrodes when muscle contraction
is initiated, expressed in millivolts (mV).

iEMG

Integrated Electromyography
The calculation obtained by the area under the curve produced in a
plot of EMG vs time. Expressed as (mV·s).

RMS

Root mean square
A mathematical expression for integrating a series of data, obtained
by performing the operations described in reverse order. RMS
provides a quantitive measure of the amount of EMG signal under
the plot of the curve.

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform
Derived from the Discrete Fourier Transform, FFT is more efficient
and therefore faster with the constraint that the sample size is an
integral power of two. FFT is a mathematical procedure used to
determine the harmonic or frequency content of a discrete signal
sequence.

MPF

Mean Power Frequency
The average frequency of the muscle activity derived from the Fast
Fourier Transform of the sampled EMG signal. Expressed as Hz.
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MD

Median Frequency
The frequency at which the power density spectrum is divided into
two regions with equal power. i.e. the 50th percentile. Expressed as
Hz.

SCE

Spectral Compression Estimate
A calculation of the mean shift of the mean between the 60th and 90th
percentile of an EMG spectrum.

Lactate Threshold

The work rate at which lactate increases above resting concentrations
during incremental exercise. Expressed as power output in Watts
(W).

Intensity

A work rate characterised by distinct physiological response profiles,
eg ‘moderate intensity exercise’ represents work rates in which no
net increase in blood lactate concentrations occurs.

Critical Power

The work rate intensity that is the theoretical maximum exercise
tolerance and demarcates the heavy and severe intensities.

M Wave

The electromyographical response to a electrically stimulated
muscle.

MVC

Maximal voluntary contraction

O2

Molecular Oxygen

 O2
V

Pulmonary oxygen uptake
The volume of oxygen extracted from the inspired air per unit of
time (L·min-1).
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 O2
Q

Muscle oxygen utilisation
The rate at which the mitochondria consume oxygen in aerobic
resynthesis.

H+

Hydrogen ion.

HCO3-

Bicarbonate,
An alkaline component of the pH buffering system of the body. H+
combines with bicarbonate in the body to produce carbonic acid.

PCr

Phosphocreatine
A high-energy phosphate-storage compound with in particularly
important role in tissues that have high, fluctuating energy demands
such as muscle.

Volitional

The point at which the subject can no longer continue the exercise

exhaustion

and ceases the exercise on their own volition.
.

s

Standard deviation

se

Standard error
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2 Introduction
The limitations of human endeavour have been the subject of intellectual enquiry whether
in terms of surviving physical hardship, trauma or disease or to enhance our abilities to
endure such life threatening events. Whether inflicted with famine, war or illness the
greater our understanding of the mechanisms of human function the better the chances of
surviving such adversity. Also, for the ‘survival of the fittest’ narrative associated with the
theory of evolution to prevail, the vulnerability of a species is as important as the strengths.
Fragility and death are integral parts of the evolutionary equation (Darwin, 1859).
Physical strength and performance are attributes that are regarded as admirable qualities as
they appear to defy our limitations. The achievements of great strength and performance of
our best athletes can lead us to wonder what is possible; what is preventing even greater
achievements (Noakes, 2000).
The mechanisms that enable us to perform certain tasks but not others are surely part of the
same process and as such, to understand the inability to perform is to understand the ability
to perform. Whether we are a naturally gifted athlete or one of the many, the processes we
go through to explore our limitations of performance are the same, as is the desire to evade
the inevitable onset of fatigue.
A better understanding of the mechanisms that dictate our physiological abilities would
extend to a greater insight into human strengths and weaknesses in both health and
adversity. Exercise places measured demands on these mechanisms and the induced
fatigue provides an observable manifestation of those demands. Therefore, the study of
exercise induced fatigue has the ability to provide evidence of normal physiological
function and the demands placed upon those functions during exercise.

2.1 The measurement of fatigue
Fatigue is a familiar concept and a well-used expression, whether in terms of human
physiological fatigue or in construction and engineering terms regarding material or
components fatigue. Within sport and exercise, the athlete or participant becomes, as
quoted by Green (1997), “aware of the sensation of breathlessness aside a heaving chest,
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the pounding heart and heavy limbs seemingly unresponsive to higher command” (Green,
1997, p247). The Concise Oxford Dictionary offers little more clarity in defining the word,
listing fatigue as; “a tiring or weariness.” These words are so vague and subjective that
they could be attributed to any form of altered state that impairs an endeavour.
Despite of this lack of lucidity, fatigue has been studied extensively within sport and
exercise science as a limiting factor in human performance both in terms of the outcomes
(Noakes, 2000, Fitts, 1994) and the markers of fatigue (De Luca, 1997, Fitts, 1994,
Gandevia et al., 1995b, Green, 1997, Noakes, 2000). The outcomes of muscle fatigue
resulting from exercise have been quantified using methods such as decrements in force
production and failure to sustain sub-maximal force production (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981,
Fulco et al., 1995, Vøllestad, 1997, Knuttgen et al., 1983, Fitts, 1994). Alternatively, many
studies of sport and exercise physiology have used the point of failure to maintain the
exercise intensity as an effective way to establish the presence of fatigue. For example,
during a cycling test the inability to sustain a predetermined power has been considered to
be the moment of fatigue (Knuttgen et al., 1983, Fitts, 1994), although, upon the onset of
relatively low intensity exercise, decrements in muscle force producing capacity have been
noted (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981, Lewis and Fulco, 1998).

2.1.1 Force-Fatigability relationship
Although it can be suggested that very low level continuous contractions can be sustained
indefinitely (Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984), it has been shown that there is a nonlinear
inverse relationship between contraction intensity and time to task failure (Enoka, 1997b).
The greater the force applied by the muscle, the more rapidly the muscle fatigues leading to
a general view of this relationship suggesting that the mechanisms which cause fatigue
scale with force (Enoka and Stuart, 1992). However, interactions such as joint angle
(Leedham and Dowling, 1995, Doheny et al., 2007), contraction type (Guével et al., 2000,
Hagberg, 1981) and the involvement of other muscles (Alkner et al., 2000) have the
potential to influence the extent of this inverse relationship. Maximal isometric
contractions have been shown to decrease at more extended or flexed joint angles
producing an ‘inverted U’ relationship. This has been demonstrated in both voluntary
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contractions (Leedham and Dowling, 1995) and in electrically stimulated contractions
(Doheny et al., 2007). The phenomenon has been attributed to anatomical changes of the
muscle moment arm, muscular changes in the forces length relationship or the possibility of
neural feedback from sensors within the joint capsule or the musculotendon unit (Doheny et
al., 2007). There is little reason to suspect fatigue can affect the changes in performance
resulting from changing the muscle moment arm, however muscle length has been shown
to effect the rate of muscle fatigue (Weir et al., 2000). The possibility of neural feedback
has been investigated as a means of protecting the joint from high forces at more vulnerable
angles in both the knee (Suter and Herzog, 1997) and the elbow joints (Brondino et al.,
2002). Different contraction types at equivalent exercise intensities have been investigated
and shown that they can elicit different at rates of fatigue. Hagberg (1981) compared
endurance times for continuous static, continuous dynamic and intermittent static
contractions and demonstrated a significant difference between the intermittent static and
other contraction types which were not significantly different to each other. However,
Guével et al. (2000) made a direct comparison between isometric and dynamic exercise and
found no significant difference while Kay et al. (2000) noted a peak torque of 30.5% of
initial values for isometric contractions and 57.7% of concentric initial values; the latter
indicating that isometric contraction suffered a greater rate of fatigue. The lack of studies
found addressing this question together with the contradictions within the available
literature indicate that contraction type is likely to be a factor in the fatigability of muscle
and more research in this area is required. In addition, a study of the quadriceps muscle
group comparing the multi-joint action of a leg press and the single-joint action of a knee
extension exercise has indicated differences in the EMG/force relationship between the
individual muscles during isometric contractions at a variety of intensities (Alkner et al.,
2000). Alkner et al. (2000) concluded that increases in the demand of involvement may not
be equally shared among muscles possessing different anatomical origin and insertion.
The mechanisms of fatigue appear to be reactive to the demands of the task and not just the
force output. Furthermore, the intended task need not be a measurable performance
criterion. It has been shown that an isometric elbow flexion exercise can produce different
endurance times depending on the subject being instructed to maintain a force output or a
specific elbow angle, even if the work loads are equal (Barry and Enoka, 2007, Maluf and
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Enoka, 2005). This evidence demonstrates that muscle fatigue is not only task dependent,
but the task can be complex and difficult to control in the laboratory environment making
empirical measurement of the effects of exercise on performance more complicated.
In engineering for example, the mechanics of the materials used have a precise and specific
definition of fatigue. Fatigue is the progressive and localized structural damage that occurs
when a material is subjected to cyclic loading (Stephens, 2001). The result of fatigue is
reduction in the load bearing capacity. Metal fatigue may have been blamed for a bridge
collapsing but the fatigue itself existed prior to, and progressively increased until the bridge
finally gave way. The fatigue is the degradation of the material and the failure of the
component is a consequence of the fatigue. As in a component of a bridge, fatigue in
human physiology appears to be a progressive phenomenon from the beginning of the
exercise. Fatigue increases and ultimately leads to performance failure (Vøllestad, 1997).
However, an exercise could be deemed ‘not fatiguing’ because the force or power output
was maintained throughout its duration even though the perceived effort of the exercise
may increase and task failure would have ensued had the exercise continued at which point
the exercise would be deemed fatiguing. In this case, physiological function was able to
cope with the exercise demands for that particular duration of time although changes in
muscle activity and environment are indicative of reductions in muscle force production
capacity leading to task failure (Vøllestad, 1995). This concept produces the question of
whether fatigue is a failure of the active muscles to perform or is it a reduction of the
muscles’ capabilities to perform (Enoka and Stuart, 1992).
The term ‘exhaustion’ is also used to describe the moment when a physical task can no
longer be performed (Vøllestad, 1995). However, exhaustion implies that there is nothing
left; that there is no power or strength available. But the term is often used to describe the
situation where not enough power or strength is available to continue the predetermined
exercise intensity, although exercise at a lower intensity may be maintained. Thus, in the
study of fatigue, exhaustion has become synonymous with task failure for some authors
(Fitts, 2006, Knuttgen et al., 1983).
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A task may be a simple physical movement but could be complex in its instigation. A task
may be open ended, for example, a cycle protocol demanding a power output and cadence
for as long as possible, until a point is reached where the power could no longer be
maintained. This point could be called ‘point of fatigue’, ‘exhaustion’ or ‘task failure’.
Alternatively, the task could be specific to a particular time course, such as the maintaining
of a work rate for a specific period of time. In this case, the task may not show any of these
descriptive terms and be defined as ‘not fatiguing’.
The moment of failure is the consequence of the exercise affecting physiological function
of the muscle to the point where the task can no longer be performed. This may not be
directly related to the traditional sport and exercise science definition of fatigue but an
outcome of the fatigue. As De Luca (1997) stated, “it is noticeable that physiologists have
become accustomed to using force or power output as an index for muscle fatigue”. This
has led to two distinct definitions of human physiological fatigue; - Firstly: The task failure
model. Fatigue is the inability of a physiological process to continue to function at a
particular level and/or the inability of the total organism to maintain predetermined exercise
intensity (Knuttgen et al., 1983). Or fatigue is the failure to maintain a force output leading
to a reduced performance (Fitts, 1994). This interpretation does not distinguish fatigue
from exhaustion or task failure. Secondly: The reduced capability model. Fatigue is any
exercise-induced reduction in the capacity to generate force or power output (Vøllestad,
1997, Lewis and Fulco, 1998). This definition implies that fatigue is a physiological
process induced by exercise which could be present whether it is detected by measurement
or not.
It is widely recognised by investigators of the physiological mechanisms of muscle
function during exercise rather than those investigating exercise performance, that muscle
fatigue is defined as any reduction in a person’s ability to exert force or power in response
to voluntary effort, regardless of whether or not the task itself can still be performed
successfully (Kernell, 1995, Vøllestad, 1995, Enoka and Stuart, 1992, Miller et al., 1995,
Gandevia et al., 1995a, Barry and Enoka, 2007, Gandevia, 2001). This statement agrees
with the second ‘reduced capability model’ definition of muscle fatigue. The first ‘task
failure’ definition which has been used extensively in sport and exercise science for many
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decades is restricted to measurable performance criteria. This would be better described as
performance fatigue rather than muscle fatigue.
It is also important to note that the definition of exercise induced muscle fatigue requires
the criteria that once the exercise has stopped, rest will restore the capabilities of the
muscle. The quality that muscle fatigue is reversible with rest differentiates muscle fatigue
with disease or injury (Gandevia, 2001, Fitts, 2006).

2.1.2 The definition of fatigue
Based on the discussion above it is most appropriate for this thesis to use the definition of
fatigue ‘as any exercise induced reduction in the capacity to generate force or power
output‘ (Vøllestad, 1997). Furthermore, this thesis aims to clarify the issue of the definition
of fatigue to allow sport and exercise science to progress in its investigations without the
continued hindrance and confusion of imprecise terminology.

2.1.3 Physiological responses to exercise
Human physiology differs from an engineering component as it has the ability to adapt to
increased stresses placed upon it. Notable responses to the increase in exercise demand are
the rise in oxygen uptake, blood flow and blood lactate (McArdle et al., 1996). These
systems have the effect of maximising the performance before the inevitable task failure
during high intensity exercise (Noakes, 2000). Further systems increase endurance time by
minimising the limiting effects of metabolites associated with anaerobic exercise, such as
H+ buffering in the blood by HCO3- and hyperventilation (McArdle et al., 1996). These
systems enable the individual to perform a task at an intensity that can only be sustained for
a limited period of time as described by the fatigability-force relationship (Enoka and
Stuart, 1992). This is a level of physical intensity that is beyond that of normal day long
activities that can be sustained. Unlike the bridge component, this demonstrates the human
ability to temporarily increase the performance beyond any maintainable and easily
quantifiable limit. Low intensity exercise can be maintained for a longer period of time due
to an inverse relationship between exercise intensity and endurance.
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It is the adaptability of human physiology that allows the performance of a wide range of
human athletic activity and creates the difficulty in studying the mechanisms of muscle
fatigue. It is well established that sub-maximal exercise will induce physiological changes
in active muscle although the exercise intensity is maintained (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981,
Lewis and Fulco, 1998). Although other physical and psychological whole-body
parameters such as heart rate, blood lactate and the Borg scale for the rating of perceived
exertion have been used (McArdle et al., 1996), direct measurement of muscle function
during sub-maximal exercise is difficult without affecting the exercise. Post exercise
maximal voluntary contractions (MVC) have been widely used to quantify the reduction in
muscle force production as a measurement of fatigue (Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984,
Moritani et al., 1986, Potvin, 1997). These MVC methods can include isometric or
dynamic contractions at a variety of joint angles and velocities (Lewis and Fulco, 1998).
As human physiology allows a wide range of performance activities, studies of exercise
induced muscle fatigue have the difficulty of deciding on the measurable parameters of the
exercise intensity and contraction type that place the appropriate demands on the
physiological systems that are under investigation.
Further complications include the demands placed on the systems that supply the active
muscle with the necessary components that enable effective function, such as the supply of
 O2 and
oxygen (O2). There is generally a linear relationship between the increase in V

 O2 response becomes
increased exercise intensity (Burnley et al., 2006). However, the V

more complex with exercise intensities above lactate threshold. The ability to sustain
muscular exercise is largely dependent on the transport of oxygen from the atmosphere to
the mitochondrial electron transport chain (Whipp, 1994). Exercise at constant loads above
 O2 as a function of time. Therefore, it
lactate threshold results in a gradual increase in V

would seem that as a consequence of unsustainable levels of exercise intensity, muscular
 O2 increases while the exercise intensity remains constant
efficiency is reduced as the V

(Whipp, 1994). This has been speculated to be attributed to physiological phenomena such
as increased recruitment of fast twitch, low oxidative fibres, as there appear to be similar

 O2 and PCr in isolated muscle with predominantly fast twitch
time constants for muscle Q
muscle fibres (Barstow, 1994). Furthermore, it appears that during severe exercise above
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lactate threshold, the increase of oxygen consumption arises from within the exercising
muscle itself (Whipp, 1994). Other O2 demanding processes outside the muscles such as
ventilatory, cardiac, core temperature changes and metabolic stimulation appear not to
constitute a proportionally dominant role (Poole et al., 1991). From these investigations it
has been suggested that the limiting factors that would ultimately inhibit physical
performance lie in the active muscle itself (Barstow, 1994, Whipp, 1994, Poole et al.,
1991).

2.1.4 Methods of measuring muscle fatigue
The complex nature of the physiological processes during exercise makes fatigue difficult
to measure and the incomplete terminology used increases confusion. Measurement of the
physiological state of an exercising subject involves whole body measurements such as
 O2 , lactate, heart rate and perceived exertion. These can be useful parameters in
V

assessing the progressive effects of exercise, however without interrupting the exercise, or
adding to the extent of the exercise with intermediate testing, individual muscle groups that
may be the site of fatigue can elude scrutiny. Techniques such as muscle temperature
(Castle et al., 2006) and muscle lactate (Noble et al., 1983) specific to localised active
muscles generally can only be performed after the exercise bout. A possible tool that can
monitor the active muscle during sub-maximal exercise, without additional exercise
demand, is electromyography (EMG). Surface EMG signals can be detected from the skin
surface via electrodes placed over the active muscles while the subject is exercising in the
laboratory environment. It was the aim of this thesis to investigate the use of surface EMG
to track the progression of exercise induced physiological changes of active muscle. Also,
an essential element of the thesis was to discuss the appropriate terms which should be used
in defining muscle fatigue.
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3 Literature review
The muscle forces that enable humans to interact with their environment either during
normal daily activity or within competitive sports movement, generally involve dynamic
contractions (Huijing, 1998). It would be reasonable to assume that muscles have evolved
functionally to accomplish this type of activity. Dynamic contractions during a repetitive
sporting action such as running or cycling are described as cyclic actions with activation –
relaxation cycles where a portion of the cycle is under tension, either concentric or
eccentric, and a portion of the movement is passive (McArdle et al., 1996, Enoka and
Stuart, 1992). Given that much of the research performed on muscle function has involved
isometric contractions (Gandevia et al., 1995b, Lewis and Fulco, 1998), it could be useful
explore dynamic contractions during cyclic actions to gain greater understanding of muscle
and muscle innervation.

3.1.1 Terminology used for muscle function and performance
To clarify the terms used in this thesis it would be beneficial to offer an explanation of
some of the expressions used to describe the muscle qualities outlined in the forthcoming
sections. Muscle ‘performance’ describes carrying out a task or providing an outcome
where the emphasis is on the completion of the task or provision of an outcome.
Performance ‘capability’ describes the external task or outcome the muscle is capable of
performing whether or not that task is performed or the outcome is measured. Muscle
‘function’ describes the processes involved by muscle tissue for it to produce tension.
Muscle functions are the internal processes that muscle tissue has evoked for muscular
performances to be achieved. ‘Functional capabilities’ are the extents to which internal
muscle processes are able are able to work effectively. Again, the functional capability of
muscle tissue describes to what extent muscle processes are able to achieve whether or not
these processes are attained or measured.
Gandevia et al. (1995b) assisted in clarifying the terminology for the evaluation of human
fatigue by suggesting that the ‘maximal voluntary contraction’ is defined as a voluntary
contraction which a subject believes to be maximal that is performed with continuous
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feedback and encouragement’ and therefore, aligns with the previous term ‘muscle
performance’ with a criteria. In turn, the ‘maximal evocable force’ is the force in a
maximal voluntary contraction which cannot be increased by interpolated supramaximal
motor-nerve stimuli. They continue in refining the precision of terms by suggesting that
the ‘voluntary activation’ is the level of motorneuron drive during a voluntary contraction
and the ‘optimal voluntary activation’ is the level of motorneuron activation which
produces maximal evocable force (Gandevia et al., 1995b). This term parallels with the
term ‘performance capacity’ as it is describes the performance the muscle is capable of
producing.

3.1.2 Relevant muscular systems
Muscle tissue refers to the contractile tissue of the body and can be categorised as skeletal,
cardiac or smooth muscle. The muscular system refers to the skeletal muscle system that
comprises of muscle tissue and connective tissue that makes up the individual muscles
(Tortora and Grabowski, 1996).
3.1.2.1 The Biceps Brachii
The biceps brachii as the name suggests has two heads of origin. The long head originates
from the tubercle superior to the glenoid cavity. The short head originates from the
coracoid process of the scapula. The insertion of the Biceps Brachii lays at the radial
tuberosity and the bicipital aponeurosis which is a broad aponeurosis from the inserting
biceps brachii tendon that descends medially across the brachial artery and fuses with the
deep fascia over the forearm flexor muscles. This allows the flexion and supination of the
forearm. The innervation of the biceps brachii is from the musculocutaneous nerve that is
derived from the brachial plexus which is a network of nerve fibres immerging from the
spinal nerves from C5 to C8 and T1 (Tortora and Grabowski, 1996).
The biceps brachii provides the force to perform tasks via a third class lever system where
the fulcrum and the resistance are at opposite ends of a lever. The muscle fibres in the
biceps brachii run close to parallel to the muscles long axis and are described as fusiform.
This means that the fibres lengths are equal to the muscle length. This arrangement allows
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for a rapid rate of muscle shortening but limited muscle fibre cross-section (McArdle et al.,
1996).
3.1.2.2 Muscle fibre type for the biceps brachii
Muscle fibre can also be categorised by their contractile and metabolic characteristics. A
determining contractile property of muscle fibres is the velocity of sarcomere shortening
which has led to the identification of fast twitch and slow twitch muscle fibre types
(Edgerton et al., 1975). Fast twitch fibres have a high capacity for the electrochemical
transmission of action potentials, a high activity level of myosin ATPase, a rapid level of
calcium release and reuptake by a highly developed sarcoplasmic reticulium and a high rate
of cross-bridge turnover (McArdle et al., 1996). Fast twitch fibres can have shortening
velocities from three to five times faster than slow twitch fibres, therefore fast twitch
muscle fibres are associated with high work rate, high energy level activities and require
rapid energy predominately supported by anaerobic metabolic pathways (McArdle et al.,
1996).
Slow twitch fibres generate energy for ATP resynthesis predominantly through the aerobic
system. They have slower sarcomere shortening velocities, relatively low activity level of
myosin ATPase and calcium transients (McArdle et al., 1996). Slow twitch fibres contain
relatively large amounts of mitochondria and accompanying mitochondria enzymes
enabling these fibres to be fatigue resistant and so facilitating prolonged aerobic activity.
Many researchers classify slow twitch fibres as type I and fast twitch as type II.
Subdivisions of type II have been described as type IIa which are characterised as
intermediate because they show fast shortening velocities combined with a moderately well
developed capacity for both aerobic and anaerobic energy transfer (McArdle et al., 1996).
More recently, some researchers have subdivided muscle fibre type II further into type IIa,
IIab and IIb; where the type IIab is an intermediate between the type IIa (fatigue resistant
fast twitch) and type IIb (fast twitch). Studies have concluded that the muscle fibre type of
the Biceps Brachii is a mix of fast and slow twitch fibre types (Bellemare et al., 1983,
Mealing et al., 1996); one study concluding with type I being 49.4%, type IIa 24.1%, type
IIab 10.8% and type IIb 15.6% (Monemi et al., 1998).
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3.1.2.3 Leg muscles; vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, biceps femoris and gastrocnemius
The vastus medialis is one of the quadriceps group of muscles that has its origin at the linea
aspera of the femur and its insertion through the patella via the quadriceps tendon and then
to the tibial tuberosity via the patella ligament (Tortora and Grabowski, 1996). The
pennation angle is defined as the angle between the fascicles and the line of action of the
muscle. The fibre pennation angle is an important functional characteristic of muscle as
large pennation angles allow more fibres to be arranged in parallel within a given crosssectional area but less fibre length and corresponding shortening potential of the muscle
(Manal et al., 2008). There is a large variation in the pennation of the vastus medialis
ranging from 0° to 50° which means that incremental changes in whole muscle length will
not be transmitted uniformly to all fascicles so that changes in overall muscle length will
result in different relative length changes in different regions of the muscle (Scott et al.,
1993).
The vastus lateralis is also part of the quadriceps group but its origin is the greater
trochanter and the linea aspera of the femur. As a quadriceps muscle the insertion is the
same as the vastus medialis. The pennation of the vastus lateralis has been measured
during the range of motion of the knee joint using ultrasonic longitudinal images (Fukunaga
et al., 1997). Fukunaga and colleagues (1997) found the pennation increased from 14° to
18° during relaxed movements and 14° to 21° in tension during a knee extension motion.
Both the vastus medialis and the vastus lateralis muscle extend the knee joint and are
innverated by the femoral nerve (Tortora and Grabowski, 1996).
The biceps femoris muscle is an upper leg muscle of the hamstring group and lays posterior
to the femur. As it name suggests, it has two heads of origin; the long head is from the
ischial tuberosity and the short head arises from the linea aspera of the femur. The
insertion is at the head of the fibula and lateral condyle of the tibia (Tortora and Grabowski,
1996). The long head of the biceps femoris is therefore biarticular and this muscle can
function as both a hip flexor and a knee flexor. It is innverated by the tibial and common
peronal nerves that arise from the sciatic nerve. The pennation of the biceps femoris was
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recently assessed from a series of cadaveric measurements and found to be between 23.9°
at the proximal aspect to 17.8° at the distal (Kellis et al., 2010).
The gastrocnemius is a muscle of the posterior compartment of the lower leg. Although
one muscle it has a medial and lateral body. These bodies have their origins at the lateral
and medial condyles of the femur and posterior capsule of the knee. The insertion is shared
with the soleus and the plantaris at the calcaneus by way of the Achilles tendon. As the
gastrocnemius has its origin at the femur, it is biarticular, therefore its function is as a foot
plantar flexor and a knee flexor and is innervated by the tibial nerve (Tortora and
Grabowski, 1996). The pennation of the gastrocnemius has been measured using
ultrasound and differs between the medial and lateral sides with the medial ranging from
15.8° to 18.6° and the lateral from 11.8° to 14.1° (Manal et al., 2008).
3.1.2.4 Muscle fibre type of selected leg muscles
Very little research has been performed on the vastus medialis and the biceps femoris
muscle fibre type although measurements have recorded the vastus medialis having 52.1%
type I slow twitch muscle fibres (Colling, 1997, Johnson et al., 1973) and the biceps
femoris has a slow twitch type I component of 66.9% (Johnson et al., 1973).
In a population of sedentary men, using a technique to analyse the enzymatic and
histochemical characteristics of muscle, the gastrocnemius muscle was determined to a
fibre type composition of; 55% type I (slow twitch), 30% type IIa (fatigue resistant fast
twitch) and 15% type IIb (fast twitch) (Houmard et al., 1998). This is similar to the
findings of Harper and Trappe (2008) from recreational runners; 50% type I, 38% type IIb
and 12% type IIa fibres whereas, the figures from competitive distance runners were found
to be 65% type I and 32% type IIb (Harber and Trappe, 2008). This suggests that fibre type
can either be transformed in response to exercise or differs genetically to predispose
individuals to endurance exercise. Houmard et al. (1998) also reported the muscle fibre
composition of the vastus lateralis, where fibre type was found to be; 40% type I, 42% type
IIa and 18% type IIb (Houmard et al., 1998). These results indicated that the
gastrocnemius muscle may contain more of the oxidative type 1 fibres and could therefore
be expected to be more fatigue resistant.
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3.2 Fatigue and Performance
As mentioned in the Introduction (Section 2), an athlete or participant can experience
fatigue as increasing effort, discomfort or dysfunction as an exercise progresses. There
have been a great variety of methods used to attempt to describe and quantify this effect of
exercise (Green, 1997, Noakes, 2000). These methods have led to an understanding of the
effects of exercise on muscle and how the intensity of the exercise leads to physiological
changes (Fitts, 1994). This understanding within exercise physiology has led to the
establishment of three domains of exercise intensity (Barstow, 1994, Jones and Carter,
2000). Moderate exercise encompasses exercise intensities performed below the lactate
threshold; heavy exercise is performed above lactate threshold but below the critical power
 O2
(Burnley et al., 2006); and severe exercise is performed between critical power and V
max.

 O2 and power output
Moderate intensity exercise results in a linear relationship between V

and can be continued for an indefinite duration (Jones and Carter, 2000). Heavy intensity
 O2 higher
exercise provokes a response in blood lactate level to rise and will result in a V
 O2 against power output relationship
than that predicted from the extrapolation of the V

(Burnley et al., 2002). The upper boundary of heavy exercise is the highest work rate at
which blood lactate remains stable and determines the exercise intensity at which a balance
exists between the appearance of blood lactate during exercise and its removal. It is
theorised that this Maximum Lactate Steady State (MLSS) is the same as the concept of
critical power (CP) (Jones and Carter, 2000). It has been suggested that CP theoretically
represents the intensity that can be maintained indefinitely without fatigue (Moritani et al.,
1981). During continuous exercise in the heavy intensity domain the metabolic, respiratory
and cardiovascular functions are able to stabilise (Carter et al., 2002). In adults exercising
above CP, a progressive drift of physiological parameters dramatically reduces a
participant’s time to exhaustion (Williams et al., 2008) and may lead to the achievement of
 O2
V

max.

Therefore, CP has been defined as the maximal intensity that can be maintained

 O2
without attaining V

max

whereas, severe intensity exercise above CP is associated with

 O2 with time. However, it has also been
an unremitting increase in blood lactate and V
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 O2
noted that should the exercise intensity be sufficiently above CP, V

max

may not be

reached as the exercise may be terminated by the subject before their oxygen kinetic
capabilities are fully exploited (Whipp, 1994, Hill and Smith, 1999, Jones and Carter,
2000).
Recording the decline in force or power during all-out exercise is an effective and simple
way of provided data demonstrating limitations of anaerobic power (Inbar, 1987). During
sub-maximal exercise, a common approach is to measure the time to the ‘point of failure’
during a continuous exercise at a predetermined target output (Coyle et al., 1986). These
methods are designed to measure the consequences of the physiological changes caused by
the exercise and as such provide an indirect examination of the fatiguing process as they are
unable to measure those physiological changes themselves.
The interpretation of performance data to gain insight into the processes of fatigue may be
confounded further when the exercise can be performed at a variety of angular velocities
and/or joint angles (Lewis and Fulco, 1998). Although, there have been a great many
studies that have used force or power measures to assess fatigue (Abbiss and Laursen,
2005, Ahlquist et al., 1992, Bundle et al., 2006, Burnley et al., 2006, Greer et al., 2006,
Williams et al., 2003, Gleeson et al., 1998, Pinniger et al., 2000, Guével et al., 2000), it is
far more difficult to find literature comparing the diversity of assessment methods. This is
particularly true for cases where there has been an attempt to control the state of fatigue.
Kulig et al. (1984) reviewed the literature assessing the relationship between force and joint
angle. They noted that these relationships could be described as ‘strength curves’ due to
the inverted ‘U’ resulting from the graphical representations of the relationships they found
during dynamic and isometric contractions (Kulig et al., 1984). An example of Kulig and
colleagues (1984) results are shown in Figure 1 to illustrate the non-linear relationships
between joint angle and the force or torque produced. Within Figure 1 it was noticeable
that the ‘inverted U’ relationship was demonstrated when force or torque were assessed
through a large range of motion. This figure also demonstrates the range of responses
which occurred depending on the participants and the mode of exercise.
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Kulig et al. (1984) also investigated the effect of factors such as; the population studied,
psychological factors, physiological factors, geometric factors and exercise conditions.
Although, Kulig and colleagues found many useful consistencies in the literature
demonstrating that strength curves are dependent on a great many of these factors, they did
not include fatigue as one of the exercise conditions they reviewed (Kulig et al., 1984).
This lack of evidence highlights the need for further investigation into the strength curves
generated under conditions of fatigue.

Figure 1. Example of the inverted ‘U’ shape graph produced by torque against elbow
angle studied by Kulig et al. (1984). The numbers refer to the data source and letters refer
to the contraction type; C = concentric, E = eccentric, I isometric and F = female subjects.

Leedham and Dowling (1995) investigated the relationship between muscle force and joint
angle during electrically stimulated and MVC isometric contractions and their results also
demonstrated an ‘inverted U’ shape consistent with MVC contractions. However, a steeper
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slope was found with the stimulated contraction with reduced torque at shorter muscle
lengths indicating that at shorter muscle lengths a higher contribution of synergistic
muscles is likely. In turn, muscle inhibition has been shown to affect muscle activity at low
flexion angles during MVCs which serves to increase the slope of the ascending leg of the
strength curve, which is typically illustrated between elbow angles of 90° and 150° in
Figure 1 (Brondino et al., 2002).

3.2.1 Blood flow and fatigue
It has been known for many decades that during strong contractions the intramuscular
pressure can lead to a cessation of blood flow (Hill, 1948, Barcroft and Millen, 1939). For
contractions of the quadriceps muscle group for example, several studies have indicated
that blood flow is occluded in contractions of 25% MVC or higher (Edwards et al., 1972,
Gollnick et al., 1974). More recently, Doppler ultrasound has been found to be a suitable
non-invasive method of estimating muscle blood flow during exercise (Walther et al.,
2006). Walther and colleagues used ultrasound to demonstrate the increase of femoral
blood flow with the increase of knee extension exercise intensity ranging from 288.4
mL·min-1 at rest to 2479.8 mL·min-1 at peak exercise. In addition, axillary artery blood
flow to the biceps brachii was found to range from 171.4 mL·min-1 at rest to 1134.3
mL·min-1 at peak elbow flexion exercise (Walther et al., 2006). From these studies it
would appear that during exercise the overall blood flow is increased to meet the demands
of active muscle but that the intramuscular pressure induced by the contractions phase of a
cyclic exercise can lead to blood occlusion during that period. It was also notable that the
femoral blood flow to the leg muscles is capable of increasing up to 8.6 times that of during
rest, whereas the auxiliary artery blood flow to the biceps brachii muscle increases 6.6 time
that of rest which could indicate that the biceps brachii muscle is more susceptible to intra
muscular changes due to blood flow occlusion. During sustained isometric contraction the
inability of the blood supply to service the muscles requirements to maintain normal
function could augment fatigue (Sjøgaard et al., 1988). However, from the evidence that
overall blood flow in the active muscles increases during exercise (Walther et al., 2006), it
would seems reasonable to suspect that during the relaxation period of a cyclic/dynamic
movement, blood flow would resume to the active muscles fibres. This may provide
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sufficient blood supply to be maintained and minimise the effects of limited oxygen
delivery and by-product removal to be contributory factors of fatigue. Nevertheless, from
the evidence reported by Walther et al. (2006), it is clear that isometric and cyclic/dynamic
contractions produce profoundly different internal environments as a result of the internal
pressures placing differing demands on muscle function.
The blood supply available to working muscle has also been investigated as a factor
associated with changes in myoelectrical activity (Vøllestad and Sejerested, 1988). Blood
occlusion is a notable feature of exercise involving moderate contraction forces and
although arterial blood flow to active muscles increases during exercise, the increase in
internal pressure during the contraction phase of the activity causes blood occlusion to
active muscle fibres. Zwarts et al. (1988) used a pneumatic tourniquet at 300mmHg around
the upper leg to occlude blood flow and demonstrated that significant changes in EMG
parameters occurred as a result of blood supply occlusion (Zwarts and Arendt-Nielsen,
1988).
High intensity contractions without external blood occlusion have exhibited differing
performance outcomes where joint angles and therefore internal muscle architectures have
been altered (Kooistra et al., 2005, Hisaeda et al., 2001). The time to task failure in high
intensity isometric knee contraction is known to be related to the knee angle and therefore
muscle length. In studies involving isometric knee extension exercises where full knee
extension has been taken as 0°, comparisons between 30° and 90° of knee flexion have
been noted to produce significantly longer endurance times with a 30° knee angle. It has
also been noted that longer endurance times were found during knee extension compared to
knee flexion despite the relative level of intensity being the same, suggesting that different
muscles or muscle groups are effected differently by exercise (Gandevia et al., 1995b,
Kooistra et al., 2005).
These observations could lead to the hypothesis that different muscles have varying blood
supply during exercise due to the differing internal muscle environments that are created.
Therefore, it could well be that the internal forces generated during contraction vary at
different joint angles and therefore affect the time to task failure at sub-maximal intensities
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by differences in the extent of blood occlusion, muscle innervation or differences in energy
cost of the cross bridges at different muscle lengths (Hikaru et al., 2001). In addition to
these non-occluded contractions, evidence from studies that fully occluded the blood supply
demonstrated that endurance times still differed at different knee angles (Kooistra et al.,
2005), establishing that joint angle and the changes in muscle function that result can effect
performance endurance times. Further studies concluded that neural activation could be
excluded as a cause of knee angle dependent differences in endurance time. This is because
external stimulation failed to produce significantly different results (Kooistra et al., 2005).
Despite this, motor fibre conduction velocity has been found to decrease significantly in
ischemic conditions at contraction levels between 30 and 40 % MVC demonstrating the
dependence of myoelectrical activity on blood supply (Zwarts and Arendt-Nielsen, 1988).
Yasuda and colleagues (2009) performed a series of experiments on the biceps brachii
during low level isometric contractions with complete blood occlusion, moderate blood
occlusion and no blood occlusion using a pressure cuff around the proximal portion of the
arm and inflated to the necessary pressure. They demonstrated that the EMG parameters
MPF and iEMG were similarly influenced by both moderate and full blood flow restriction
despite greater impairment in performance due to the full blood flow restriction (Yasuda et
al., 2009). This suggests that blood flow restriction could have effects on the
electrophysiological parameters that are not directly related to the physiological change in
muscle function affecting performance.
These findings may be interpreted to suggest that muscle contraction produces internal
forces that progressively occlude blood supply with the increase of contraction intensity.
The blood occlusion does not affect muscle activation but does affect motor unit action
potential conduction velocity. This will lengthen the time that the action potential is
located under the recording electrodes and will affect the EMG signal to produce higher
energy at the lower frequencies and less energy at the higher frequencies of the power
density spectrum (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985).
It could be considered that any performance has three required factors; muscle strength to
exert the force demanded by the task, the skill to apply the force in the most optimal way
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and the psychological commitment to achieve the desired goal. In addition to these factors
there may be a time component that can affect each of these factors depending on the nature
of the performance. The sites at which fatiguing factors can lead to a decrement of
performance have been predominately divided into two domains; Peripheral fatigue and
Central fatigue (Powers and Howley, 1997).

3.2.2 Peripheral Fatigue
The peripheral nervous system delivers the electrical signals to the muscles and these
signals can be affected by exercise and subsequent changes in the muscular environment.
The major muscle cell components of the excitation-contraction mechanism are the
neuromuscular junction, the sarcolemma, the t-tubules and the sarcoplasmic reticulum
which includes the calcium (Ca2+) release channels and the Ca2+ pump proteins (Fitts,
1994). Physical exercise evokes changes in these cellular components and the intra cellular
environment in which these structures function also alters during exercise (Allen, 2004,
Fitts, 2006). The following sub-sections examine how these muscle cell structures and
mechanisms are affected as a consequence of fatiguing exercise.
3.2.2.1 The substrates involved in heavy exercise
With heavy and severe exercise the muscle high energy phosphate such as adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) and phosphocreatine decrease in concentration while inorganic
phosphates (Pi), adenosine diphosphate (ADP), lactate and H+ all increase in concentration.
These changes in the muscle environment have been correlated with fatigue induced
decrements to performance (Allen et al., 1995, Fitts, 1994). To continue optimal muscle
function, ATP levels must be maintained to supply the energy requirements to generate
force at the cross-bridges as well as the sodium-potassium pumps essential for the
sarcolemma and t-tubule action potential. ATP is also needed for the sarcoplasmic
reticulum Ca2+ release channels as a substrate for the sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase which
is involved in the Ca2+ release and reuptake by the sarcoplasmic reticulum (Fitts, 1994,
Allen et al., 1995). A depletion of ATP would undoubtedly disrupt contractile activity and
it has been established that ATP whole cell content declines during heavy exercise (Blazev
and Lamb, 1999). However, even with ATP at its most depleted, it has been recognised
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that there is over one hundred times the required amount of ATP for normal sodiumpotassium pump, sarcoplasmic reticulum pump, and Ca2+ release channels function (Fitts,
2006). Using a needle muscle biopsy technique to analyse the effect of different exercise
intensities on substrates, Karlsson and Saltin (1970) found that ATP and phosphocreatine
were depleted to the same extent at three different exercise intensities although a decline in
the performance outcome was only found in the highest workload (Karlsson and Saltin,
1970). Therefore, it would appear that the decline in the amount of ATP in muscle cells
does not correlate with the performance decrements associated with fatigue, suggesting that
ATP availability is not a limiting factor to performance during heavy exercise.
During heavy exercise, phosphocreatine is facilitated in the phosphocreatine-ATP shuttle in
which high energy phosphates from the mitochondria are transported to the sites of
utilisation. It is possible that low phosphocreatine levels could reduce the rate of ADP
rephosphorylation to ATP. Given that low ATP content is unlikely to be a site of fatigue, a
decline in phosphocreatine levels leading to reduced rate of ADP rephosphorylation to ATP
and the subsequent increase in ADP levels would be considered to be an area of fatigue
(Fitts, 2006, Fitts, 1994). Also, the rephosphorylation of ADP to ATP is reliant on energy
yielding glucose and therefore the supply of glycogen. It has been shown that during heavy
intensity exercise abundant glycogen is only likely to be present at the point of exercise
 O2 max for an individual (Coyle et al., 1986).
cessation for exercise intensities above 90% V

This appears to be due to other fatiguing factors leading to the cessation of exercise before
muscle glycogen level can be significantly reduced (McArdle et al., 1996). This is
supported with data from muscle biopsies after high and very high intensity cycle exercise
to exhaustion where muscle glycogen levels have not been found to be significantly
reduced suggesting that glycogen levels were not the cause of the fatigue (Iaia et al., 2009).
Also, as the level of ATP in fatigued muscles have been found to be maintained at the
terminations of heavy exercise (Fitts, 2006, Fitts, 1994), it is therefore unlikely that
glycogen depletion leads to reduced rephosphorylation of ADP to ATP and subsequent
deficits in performance.
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3.2.2.2 Excitation-activation coupling
It has been suggested that a decline in the neurotransmitter between the motor nerve and the
sarcolemma at high frequency activations could result in transmission block (Gandevia et
al., 1995b). A failing at this early point in the excitation-activation coupling rather than
later at the cross-bridges would serve to save energy consuming processes and may prevent
cellular damage. A reduction in cell depolarisation has been noted in fatigued muscle cells,
but it has not been associated with a failure of propagation to the sarcolemma (Fitts, 1994,
Lännergren and Westerblad, 1986). Simultaneous measurements of electrical activity at the
neuromuscular junction and in the individual muscle fibres have suggested that excitation
failure does not occur as a result of exercise (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981). It is therefore,
unlikely that the neuromuscular junction is a site at which fatigue would lead to task failure
(Powers and Howley, 1997).
The sarcolemma is the surface membrane of the muscle fibre and propagates the action
potential into the t-tubules where the depolarisation triggers a voltage driven
conformational change in an intra-membrane t-tubule protein. This in turn triggers Ca2+
release from the adjacent sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release channels producing a
uniform activation of the entire fibre (Fitts, 1994). Studies using EMG surface electrode
arrays have shown the conduction velocity of the action potential along the sarcolemma to
decrease during prolonged contractions (Masuda et al., 1999, Merletti et al., 1990,
Mortimer et al., 1970, Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). The reduction in conduction
velocity in turn reduces the firing rate of the muscle fibre. However, it is not clear if these
decreases in the rate of muscle fibre activation have a detrimental effect on the muscles
contraction performance (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1982). They could serve to deliver neural
activation at a rate that is more compatible with other muscular determinates effecting
performance such as the slowing rate of calcium reuptake (Enoka and Stuart, 1992).
A common approach to assess the effect of reduced innervation of muscle has been to
measure the electrical response in the muscle (M-wave) and the force output to the imposed
electrical stimulation (Enoka and Stuart, 1992, Stein et al., 1999, Binder-Macleod and
Guerin, 1990, Lännergren and Westerblad, 1986). Changes in the M-wave are indicative of
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alterations in the neuromuscular propagation between the site of initiation at the nerve and
the site of the recording over the muscle fibres. Some studies have reported that M-wave
amplitudes can decrease during 60s MVC (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1982, Thomas et al.,
1989), while others have shown an amplitude decrease with more sustained activity (Enoka
and Stuart, 1992, Milner-Brown and Miller, 1986). A possible explanation for this
decrease in M-waves could be a reduction in the excitability of the muscle fibre membrane.
This could be due to an accumulation of potassium ions and a depletion of sodium ions
within the intercellular space (Enoka and Stuart, 1992). Although it has been suggested
that these changes could lead to a failure of the excitation-contraction coupling, there is
little evidence that these changes have any effect on the force output of the muscle (Fitts,
1994).
The frequency at which the electrical stimulus is applied can also affect the decrease in
force output of the muscle due to exercise. As the fatiguing processes develop during
sustained contraction, the force output from MVC and imposed electrical stimulation
decrease with time. Binder-Macleod and colleagues (1990) applied an electrical
stimulation to the quadriceps femoris muscle which decreased progressively from 60 pulses
per second by 5 pulses per second during their exercise protocol of intermittent eight
second contractions with twelve seconds rest between contractions. They noted that when
the initial stimulation frequency the force output was partially preserved compared to the
decline in force noted by continuing at the higher frequency (Binder-Macleod and Guerin,
1990). This would indicate that the maximum performance of the muscle is not necessarily
dependent on the highest level of innervation activity suggesting that the declines in the
firing rate of motor units noted by Bigland-Ritchie et al. (1992) are not a limiting factor to
performance as a result of the fatiguing contractions and may assist to preserve force output
(Gandevia et al., 1995b, Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1992).
For the cross-bridges and the contractile proteins, actin and myosin to function effectively,
it is a requirement that Ca2+ is needed to bind with troponin and allow the cross-bridges to
bind with the active site on actin. ATP is needed for both the activation of the crossbridges to generate force and the dissociation of the cross-bridge from actin (Powers and
Howley, 1997). The t-tubules charge sensors are maintained by a negative resting potential
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in non-fatigued muscle fibres and the t-tubules Ca2+ channels are opened by the action
potential depolarisation (Fitts, 1994). Fatigued fibres have exhibited a positive shift in the
activation threshold suggesting that during fatiguing contractions extracellular Ca2+
concentration increases. However, evidence suggests that the t-tubules are robust and
unlikely to fail in highly fatigued muscle fibres (Györke, 1993, Fitts, 2006).
The t-tubules charge induces the sarcoplasmic reticulum to release Ca2+ by a molecular
mechanism where the t-tubular charge sensor lies directly opposite and possibly in contact
with the ryanodine receptor on the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release channel (Fitts,
2006). The intercellular Ca2+ content depends upon the relative activity of Ca2+ release
from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and the Ca2+ removal process. The removal process
consists of the activity of the sarcoplasmic reticulum pump and the Ca2+ binding proteins.
Ca2+ release depends on the channel permeability and the concentration gradient between
the sarcoplasmic reticulum lumen and the intracellular fluid (Fitts, 2006). An observed
reduction in Ca2+ transient and slow relaxation during fatiguing activity could be associated
with a decline in Ca2+ concentration gradient during sustained contraction or a decrease in
the removal of Ca2+ (Fitts, 1994). A reduction of Ca2+ in the sarcoplasmic reticulum will
decrease the concentration gradient but it has been shown that fatiguing contractions do not
completely deplete sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ as caffeine, a compound that acts directly
on the sarcoplasmic reticulum to release Ca2+, reversed the tension lost in fatigued fibres
(Fitts, 2006).
The sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ concentration gradient can also be reduced during heavy
exercise by Pi acting with the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ to form calcium phosphate. This
will reduce the amount of releasable Ca2+ decreasing the Ca2+ concentration gradient and
depressing the Ca2+ transient and thus, contributing to the development of muscle fatigue
(Fryer et al., 1995). However, the evidence that fatigued muscles exposed to caffeine show
recovery of Ca2+ release and force demonstrates that sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ stores are
not depleted and that a reduced concentration gradient cannot all together explain the
inhibition of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release (Fitts, 2006).
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During sustained activity H+ ions are released as a by-product to glycolysis and the reduced
pH has the potential to inhibit sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release (McArdle et al., 1996).
However, when intact fibres were made acidic, Ca2+ transient increased and the low pH had
no effect on the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release during in vivo contractile activity
(Fitts, 2006). An alternative view is that sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release is inhibited
during fatigue by the combination of increased magnesium ion concentration and a reduced
ATP concentration (Allen et al., 1995). These potential fatiguing factors were controlled in
a muscle fibre preparation so individual or collective factors could be altered. Blazev and
Lamb (1999) used this technique and observed that a decline in cellular ATP concentration
had no effect on Ca2+ release. However, when this decline in ATP concentration was
combined with an increase of magnesium ions, there was a significant inhibition of Ca2+
release (Blazev and Lamb, 1999). As much of the intracellular magnesium is bound to
ATP, a reduction in cellular ATP with intense exercise would be mirrored by an increase in
free magnesium ions (Fitts, 2006). Nevertheless, even with the most fatigued muscle cells,
ATP content within the muscle cell remains within normal concentrations meaning that
should this hypothesis have merit, ATP would be compartmentalised with lower levels
surrounding the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release channels (Allen et al., 1995).
Fatigue is known to be associated with prolonged relaxation time of the cross-bridge cycle
due to a reduced rate of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ reuptake. Strenuous exercise that
leads to increased H+, increased Pi and increased ADP concentrations have been suggested
to inhibit the sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase and Ca2+ pump rate (Allen et al., 1995).
After some types of exercise recovery can take several hours or even days. The decreases
in performance noted during this period are especially apparent at low activation frequency,
hence the term ‘low frequency fatigue’ (Bruton et al., 1998, Westerblad et al., 2000).
Bruton and colleagues (1998) found that the Ca2+ transient during low frequency fatigue
was depressed and recovery slow and they suggested that the mechanism could involve a
structural alteration of the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release channels or associated
proteins (Bruton et al., 1998). They speculated that this was caused by calmodulin which
regulates sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release by activating channel opening with low
cytoplasmic Ca2+ and inhibits Ca2+ release with high Ca2+. Also, reactive oxygen species
such as hydrogen peroxide are produced during oxidative metabolism and their production
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increases with the intensity of the exercise. These have been suggested to inhibit
sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release (Bruton et al., 1998).
3.2.2.3 Cross-bridge mechanism of Fatigue
In addition to the release of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+, effective cross-bridge cycling is
dependent on the availability of ATP (Powers and Howley, 1997). Each cross-bridge cycle
begins with the rigor complex when an ATP molecule binds to the myosin head to rapidly
dissociate the complex. Myosin then binds to actin in a weak bound low force state but
with the subsequent release of Pi, the cross-bridge transforms into a strong high force bound
and the power stroke is performed. ADP is then released returning the cross-bridge to the
rigor complex (Fitts, 2008).
Isometric contractions have been noted to differ from concentric contractions, with longer
relaxation times from peak tension to baseline tension. This could be due to a slower
cycling of the cross-bridge because the reuptake rate of the Ca2+ by the sarcoplasmic
reticulum leading to insufficient or inadequate provision of ATP (Powers and Howley,
1997). The cross-bridge mechanism involves the hydrolysis of ATP to produce energy for
cross-bridge cycling which in turn increases the concentrations of ADP, Pi and hydrogen
ions (H+). Production of these three components increases with the intensity of exercise
performed but because of the Creatine kinase reaction they show an inverse relationship
with phosphocreatine (Fitts, 2006). In high intensity contractions, the initial decline in
force found in muscle fibres shows no change in the Ca2+ release mechanism and this
decline in force is thought to be mediated by the effects of Pi and H+ (Allen et al., 1995).
These ions could inhibit the cross-bridge to initiate the generation of force or reduce the
force producing capacity of the cross-bridge (Fitts, 2006).
Force, velocity and power of muscle are determined by the molecular factors controlling
the number and force of the cross-bridges in the strongly bound stage and the rate of crossbridge cycling. The presence of Pi and H+ has been shown to reduce the force of each highforce bridge during high intensity contraction. This is further augmented by a decline in the
number of strong bound bridges in fast twitch fibres (Allen et al., 1995). The presence of
H+ could also slow the rate of ADP release and inhibit velocity. Pi is thought to inhibit
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cross-bridge detachment and both Pi and H+ can reduce myofibrillar Ca2+ sensitivity (Fitts,
2008). These findings have led to the view that increases in Pi and H+ can independently
result in the slowing of the cross-bridge cycling and reduction in force of the cross-bridges,
but together these ions have a further detrimental effect on cross-bridge function (Fitts,
2008, Allen, 2004). Indeed, Westerblad et al. (2002) suggested that high concentrations of
Pi alone had the potential to effect five mechanisms leading to contractile dysfunction; (a)
hindering cross bridge transition to the high force state; (b) reducing myofibrillar Ca2+
sensitivity; (c) increasing the probability of the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release
channels opening; (d) inhibiting Ca2+ uptake by the sarcoplasmic reticulum; (e) Pi
precipitating with the Ca2+ in the sarcoplasmic reticulum.
3.2.2.4 Summary of peripheral fatigue
From the evidence shown in section 3.2.2.2, peripheral fatigue is unlike to originate from
the innervation of the muscle via the peripheral nervous system. Despite changes in the
intracellular environment, action potential conduction velocity and the subsequent decrease
in innervation rate and the positive shift in the activation threshold of the t-tubules, it
appears that the sarcoplasmic reticulum is adequately stimulated.
Inhibition of the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ release channels and the slowing of Ca2+
reuptake would lead to changes in the Ca2+ transient noted during fatiguing contractions. It
is highly likely that a site of exercise induced fatigue is the Ca2+ kinetics during fatiguing
conditions. In addition, the increase in Pi, ADP and H+ concentrations in the cytoplasm has
been shown to affect the cross-bridges by slowing the cross-bridge cycle, reducing the
number of strong bonds, reducing the force of each cross-bridge binding and increasing the
dissociation rate of the cross-bridge bindings. Increases in these ions have been observed
during high intensity activity associated with fatigue. Therefore, it is likely that the crossbridge cycling is a site of fatigue in high intensity exercise.
3.2.2.5 Prolonged Exercise and Fatigue
Some exercise intensities can be maintained for extensive periods but are still subject to
fatigue and the performance cannot be continued indefinitely. Endurance athletes can often
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suffer dehydration and increased core temperature but with adequate carbohydrate and
water intake, these factors should be ameliorated (Coyle et al., 1986). Nevertheless, submaximal workloads can lead to fatigue after several hours of continuous exercise. These
performance deficits have been correlated with, and suggested to be caused by, glycogen
depletion. It has been shown that abundant glycogen is only likely to be present at the
 O2 max or
point of exercise cessation for exercise intensities that are either below 50% V

 O2 max for an individual (Coyle et al., 1986). With exercise intensity below
above 90% V
 O2
50% V

max

the muscle glycogen can be replaced by stored liver glycogen and fatty

 O2 max other fatiguing factors appear to lead to the cessation of
acids, while above 90% V

exercise before muscle glycogen level can be significantly reduced (McArdle et al., 1996).
Regular exercise training regimes improve performance but have also been noted to reduce
the rate of glycogen utilisation and delay glycogen depletion, suggesting that glycogen
depletion correlates with the onset of fatigue. Carbohydrate feeding throughout exercise
can prevent hypoglycaemia and delay performance decline. However, the rate of muscle
glycogen depletion is not changed nor is the fatigue prevented (Coyle et al., 1986). The
mechanism by which muscle function at this range of exercise intensities is affected by
muscle glycogen availability is not known though it is speculated that blood glucose and
free fatty acids are metabolised too slowly to maintain the exercise or that a certain amount
of muscle glycogen is required to maintain the Krebs cycle (Fitts, 2006).
Other than glycogen depletion, prolonged exercise appears to affect sarcoplasmic reticulum
Ca2+ pump function leading to a reduced Ca2+ reuptake rate. This observation could be due
to inhibited sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase activity (Fitts, 1994). This suggests that the
disruption to the sarcoplasmic reticulum may be from structural damage caused by the
processes induced by the prolonged activity. Fitts (2006) indicated that it is possible that
glycogen may stabilise the sarcoplasmic reticulum membranes and that upon the depletion
of muscle glycogen the sarcoplasmic reticulum becomes vulnerable to disruption (Fitts,
2006).
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3.2.3 Central Fatigue
Central fatigue is characterised by an inability of the central nervous system (CNS) to
innervate the maximum evocable force (St Clair Gibson et al., 2001). This has been
identified when MVCs have been superimposed by an electrical impulse and a force spike
is produced that is greater than the MVC force output. This technique is known as twitch
interpolation and has been used extensively to study the effects of exercise on central
determinates of fatigue and to establish if subjects are able to produce maximum force
voluntarily (Fitts, 2006, Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1986a).
3.2.3.1 Interpolated stimulus
MVCs produce a peak performance output of a subject via the CNS. Maximum forces
produced by twitch interpolation techniques are aimed at stimulating all the motor neurons
simultaneously and so stimulating all the muscle fibres to produce the muscle’s optimal
performance (Fitts, 2006, Gandevia et al., 1995a).

It has been shown that healthy, well-

motivated athletes are able to produce in excess of 95% of their optimal performance
(Gandevia et al., 1995a). However, as a consequence of exercise, fatigue leads to decreases
in force output which can be partly restored by electrically stimulated interpolation
indicating that the muscle is not innervated to its optimum capacity (Bigland-Ritchie et al.,
1986a, Gandevia et al., 1995a, Fitts, 2006).
Some caution should be taken when comparing electrically stimulated contractions with
naturally produced contractions. The electrode needs to be placed where it can stimulate all
the axons of the muscle of interest without activating axons producing antagonistic torque.
For this reason, common peroneal nerve stimulation is inadequate for twitch interpolation
for ankle dorsiflexion and the ulnar nerve stimulation is not accurate for abduction and
adduction of the fingers (Gandevia et al., 1995a). In addition, the biomechanics of a joint
may be such that synergistic muscle activation may be evoked or muscle inhibition of the
agonist muscle at vulnerable joint angles during MVC to protect the joint from injury
caused by the high forces generated during maximum efforts (Brondino et al., 2002, Suter
and Herzog, 1997).
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3.2.3.2 Feed forward and Feedback
It is well established that during sustained MVCs the firing rate of motor neurons declines.
This observation has been linked to the increase in relaxation time of the cross-bridges and
the slowing of the of the sarcoplasmic reticulum cycle rate and is sometimes termed as
‘muscle wisdom’ (Fitts, 2006, Enoka and Stuart, 1992). Those who advocate a prominent
role of central fatigue in the decline in performance with exercise suggest that the motor
neuron firing rate is excessive and has the result of reducing the force produced to a lower
level (Gandevia, 2001). Indeed, it has been speculated that the reduced firing rate may
result from an increased activation of group III and IV afferent nerves that are activated by
metabolic factors (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1986b, Fitts, 2006). Evidence produced by
Bigland-Ritchie and colleagues (1986) supported this view showing that the firing rate did
not recover during three minutes of rest while the muscle blood flow was occluded after
exercise but did recover once the blood was allowed to resume (Bigland-Ritchie et al.,
1986b).
Feed forward is the process in which a higher conscious command that consists of the
parallel activation of the brain stem locomotor centre, autonomic and ventilatory circuits at
the onset of exercise to facilitate a particular interaction with the environment (Al-Falahe et
al., 1990). The feedback reflex mechanism is believed to consist of the activation of brain
stem autonomic and ventilatory circuits by the exercise-induced stimulation of group III
and IV muscle afferent nerves. Group III and IV muscle afferents are thin fibre neurons
with nerve endings in the muscle and respond to the conditions that the muscle in that area
is placed under. Group III are thinly myelinated afferents, while group IV are
unmyelinated (Legramante et al., 2000). A substantial number of group IV afferents are
thought to be nociceptors and responsive to pain. Others are thought to be metaboreceptors,
signalling that the oxygen and/or blood supply in the exercising muscles is not satisfying
demand. However, during dynamic exercise Adreani and colleagues (1997) found that
group IV afferents were stimulated by low level dynamic exercise however, as the exercise
intensity was low this response did not appear to be evoked by a mismatch between blood
supply and demand in the exercising muscle. In addition, they found that group IV
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afferents did not discharge in synchrony with the rhythmic contractions of the exercise,
suggesting that group IV were not sensitive to mechanical stimuli (Adreani et al., 1997).
Group III muscle afferents, in contrast to group IV afferents, are sensitive to mechanical
distortion of their receptive muscle area. For example, group III afferents respond
vigorously to manoeuvres such as tendon stretch and nonnoxious probing. Also, group III
afferents often respond briskly at the onset of tetanic contraction. The sensitivity to
mechanical distortion possessed by group III afferents is demonstrate by findings that
during dynamic exercise these thinly myelinated afferents frequently discharged in
synchrony with the contraction phase of the step cycle (Adreani et al., 1997).
These findings demonstrate that the neuromechanical system controlling exercise is
sensitive to neural feedback and although much more evidence is needed to understand the
extent of the influence the neural feedback mechanisms have on the feed forward processes,
it would be realistic to surmise that the innervation patterns controlling movement during
exercise are influenced by these systems.
3.2.3.3 Further implications of central fatigue
Evidence presented here suggests that the potential performance capabilities can be limited
by a centrally mediated reduction in neural drive. St Clair and colleagues (2001) have
suggested that central fatigue is a neurological strategy that acts as an anticipatory
mechanism based on the knowledge of previous activation histories producing a reduced
activation to offset the effects of fatigue. They noted that during prolonged cycling
exercise, muscle glycogen depletion occurred despite only 20% or less of all the muscle
fibres being recruited at any one time during the exercise. Therefore, a neural strategy must
be in place in which the recruitment patterns of the muscle fibres were altered during the
fatiguing process (St Clair Gibson et al., 2001). This group of investigators have
formulated a model of fatigue that is intended to explain the consequences of exercise that
lead to the reductions in performance but prevent the catastrophic failure that could result in
irreversible physical exhaustion, cell damage and even death (Noakes et al., 2004). They
theorise that the metabolites accumulated during exercise are less likely to be the cause of
fatigue but act to regulate muscle function by influencing the number of motor units
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recruited and so mediate the fatigue to ensure muscle homeostasis is maintained at a
reduced performance level. This approach has become known as the ‘central governor
model’ and suggests that during self-paced exercise, the central nervous system
continuously modifies the pace of a complex, nonlinear dynamic system (Noakes et al.,
2004).
Advocates of this model evidence the theory with observations such as: The maintained
homeostasis in all the bodies organ systems at the point of exhaustion; the lack of rigor of
the exercising muscle that might be expected as physiological functions fail; the effect of
chronic fatigue syndrome, in which patients experience fatigue at rest; the role of
psychological and motivational factors influencing exercise performance (Noakes et al.,
2005) and in addition the evidence that heart patients who receive a healthy heart transplant
fail to recover exercise capabilities (Marconi and Marzorati, 2003). A further line of
evidence that has been suggested to support this model is that at the moment of exhaustion
or exercise cessation, not all the motor units are recruited. The theory proposes that
peripheral factors alone cannot cause the termination of exercise when the majority of
available motor units are inactive. The central governor model suggests that the brain will
not recruit additional motor units during prolonged exercise because it may threaten the
maintenance of homeostasis and it is more probable that the development of metabolites
may induce an increase in compensatory respiration and the increase in the sensation of
discomfort that ultimately causes the conscious decision to terminate the exercise (Noakes
et al., 2005). Furthermore, fatigue is proposed to be a sensation or emotion rather than a
physical event or manifestation of the consequences of exercise such as the reduction in
optimum performance output by the active muscles (Noakes et al., 2005).
However, this view fails to account for the rapid accumulation of lactate, H+, ADP and Pi
that accompany the reductions in performance in both voluntary and electrically stimulated
contractions (Weir et al., 2006). There is little reason to doubt that the fatiguing process
has an effect on the motivation and emotion of the individual, and that these sensations can
contribute to the cessation of an exercise (Green, 1997). However, the hypothesis that this
phenomenon is the limiting factor to performance needs further exploration to develop
credibility. It could be argued that the central governor model most applies to endurance
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exercise where, at the moment of cessation of the exercise, motor unit recruitment is submaximal.
In contrast, during high intensity exercise such as maximum repetition power lifting, a
subject can perform two or three reps but not the fourth. The central governor model
suggests that the level of neuromuscular activity is sufficient for the first three reps but not
the last failed effort (Weir et al., 2006). It is more likely that the peripheral mechanisms
within the sarcomeres resulting from the previous high intensity efforts are responsible for
the inability to produce the required force output for the subsequent rep. In addition,
should the CNS only allow so many motor units to be recruited, if these motor units are
subject to peripheral fatigue then both central and peripheral fatiguing processes are
effecting the performance capabilities of the active muscles and thereby, the CNS losing
control of the homeostasis that Noakes and his colleagues suggest the central governor is
intended to have in its command (Noakes et al., 2005). The notion that endurance exercise
may have different mechanisms controlling performance outcomes, suggests that fatigue
may be task dependent. That is, that depending on the desired task that an individual
wishes to perform, there may be several factors that may affect the prospects of the
performance task being successfully completed (Weir et al., 2006).
It is therefore unlikely that central fatigue has a dominate role in the reductions of
performance associated with high intensity exercise induced fatigue but there is a
reasonable argument to support the view that central fatigue mechanisms can contribute
significantly during prolonged exercise. In addition, there is has been no evidence found
that there is any threshold or demarcation at which central fatigue mechanisms may become
more influential than the peripheral effects of exercise. It is therefore possible that the
control of force production and movement is a neurological strategy developed to facilitate
the optimum performance of an organism for a give task. The strategy would seek to
provide the most efficient motor unit innervation patterns that can both satisfy the task
objectives within the multitude of possible environments and to protect the organism for
injury and dysfunction that could lead to a vulnerable state.
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The physiological consequences of exercise that are known to be detrimental to the
continuation of exercise could be regarded as one of the environmental conditions that the
neurological systems need to be able to manage (Enoka, 1997a). It is possible that pacing
strategies could exist and be adopted by exercising subjects to enhance their performance of
that exercise and that the innervation patterns associated with a strategy may be limited to
closely defined performance boundaries. That is, someone performing a steady exercise
would develop the neural strategy that would be the most effective possible for that
individual in those conditions at that time but would not be suitable for any change in the
exercise. For the paradigm to work, it would be to the individual’s best advantage to
maintain the strategy and not be distracted from it too easily into a more versatile but less
efficient innervation pattern.
This system would serve to provide the means to perform the required task, offset the
effects of fatigue and protect the organism from catastrophic failure and cellular damage
(Noakes et al., 2004). The control of the neurological innervation pattern would attempt to
contain the exercise parameters within the capabilities of that innervation pattern to prolong
the endurance without placing excessive demands on physiological functions (St Clair
Gibson et al., 2001). It could be said that the innervation patterns that are developed to
prolong homeostasis during exercise are not dedicated to induce the fatigue associated with
a reduction in performance but that they lack the ability to evoke additional motor units to
increase exercise intensity or to compensate for failing motor unit. This could be because
the innervation patterns evoked to produce higher motor unit numbers would not concur
with the developmental process in which they derive.
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3.3 Electromyography (EMG)
3.3.1 History
From the outset of physiological investigation of human movement, great attention has
been paid to the mechanisms and control of muscle function (Sherrington, 1906, BiglandRitchie, 1995, Noakes, 2000, Enoka and Stuart, 1992, Gandevia et al., 1995b, Fitts, 2006,
Moritani, 1993). As mentioned previously, a major property of life that enables us to
function within our environment is the force produced by the muscles. This has led
researchers to investigate such areas as force development and energy/oxygen cost of
contraction (Whipp, 1994), muscle temperature (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1992), muscle noise
(Madeleine et al., 2001), acidosis and electromyography (Moritani, 1993).
At the end of the eighteenth century, Galvani reported on his experiments with muscle and
nerve preparations and animal electricity. He found that muscle tissue responded to the
application of an electrical current by contracting (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985).
Enquiring minds of the day questioned why seemingly dead flesh would react to electrical
probes, raising the question as to whether the force of life was in the electricity or the
muscle.
Developments in electrical engineering advanced at a greater pace than the techniques
needed to examine the electrical activity of muscle. In 1825, Nobili improved the
sensitivity of the galvanometer by compensating for the torque of the earths’ magnetic
field. As well as demonstrating the level of measurement sensitivity that the detection
equipment needed to possess to acquire such electrical signals, this technical advance
showed that these signals did originate from active muscle (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985).
Carlo Matteucci in 1844, using the improved galvanometer, showed that electrical currents
did originate from muscle tissue. Since then, the discoveries that human muscle responds
to and actually produces electrical activity have provoked efforts to understand these
phenomena (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985, Barry and Enoka, 2007, Clarys and Cabri,
1993, Vøllestad and Sejerested, 1988, Enoka, 1997a, Weir et al., 2006).
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Saline solution was found to increase the current to the galvanometer and it was realised
that the impedance of the skin reduced the current. A technique to improve detection was
found by the Frenchmen Du-Bois-Reymond. This involved inducing a blister to the skin of
each forearm, then he removed the blister and placed an electrode in saline solution in
contact with the wound (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985), reducing the resistance
significantly.
Duchenne, a French medical electrophysiologist, used the study of electricity and clinical
observation to determine the dynamics of intact skeletal muscle (Basmajian and De Luca,
1985). Sherrington (1906, 1909) performed some of the earliest investigations into the
control of movement. By applying electrical stimuli to the motor cortex of a cat,
Sherrington demonstrated the existence of a centrally mediated reciprocal activation by
observing that some muscles contracted while their antagonist relaxed. By using
decerebrate cats a peripherally applied stimulus elicited opposite reactions in an agonistantagonist muscle set. The observation that an electrical stimulation could induce a relaxed
state in an antagonistic muscle led him to postulate on the concept of peripherally mediated
reciprocal inhibition (Sherrington, 1906, Sherrington, 1909). These observations are some
of the earliest examples to demonstrate that a simple input could lead to complex actions
that are mediated by the neuromuscular system. This is in contrast to the notion held at the
time by some investigators such as the electrical engineer Arthur E. Baines who became
interested in biomedical engineering. Baines in 1918 produced an analogy that the motor
neural system was comparable to an on/off electrical drive as in an electrical cable and that
the nervous system could be portrayed in an electrical style wiring diagram (Basmajian and
De Luca, 1985).
These investigations led to the search for techniques sensitive enough to examine muscle
activity. In the early stages of EMG development, the available technology was a limiting
factor as researchers were expected to build their own equipment (Bigland-Ritchie, 1995).
The lack of measuring equipment sensitivity, and resources to analyse the signal produced
made the interpretation of EMG an anarchic process with some of the first observations
being made by watching the needle of a homemade meter that was sensitive to the potential
difference between two anatomical points (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985).
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Over time, technological developments made the acquisition of the EMG signals more
reliable. One such example was the cathode ray tube invented by Braun in 1897 which was
used in conjunction with a string galvanometer by Forbes and Thacher in 1920 to monitor
changes in current flow. In 1922, Gasser and Erlanger used the cathode ray oscilloscope to
show the electrical signals from the muscle and their work later led to the Nobel Prize in
1944 (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985).
Since the Second World War, improvements in electronics have made the use of EMG for
anatomists, kinesiologists and orthopaedic surgeons increasingly practical. However, it
was often still necessary for researchers to record spike trains on long lengths of paper
which were unrolled along a corridor so that the inter-spike intervals could be measured
using a meter ruler (Bigland-Ritchie, 1995). The following decades produced many more
investigations into human EMG but these tended to be in the field of clinical research,
particularly after the introduction of the electrically more stable silver-silver-chloride
surface electrodes in the 1960s (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985), which reduced many of the
issues relating to inconsistent contact with the skin.
As studies into the effect of prolonged exercise on muscles gathered pace, some
investigators became increasingly interested by the changes in muscle properties that were
induced by activity (Hagberg, 1981, Salmons and Henriksson, 1981, Coyle et al., 1986,
Jones and Carter, 2000). A particular area of interest was the strategies that the nervous
system must adopt if effective muscle control is to be maintained (Bigland-Ritchie, 1995).
Recent decades have seen significant developments in electronic engineering to improve
the sensitivity and precision of measuring equipment. For example, active electrodes have
been developed which have the initial amplification of the signal in close proximity to the
electrode contacts, reducing issues of noise produced by the movement of the leads
(Hagemann et al., 1985). This arrangement has been shown to be less sensitive to the
variable impendence of the electrode/skin interface and so produce improved signal fidelity
and less motion artefact as the signals are transmitted along wires from the sensor site to the
recording apparatus (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985, Roy et al., 2007). An example of
contemporary EMG technology is the Delsys fixed parallel bar design active electrode
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system. This system has been reported to have the ability to cope with dynamic physical
activity (Hagemann et al., 1985, Roy et al., 2007, Türker, 1993). These advances together
with rapid developments in computing power and the ability to digitise continuous signals,
improved EMG acquisition techniques, signal processing techniques and equipment
currently available, previously limiting factors are no longer such a barrier to investigations
of muscle function. This in turn has made access to powerful analytical tools such as
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and then Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) available to
anyone interested in signal processing (Lyons, 2001).

3.3.2 Applications
Muscle activation patterns (Clarys and Cabri, 1993), muscle co-ordination (De Luca and
Mambrito, 1987), motor unit synchronisation (De Luca et al., 1993), as well as fatigue have
been examined with EMG (Jurell, 1998, Kamen and Caldwell, 1996). The ability to
investigate a single muscle or muscle groups during exercise without interrupting the
progression of any effects of the exercise is the key benefit of using EMG electrodes on the
surface of the skin. Having eliminated the effect of the measurement on the exercise, the
remaining challenge is appropriate interpretation of the resulting signals.
Studies using EMG have predominantly been applied to isometric contractions to minimise
the effect of non-stationarity (Knaflitz and Bonato, 1999). This is due to the electrodes on
the skin surface moving in relation to the muscle during dynamic contractions and therefore
producing a signal that may not have a consistent frequency component throughout the
sample time (Lyons, 2001). The movement of the electrode over the active muscle can
produce artefact when analysing integrated EMG (iEMG) and a non-linear signal when
analysing the frequency domain. That is, if movement artefact is introduced to produce
frequency changes in the time frame, it would not be known if changes in the frequency
parameters were artefact or otherwise.
Over the last two decades there have been extensive and varied uses of EMG including the
effect of muscle injury on its innervation, the changes in innervation due to training and
exercise task as well as exercise induced fatigue (De Luca, 1997). For example; Glousmen
et al. (1992) used EMG to compare the elbow function of ten competitive baseball pitchers
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with medial collateral ligament insufficiency to that of 30 uninjured pitchers. They
examined the extensor carpi radialis brevis and longus muscles as well as the triceps, flexor
carpi radialis and the pronator teres muscles using single-needle duel 50µm insulated fine
wire technique (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). They found greater muscle activity in the
extensor carpi radialis brevis and longus muscles of the pitchers with medial collateral
ligament insufficiency, who also demonstrated a reduction in muscle activity on the triceps,
flexor carpi rdialis and the pronator teres muscles. The combination of these variations in
muscle activities were judged to create an imbalance around the elbow joint. Studies such
as this demonstrate muscle utilisation within a sporting movement and show that the
muscle activation patterns of players with medial collateral ligament insufficiency
compared to uninjured athletes could be assessed with surface EMG analysis (Glousman et
al., 1992).
The possible synchronisation of motor units has also been studied with EMG. This has been
described as a means of increasing the efficiency of motor units in a given task (De Luca et
al., 1993). The phenomenon has been identified by a number of investigators as cited in
Yue et al. (1995) and is interpreted to arise from synaptic inputs that are common to the
motor units involved in the task. Yue and colleagues (1995) conducted an experiment to
investigate methods of determining synchronisation with surface EMG. Conclusions were
made indicating that determining motor unit synchronisation is a problematical endeavour
considering the anarchic nature of EMG signals even in the most restrictive and controlled
of conditions (Yue et al., 1995).
The signal attained from EMG is challenging to interpret due to multiple factors such as the
movement of the electrode in relation to the muscle producing artefact and nonlinear signal
response. The interpretation of the EMG signal may be further influenced by fatigue. For
example, in a given task such as elbow flexion with a supinated hand position, known as
the bicep curl, slowing fibre conduction velocities and the reductions in motor unit firing
rate produce a decline in iEMG output while increased recruitment of motor units or the
preferential recruitment of larger fast twitch motor units could increase iEMG (De Luca,
1997, Kamen and Caldwell, 1996). Garland et al. (1994) noted in their study of fatigue of
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the biceps brachii, that the EMG activity associated with MVC declined with muscle
fatigue (Garland et al., 1994).
Henneman’s size principle states that; with an increase of the muscle force, progressively
larger motor units are recruited. These larger motor units are capable of higher firing rates
and their recruitment results in greater force production (Henneman, 1957). The increase in
force meets the demand but also increases the overall firing rate of the surface EMG sample
area (Stegeman et al., 2000). There is a strong relationship between the size of a motor
neuron and the order in which neurons are activated. This influence is attributed to the
magnitude of the motor neurons input resistance as a small motor neurons have a high input
resistance, they are recruited first in response to an increase in synaptic current (Duchateau
et al., 2006). This determines the rank order in which motor units are recruited and is
essentially the same for isometric and dynamic contractions (Stotz and Bawa, 2001). The
general pattern holds for both ramp and ballistic isometric increases in force production,
although the threshold force at which motor neurons are recruited is reduced during
ballistic contractions (Desmedt and Godaux, 1978).
Rapid contractions of 33% or more of MVC can evoke most motor units to be recruited
therefore, during ballistic or emergency responses, motor units will be recruited earlier and
force production elicited more rapidly than during more planned and considered responses
(Duchateau et al., 2006). This response is similar to the effect of training in highly
conditioned athletes where force can be produced more quickly. Evidence has indicated
that strength training can influence motor units by reducing the neural activity necessary to
produce the same force after training compared to before the strength training. For
example, nine weeks of strength training was assessed using magnetic resonance images of
the quadriceps femoris muscles when lifting the same weight. Results suggested that less
muscle mass was activated to lift the weight after the training compared to before the nine
week training programme (Ploutz et al., 1994).
As the magnitude of the force produced by a motor unit is largely determined by the muscle
fibres it innervates and the firing rate, an increase in firing rate would have the potential to
increase the force. An increase in the firing rate of 15% has been noted in the muscle fibres
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of the vastus lateralis in young adults after a strength training period of six weeks which
produced an increase in MVC knee extensor force of 33 % (Kamen and Knight, 2004). A
similar effect was found in rapid dynamic sub-maximal contractions of the dorsiflexor
muscles against a load between 30-40% of maximum. An increase of 39% in motor unit
discharge rate from before to after 12 weeks of dynamic training was found without any
observed change in the recruitment order. This resulted in an increase in strength and the
speed of contraction (Van Cutsem et al., 1998).
In addition, training programmes can influence the variability of motor output. Because
newly recruited motor units are at the lower end of their discharge rate, low forces are more
susceptible to the variable forces produced by a few active motor units (Duchateau et al.,
2006). A training intervention of two weeks has demonstrated a decline in force
fluctuations and discharge rate variability in a hand muscle at forces lower than 10% of
maximum, indicating a strong association between training status and a decrease in motor
output variability that accompanies improved manual dexterity (Kornatz et al., 2005).
High threshold motor units appear to cease discharge after 10 seconds of MVC (Grimby et
al., 1981), which is in contrast to the observation that EMG activity increases during submaximal voluntary contractions until the subjects are unable to maintain the target force
(Bigland-Ritchie, 1981). Garland et al. (1994) studied eight healthy adults during 22
experiments involving isometric elbow flexion while measuring biceps brachii surface
EMG and force production. Their study aimed to examine the influence of fatigue on
motor unit threshold force and the relationship between the threshold force and recruitment
discharge rate patterns of motor units during sub-maximal fatiguing contraction. Having
observed increases in EMG activity during the fatiguing task, a decline was found in the
discharge rate of most of the motor units. The increase in motor neural drive that could
compensate for the effects of fatigue would result with an increase in EMG activity while
the decrease in motor unit discharge rate would have the opposite effect on the EMG
amplitude (Garland et al., 1994).
In addition, the increase in EMG amplitude and shift in the power density spectra found in
fatiguing sub-maximal contractions would appear to be related to each other but for the fact
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that the decrease in the frequency parameters are commonly observed at the beginning of
sustained contraction, whereas the EMG amplitude shows a pronounced increase at the end
of contraction (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). This suggests that the phenomena have
different origins.

3.3.3 EMG frequency domain
In 1912, Piper first reported on the EMG spectral changes during sustained muscular
contractions. Despite the limitations of the equipment available at the time, using the naked
eye he noted a slowing of the signal when the subject was nearing exhaustion during
endurance testing (Hägg, 1992). Not until the advent of computerised analysis equipment
in the early 1960’s did much further development of EMG spectral analysis occur.
However, since these early stages, the power spectrum derived from Fourier analysis of the
surface EMG signal has been used to assess muscle function (Hägg, 1992, Kamen and
Caldwell, 1996, Clarys and Cabri, 1993).
The Fourier Transform was developed by the French mathematician and physicist Joseph
Fourier to express periodic functions as sums of sine and cosines functions using Euler’s
formula: eiχ = cos χ + sin χ. The transform enabled the frequency component of EMG
signals to be extracted and analysed (Lyons, 2001). By utilising the Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT), a mathematical tool derived from the Fourier Transform, it is
possible to attain the mean power frequency (MPF) and the median power frequency (MD)
of a complex signal such as a surface EMG interference pattern and hence the frequency
content of the signal can be examined. Numerous studies have reported on the shift of
MPF and MD to lower frequencies during fatiguing contractions consistent with Piper’s
initial observations (Kamen and Caldwell, 1996). However, the exact physiological
mechanisms responsible for these spectral changes have yet to be fully understood. There
has been much speculation about their potential to increase understanding of muscle
function (Roy et al., 1998, Knaflitz and Bonato, 1999, Hägg, 1992, Merletti et al., 1990,
Lowery et al., 2002).
Moritani et al. (1986) studied isometric biceps brachii contraction at 90 of flexion with
intra-muscular and surface EMG to examine the electrophysiological differences between
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maximal and sub-maximal voluntary contractions. Muscle lactate has the potential to
interfere with neural conduction and could be responsible for the decline in MPF during
muscle contraction (Brody et al., 1991). Moritani et al. (1986) showed a predictable
decline in MPF during MVC in parallel with the reduction in force. However, the decrease
in conduction velocity was not directly proportional to the changes in MPF. A decrease in
conduction velocity of ~13% was observed, while MPF was found to decrease by ~56%
(Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1981, Moritani et al., 1986). This implies that the accumulation of
muscle lactate is not solely responsible for the total reduction in MPF and therefore, other
factors in addition to the reduction of action potential conduction velocity caused by lactate
are responsible for the reduction in MPF.
As muscle length and the movement of the muscle under the skin affects MPF, a problem
exists in distinguishing muscle generated EMG signal from artefact during dynamic
contraction. Some studies have investigated the feasibility of surface EMG during
concentric and eccentric contractions. In a study designed to replicate repetitive
occupational work tasks and therefore using low force and low angular velocities,
Christensen et al., (1995) compared dynamic and isometric contractions with both intramuscular and surface EMG. Non-fatigued biceps brachii muscle was examined during
static isotonic contractions at two slow velocity dynamic contractions (7·s-1 and 10·s-1)
against a mass of 2kg and static anisotonic contractions. They found no difference in EMG
amplitude, MPF or MD between the dynamic and static tests (Christensen et al., 1995).
However, these results do indicate that dynamic contractions per se can be effectively
studied under controlled conditions.
Movement artefact and signal stationarity are factors associated with dynamic contractions
which can prevent clear interpretation of EMG signals (Knaflitz and Bonato, 1999, Hägg,
1992). In order to control these variables as much as possible, the movements would need
to be standardised to reduce variations in contraction velocities as much as possible. As
mentioned previously, during dynamic contractions the skin surface electrode can move in
relation to the underlying muscle and cause changes in the myoelectric signal. To be able
to detect changes in myoelectric signal due to the exercise, this movement must be kept
constant throughout the duration of the sampling. Isokinetic dynamometers have been
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employed to both control and monitor exercise (Larsson et al., 1999), and have the ability
to control the range of motion, joint angle and the angular velocity of movements around a
joint (Iossifidou and Baltzopoulos, 2000). For cycle exercise however, where the EMG
signal characteristics on one cycle of contractions are compared to another, it is important
to employ an isokinetic cycle ergometer to control the angular velocities of the movements.
Many cycling ergometers control cadence with a variable braking system that responds to
changes in crank angular velocity and the forces are measured as a flywheel resistance.
However, these systems allow variations in cadence and the calculation of power due to
positive and negative acceleration of the flywheel.
Isokinetic cycle ergometers that are driven by an external power source have been
developed since the early 1980s where the cadence is kept constant and forces are measured
at the crank (McCartney et al., 1983). This was originally achieved by a motor driving the
cranks at a constant velocity. However, since then a more innovative cycle ergometer has
been successfully used (Williams et al., 2003).

3.3.4 Effects of fatigue on EMG
3.3.4.1 Effects of Fatigue on Frequency spectral analysis
During contractions that reduce the muscles’ ability to generate force, otherwise termed in
this thesis as fatiguing contractions, it has been shown that EMG frequency power density
spectrum parameters can be affected (Moritani et al., 1982, Bigland-Ritchie and Woods,
1984, Hägg, 1992). There are three established exercise induced changes to the muscle and
muscle environment that could account for these affects;


A decrease in the firing rate of the motor units will cause a shift in the power
density spectrum towards the lower frequencies. This is due to increased energy
contribution in the lower harmonics of the power spectrum (Bigland-Ritchie et al.,
1992, De Luca et al., 1996).
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A modification of the action potential discharge characteristics such as motor unit
synchronisation and motor unit innervation patterns that effect the number and size
of the motor units that are innervated (Enoka, 1997a, Nordstrom et al., 2007).



A change in the action potential waveform. Such modifications could be caused by
the slowing of the action potential conduction velocity as an increase in the time
duration that the potential would take to pass under the detection electrodes would
lengthen the waveform and thus decrease the power density in the higher end of the
frequency spectrum and increase the energy in the lower (Bigland-Ritchie et al.,
1981, Kamen and Caldwell, 1996). Also, it has been noted from in vitro muscle
fibre preparations that the action potential waveform changes shape with no change
in the conduction velocity during sustained contraction (Brody et al., 1991).

Some studies have attempted to determine the presence of EMG changes during dynamic
movements that might be relevant to sport and exercise such as; concentric elbow flexion
exercise (Potvin, 1997), concentric and eccentric elbow flexion (Linnamo et al., 2000), para
spinal muscle activity of the back during dynamic and static back extension (Roy et al.,
1998). MacIsaac et al., (2001) also compared dynamic and isometric contractions in both
fatiguing and non-fatiguing exercise of the biceps brachii. Two important aspects these
studies identified were that dynamic contractions can produce an effective EMG signal
providing useful analysis of muscle function and that there was a difference in the MPF
found between isometric and dynamic muscle function.
The accumulation of metabolic by-products, particularly the disassociation of lactate acid to
produce H+ has been speculated to affect the EMG power density spectrum (Enoka and
Stuart, 1992, De Luca, 1997, Hägg, 1992). The accumulation of H+ could interfere with the
resting membrane potential of the motor neurone and therefore decrease membrane
excitability. This would in turn reduce the conduction velocity of the motor unit action
potential decreasing the energy portioned to the higher frequencies of the power density
spectrum. This would increase the energy at the lower end and ultimately, shift the EMG
frequency parameters such as MPF and MD to the lower frequencies (Hägg, 1992,
McArdle et al., 1996, Enoka, 1994, Basmajian and De Luca, 1985).
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The firing rate of a motor unit action potential is the number of action potentials generated
during a given time period and is expressed in pulses per second. This is not to be confused
with the term firing frequency which implies that motor units discharge in a periodic
fashion which has been shown not to be the case. Motor unit firing is a stochastic process
best described as firing rate (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). When the number of firing
motor units becomes high enough for the potentials to overlap in the time domain, as
monitored via the surface electrodes, the EMG is described as a Gaussian distributed
stochastic process with a zero average (Hägg, 1992).
The firing rate can vary with respect to different muscles and the required force. The
particular task demanded from the muscle as well as the muscle structure and composition
all contribute to the firing characteristics of motor units of any particular muscle. The
Henneman size principle is a paradigm for the firing behaviour of motor units. As stated
earlier in section 3.3.2; with an increase of the required muscle force, larger motor units
with a higher firing rate can be recruited. This can increase force production to meet the
demand (Stegeman et al., 2000). Therefore, the two mechanisms that the central nervous
system will use to control force and movement are motor unit firing rate and motor unit
recruitment (Farina et al., 2002).
During MVC the firing rate of motor units has been shown to decrease as the force declines
(Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1992, Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). It has been speculated that
the decline in firing rate serves to prevent over excitation of the motor unit as fatigue slows
fibre relaxation rate and so increases the time interval before the motor fibre can again
contract (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). This phenomenon has been speculated to have
evolved to enhance performance and is known as ‘muscle wisdom’ and would lead to
greater economy by reducing the energy cost associated with calcium turnover with each
stimuli (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1992). However, little evidence has been found to support a
clear mechanism of muscle wisdom (Enoka and Stuart, 1992, Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1992).
The effect of firing rate on EMG power density spectrum would be to increase power at
frequencies that are multiples of the average firing rates of the motor units. Each action
potential power spectra will add to form the spectrum for the EMG signal (Farina et al.,
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2004). As studies of individual motor unit firing rates have found rates towards the lower
end of the spectrum, it would suggest that increases in the central tendencies of the power
spectrum due to increase firing rate of motor units that are recorded by surface EMG will
be found at the lower end of the measured spectrum (Hägg, 1992). However, factors are
known to confound analysis; the variation of firing rate associated with different size motor
units would decrease peak amplitudes as the power would be spread wider across the
spectrum frequencies and the motor unit potentials have low energy at low frequencies
when detected with surface electrodes and would be represented by lower amplitudes at the
lower end of the spectrum (Farina et al., 2004).
Motor unit synchronisation is the tendency of motor units to discharge at corresponding
firing intervals. This would suggest a dependency between motor unit action potential
trains (MUAPTs) (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). It is speculated that the purpose of
synchronisation is to increase the output force of the muscle, however, this would be to the
detriment of the smooth application of force (De Luca et al., 1993). Attempts have been
made to identify the characteristics and mechanisms of motor unit synchronisation. Two
possible mechanisms that have received attention are; a feedback mechanism where motor
neurons receive a common feedback from muscle receptors; and a common physical
connection mechanism in which motor neurons have common inputs from different
branches of stem pre synaptic fibres (De Luca et al., 1993, Enoka, 1997a, Yue et al., 1995,
Farina et al., 2004).
Although there is evidence of possible synchronisation of MUAPTs demonstrated as an
increase in peak iEMG which could be due to the summation of energy and a peak in the
frequency spectrum which would be expected as a result of a collective synchronised rate
(Enoka and Stuart, 1992), little evidence of beneficial muscle force increases due to
synchronisation have been identified, or indeed any mechanism that would facilitate the
phenomenon. The observed summation of energy and frequency spectrum peaks that are
speculated to be indications of synchronisation may therefore be a by-product of other
physiological mechanisms associated with other muscle functions (De Luca et al., 1993)
and/or the affect could be exacerbated by the surface EMG detection process (Yue et al.,
1995, Farina et al., 2004).
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Since the observations of Piper in the early twentieth century, the slowing of the frequency
oscillations noted by Piper on crude equipment have indicated the reduction in the
discharge rate during continuous contractions (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). Increases in
the time interval between the motor unit action potentials would be expected to shift the
power spectrum towards lower frequencies. It is possible that these time increases could
arise from the reduction in motor unit conduction velocity that has been found during
sustained muscle contractions (De Luca, 1997, Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1981). The reduction
in conduction velocity has mostly been associated with isometric contractions and the
build-up of metabolic by-products (Mortimer et al., 1970) effecting the muscle fibre
membrane excitability with decreased pH (Brody et al., 1991). A slower conduction
velocity will increase the time the impulse takes to pass under the detection electrodes and
increase the length of the action potential waveform providing a decrease in the frequency
parameters of the power density spectrum (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1981, Kamen and
Caldwell, 1996).
Changes in the action potential shape that were not associated with conduction velocity
reduction have been found (Brody et al., 1991). These changes have been noted in the
repolarisation period of the action potential and could lead to an increase in power at the
lower frequencies of the spectrum (Brody et al., 1991). Two measures of central tendency
(MPF and MD) have been widely used to represent the frequency power density spectrum
derived from the EMG signal (Potvin, 1997, Moritani et al., 1984, Kay et al., 2000, Zwarts
et al., 1987, Sarre and Lepers, 2005). These parameters tend to shift to lower frequencies
during sustained contractions as a result of a power spectrum alteration known as ‘spectral
compression’ (Hägg, 1992).
The MD is the 50th percentile of the spectrum, but a more elaborate assessment of spectral
changes was presented by Lowery et al. (2002) who suggested that Spectral Compression
Estimate (SCE) was a more accurate indication of changes in the motor unit conduction
velocity by calculating the mean shift between the 60th and 90th percentile (Lowery et al.,
2002). This was demonstrated in isometric elbow flexion exercise (Lowery et al., 2002)
but also used in supra-maximal cycling exercise to determine neuromuscular recruitment
characteristics (Hunter et al., 2003). As this method uses the mean of a range of
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percentiles, it provides a smoothing process to each spectrum. If spectra from a number of
contractions are then averaged to produce a representative frequency parameter for an
exercise, this method could provide a means of smoothing erratic power spectra which may
result from uncontrolled exercise epoch data.
3.3.4.2 Effect of Fatigue on EMG amplitude
The amplitude is the magnitude of the deflection of the EMG signal to the positive or
negative of zero (Lyons, 2001). The EMG deflection magnitude detected by the electrodes
is principally due to the electrical energy produced by the underlying muscle. Thereby, the
EMG signal amplitude is indicative of muscle activity (De Luca, 1997). As mentioned
earlier (section 3.3.4.1), raw EMG signal is described as a Gaussian distributed stochastic
process with a zero average (Hägg, 1992), therefore to avoid a zero result from averaging
the EMG signal produced by muscle activity over a time period, the signal is rectified to
produce only positive data and then integrated (iEMG) to obtain the area under a signal or
curve. One method of achieving is by the Root Mean Squared (RMS) method whereby
data is squared to produce only positive data points, averaged and then the square root
calculated to reconcile the square (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985).
The amplitude of EMG signal has been used to assess the muscle activity in relation to
muscular force (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981, De Luca et al., 1996), force and joint angle and
muscle length (Doheny et al., 2007, Leedham and Dowling, 1995), eccentric and concentric
contractions (Komi et al., 2000, Kay et al., 2000) and fatigue in isometric (Bigland-Ritchie,
1981, Hakkinen and Komi, 1986) and dynamic contractions (Potvin and Bent, 1997,
Takaishi et al., 1998).
Although iEMG is indicative of muscle activity and therefore muscular force, there is not a
direct relationship between these variables (De Luca, 1997). During sustained contractions
an increase in iEMG is found while the force output is stable. This has been attributed to
the additional recruitment of motor units to sustain the force output (Dimitrova and
Dimitrov, 2003, De Luca, 1997). However, during high intensity contractions a decline in
force has accompanied a decline in iEMG. This has traditionally been attributed to either a
failure of the fibre excitation or a failure of the fibre contractile system (Dimitrova and
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Dimitrov, 2003, Bigland-Ritchie, 1981). When external electrical stimulation of the muscle
has been applied, the M-wave has been found to reduce along with the force which would
suggest that there is no failure in the excitation of active muscle during voluntary
contractions of well-motivated subjects (Bigland Ritchie et al., 1986, Enoka and Stuart,
1992).
There are many factors that affect the relationship between the underlying muscle activity
and the detected and processed iEMG signal. These include: Electrode type and their
filtering qualities; electrode position and the detection volume that determines the number
of motor units detected; the superposition of action potentials in the surmised EMG signal;
cross talk from adjacent muscles and the spatial filtering effect due to the relative position
of the electrodes and the active muscle fibres (De Luca, 1997). These considerations apply
to the EMG signal prior to any interpretation of muscle activity (De Luca, 1997).
3.3.4.3 Gender and age
Gender differences have been noted in the integrated EMG output of contracting muscle
with the rate of increase in the average of the rectified EMG for the elbow flexor muscles
being less for women compared with men despite similar rates of performance fatigability
(Hunter et al., 2004). However, women had a longer time to task failure during an
isometric knee extension task and women also achieved a higher relative activation of the
rectus femoris at task failure than men (Clark et al., 2005).
In addition, the subjects age range can lead to variation in performance since weakness
associated with aging is not only due to a decrease in the size of skeletal muscles but also
related to impaired neural control of muscles (Enoka, 1997a). Movement patterns in the
elderly are usually slow and characterised by excessive co-contraction of agonist and
antagonist muscle pairs (Hoffrén et al., 2011). This increased co-activation may have
functional relevance in movement as it could partly explain the higher energy cost of
exercise in the elderly (Hortobágyi et al., 2009). However, these age comparisons are
generally made between young adults and participants of over seventy years of age
(Hortobágyi et al., 2009, Hoffrén et al., 2011). Although there are clear differences in the
rate of both electrophysiological and performance changes due to exercise between genders
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and ages of the participants, the responses to fatiguing exercise are consistent across
subjects.
3.3.4.4 Other electrophysiological techniques
Other electrophysiological approaches to the examination of how movements are produced
and controlled in humans include the H-reflex (Hoffmann reflex). The neural circuitry
responsible for the H-reflex is predominantly, but not entirely, characterised by the
monosynapic projection of the group Ia afferents onto the homonymous motorneurons
(Misiaszek, 2003). This allows percutaneous electrical stimulation of the nerve to activate
the larger diameter group Ia afferents. The afferent stimulus proceeds to the spinal cord
leading to a monosynapic excitation of the target motoneurons and the subsequent
activation of the muscle fibres.
Therefore, the simplicity of this reflex circuit allows the technique to be used to measure
the excitability of the neural components of the reflex arc (Zehr, 2002). The H-reflex and
its electrophysiological variant the V-wave, can be recorded during a MVC and can reflect
the level of efferent neural drive from spinal α-motorneurons and both evoked H-reflex and
V-wave have been observed to increase as response to a regime of heavy resistance strength
training (Aagaard et al., 2002). In his review of the limitation and uses of H-reflex as a tool
in understanding nervous system function Misiaszek (2003) suggested the changes in the
amplitude of the reflex can be associated with three possibilities; alterations in the
excitability of the motorneurons, variation in the amount of neurotransmitter released by
the afferent terminals or variations in the intrinsic properties of the motorneurons
(Misiaszek, 2003).
Researchers have investigated an array of interventions associated with the production of
muscle control and movement such as: The control of human movement (Broman et al.,
1985); the effects of strength training (Aagaard et al., 2002); walking and running (Ferris et
al., 2001) and the effects of fatigue induced by chronic activity (Enoka, 1997a). However,
there are confounding factors that should be considered in the interpretation of data from Hreflex stimulation. Two universal assumptions are that; the H-reflex is derived purely from
group Ia afferents projecting monosynapically onto the target motorneurons; and that the H76

reflex reflects the excitability of the motorneuron pool being tested. Both assumptions
place limitations on the interpretations of the results from H-reflex investigations
(Misiaszek, 2003).
As mentioned in the discussion on central and peripheral fatigue (section 3.2.3.1),
superimposition can be used to assess the level of voluntary evoked muscle force against
electrically stimulated muscle force. The suggestion being that should the superimposition
evoked force be greater, the deficit would be associated with centrally mediated fatigue as
the peripheral mechanisms are capable of greater force production. As superimposed
twitches bypass the supraspinal mechanisms, comparisons can be made between aspects of
voluntary human performance and superimposed performance. These include; motivation,
the ability to sustain continuous contractions, the ability to activate all the motor units of a
muscle during repeated maximal concentric contractions and the effects of hypoxic
conditions such as at high altitude (Enoka and Stuart, 1992).

3.4 Isokinetic dynamometry
The use of isokinetic dynamometry has become a regular assessment method for
investigators of muscle function (Gleeson and Mercer, 1996). Both sports related and
health related physical fitness can be assessed using the maximal strength of a muscle
group that can be generated at a particular velocity. A range of investigations have used
isokinetic dynamometry to study such areas as; muscle function, strength and conditioning
and the diagnosis of neuromuscular and musculoskeletal dysfunctions (Gleeson and
Mercer, 1996).
The constant velocity movement that characterises this method of physiological analysis
may be associated with some limitations which could be relevant in the investigations of
sports specific performances that are not constant velocity or beyond the maximum velocity
of the machinery. Despite this, isokinetic peak torque has been a consistent physiological
parameter used to assess dynamic leg strength (Gleeson and Mercer, 1992, Baltzopoulos
and Brodie, 1989).
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3.4.1 Joint position technique
The knee joint geometry is affected by the change in the moment arm length in relation to
the joint angle. This is due to the knee having three articulations; tibiofemoral joint, the
patellofemoral joint and the superior tibiofibular joint. From the fully extended position,
flexion begins when the femur rolls on the tibia with the medial condyle rolling 10° and the
lateral condyle rolling 15°. The greater movement of the lateral condyle on the tibia
demonstrates an internal rotation of the tibia on the femur. After the initial rolling, the
femur both rotates and translates to finish flexion by a sliding posteriorly (Hamill and
Knutzen, 1995).
Figure 2 illustrates how these internal actions change the moment arm length of the muscletendon unit crossing the joint affecting the point of origin about which the rotation of the
moving segments take place (Tsaopoulos et al., 2009). An innovative application of a
clinical technology is videofluoroscopy which uses image intensifier video systems that
allows the acquisition of x-ray images of movements with minimal exposure to radiation
(Tsaopoulos et al., 2009, Baltzopoulos, 1995).
Results from this method indicate the moment arm determinate would have important
implications for the implied mechanical function of the muscle group and its mechanical
advantage over the range of motion of the joint.
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Figure 2. Shows the calculation of the patellar tendon (PT) moment arm length using the
tibiofemoral contact point (TFCP) and the tibiofemoral contact point distance to the patellar
tendon moment arm length. Source; (Tsaopoulos et al. 2009 p812).
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3.4.2 Measurement error
The control of velocity by the isokinetic machinery can be susceptible to variation. Such
variations can be monitored by high speed film recording in which the power arm position
is monitored over time. Taylor et al. (1991) performed a validity and accuracy study on a
Biodex dynamometer and the analysis of their data has indicated that the power arm
velocity was within 3.5% of the preset value, although small transient velocity overshoots
were apparent on reaching the set velocity.
They also observed high frequency torque artefacts at all test velocities, but most noticeably
at the faster speeds. These artefacts were associated with lever arm accelerations
accompanying directional changes, application of resistive torques by the dynamometer,
and limb instability (Taylor et al., 1991). The data collected by Taylor and colleagues
(1991) identified possible errors in torque associated with knee extension contractions at
30° of knee flexion. This effect was concluded to be associated with tissue and padding
compliance which led to the angular velocity of the leg during extension exceeding that of
the lever arm angular velocity over most of the range of motion. Nevertheless, the Biodex
dynamometer was found to be both a valid and an accurate research tool, though caution
must be exercised when interpreting data and assigning torques and angular velocities to
the limb producing the motion (Taylor et al., 1991).
Research into the utilisation of isokinetic dynamometry has noted that the data generated
can be affected by substantial levels of measurement error (Gleeson and Mercer, 1996).
Inter-day assessment protocols may be preferred to intra-day estimates to improve the
variability between performances due to biological variability being underestimated
(Gleeson and Mercer, 1996). Day-to-day variability and single-measurement reliability of
selected isokinetic knee extension-flexion strength and endurance indices have also been
assessed (Gleeson and Mercer, 1992). Gleeson and Mercer (1992) supported the use of
gravity corrected peak torque and average peak torque as indices of isokinetic leg strength
and their results suggested that these isokinetic indices are better assessed using multiple
day-to-day trials to describe participants’ performance.
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Peak torque demonstrates the least measurement error for isokinetic strength and by
incorporating the mean score of multiple trials, the adverse effects of measurement error on
reliability and sensitivity can be reduced. Also, measurements taken at slow limb angular
velocities have shown to produce less measurement error than at moderate velocities
(Gleeson and Mercer, 1996).

3.4.3 Angle-specific measurements
The assessment of peak torque at specific joint angles can be a useful function of an
isokinetic dynamometer as it can standardise muscle length during data collection. Angle
specific torque measurements at the extremes of the range of motion demonstrate
substantial measurement error (Perrine and Edgerton, 1978). However, it has been
documented that greater statistical inter-day reliability at the extremes of the range of
motion are achieved where the torque measured is relative to the functional dynamic
voluntary range of motion. That is, by setting the target joint angle as a percentage of the
range of motion of the subject. This approach can show measurement reliability similar to
that of peak torque and is therefore preferred in preference to angle-specific torque
(Gleeson and Mercer, 1995).
The assessment of human joints can be further confounded by the nature of the anatomical
architecture. The knee joint for example, is the largest and the most complex joint in the
human body and its normal function is an essential requirement for the mobility and
participation in sport and exercise (Baltzopoulos, 1995). The knee joint is regarded as a
hinge type joint in that it predominantly operates in extension and flexion in the sagittal
plane and therefore, could be considered as two dimensional (Hamill and Knutzen, 1995).
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3.5 Summary
Exercise induced fatigue may be considered as having three overall components: - the
exercise, the physiological consequences of the exercise and the reduction in performance.
The exercise is relatively easy to control and can be readily measured. The changes in the
physiological processes and function due to the exercise are more problematic (Vøllestad,
1997). Heart rate and lactate accumulation are indicators of these but represent the demand
on the whole body (Whipp, 1994). Individual muscles or muscle groups require much
more complex procedures such as muscle biopsies (Monemi et al., 1998), MRI scans (Scott
et al., 1993) or x-rays (Baltzopoulos, 1995). The changes in performance or the outcomes
of fatigue can be readily measured in the laboratory environment and therefore sport and
exercise scientists have become accustomed to using performance criteria as a method of
describing and quantifying fatigue. As a consequence of this, the measures of fatigue have
been termed synonymously with fatigue itself (De Luca, 1997).
Techniques for the acquisition and processing of EMG have advanced in recent years in the
wake of the developments in EMG signal detection techniques and progress in computing
power (Stegeman et al., 2000). In the quest to understand the relationship between exercise
and fatigue, many studies in the past decades will have been limited to some extent by the
available processing technology. Therefore, there is currently far greater potential for
tracking the progression of fatigue in dynamic, sports related exercise using non-invasive
measuring techniques.
The literature suggests that the value of surface EMG for the investigation of the responses
to, and mechanisms of, fatigue has not yet been thoroughly studied. Many studies have
used isometric contraction to elicit fatigue; however, the physiological function of the
working muscle tissue during sport and exercise activities would be more appropriately
studied using dynamic contractions particularly as physiological by-products are suspected
to have an influence on EMG frequency parameters (Walther et al., 2006). The EMG
analysis of dynamic contractions is prone to problems such as movement artefact and signal
stationarity which may have led to the proliferation of isometric studies (Knaflitz and
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Bonato, 1999). However, evidence of blood flow occlusion (Sjøgaard et al., 1988)
suggests that isometric contractions have equally adverse and confounding variables.

3.5.1 The aims of this thesis
The first aim of this thesis was to examine the effect of different durations of sub-maximal
dynamic exercise on the subsequent maximal effort. The hypothesis was that a submaximal exercise that could be maintained throughout a given exercise duration results in a
progressive decrease in peak torque capability.
The second aim of the thesis was to examine the outcomes of different assessment methods
on a controlled state of exercise induced fatigue. The hypothesis was that the performance
outcomes resulting from a controlled state of exercise induced fatigue are dependent on the
assessment method used.
The third aim of this thesis was to examine surface EMG spectral analysis data to
investigate myoelectrical activity during fatiguing dynamic exercise that accompany the
changes in muscle function that led to reductions in performance. The hypothesis was that
surface EMG spectral analysis can be used to examine neurological changes in muscle
activations due to exercise induced fatigue during dynamic exercise.
The fourth aim of this thesis was to examine the effects of various intensities and exercise
modes of cycling exercise on myoelectrical activity. The hypothesis was that the spectral
analysis of surface EMG detected from a cycle exercise would be able to identify
neurological changes due to the fatigue induced by the exercise.
By controlling the angular motion and exercise intensities throughout these studies, this
thesis programme aimed to give a valuable and unique contribution to understanding the
relationship between exercise, human fatigue and muscle innervation. Exercise duration,
contraction speed, muscle force and power were used to examine the effects of
unsustainable levels of exercise to gain further insight into how human neurophysiology
undertakes deliver an intended physical performance.
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4 Experimental Methodology
All experimentation was conducted in air conditioned laboratories accredited by the British
Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences at the University of Brighton. The air
temperature was set 18°C for all tests. Ethical approval of the experimental design and
procedures were obtained from the University of Brighton before experimentation.

4.1.1 Health and Safety
Care was taken to ensure that the laboratory environment was kept in a condition suitable
for the assessment of human subjects. Respiratory apparatus including mouthpieces, nose
clips and turbines were cleaned using a dilute Virkon disinfectant by submerging for at
least 15 minutes before drying and reusing. All blood lactate monitoring was conducted
using benches and trolleys covered with biohazard paper. During blood analysis
experimenters wore latex gloves at all times and all laboratory equipment was wiped down
with dilute Virkon after each exercise test. Used sharps and capillary tubes were disposed
of for incineration immediately after use and at the end of each testing session the waste
bottles of blood analyser were emptied and cleaned. Subjects were allowed water during
the exercise tests although this was confined to periods not involving breath by breath
analysis.

4.1.2 Subjects
The participating subjects included undergraduate and post graduate students, members of
University staff and local athletes. The subjects were given full information of the
procedures including the risks and benefits of participating in detail both written and verbal.
Subjects signed a written informed consent that provided the knowledge that subjects could
terminate the experimentation at any time. Ethical approval for the experimental design
and procedures were obtained from University of Brighton’s approved Local Ethics
Committee as stated in the University Guidelines for Ethical Approval. Subjects were
instructed to refrain from heavy exercise in the preceding 24 hours and were asked to arrive
at the laboratory fully hydrated having abstained from the consumption of food and alcohol
in the three hours prior to exercise testing.
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For studies one to three, ten subjects with no known neuromuscular disorders volunteered
and signed an informed consent form. Six male and four female subjects, that were active
at the time of this study in a variety of local level sports were recruited (age 29.6, s =
6.13yrs and mass 73.9, s = 11.8kg). All the subjects were experienced with resistance
training exercises and all subjects signed an informed consent form which was verbally
explained to them.
The variation in the subjects’ physical characteristics was not regarded as a limitation to
these studies as the torque measurements were normalised to their body mass and the
underlying electromechanical functions were considered to be similar for a heterogeneous
subject group. As mentioned in the earlier section 3.3.4.3, gender differences have been
noted in the integrated EMG output of contracting (Hunter et al., 2004) and women had a
longer time to task failure during a isometric knee extension task and achieved a higher
relative activation of the rectus femoris at task failure than men (Clark et al., 2005). The
age range can involve variation in performance with weakness associated with aging due to
a decrease in the size of skeletal muscles and to impaired neural control of muscles (Enoka,
1997a). However, these age comparisons are generally made between young adults and
participants of over seventy years of age (Hortobágyi et al., 2009, Hoffrén et al., 2011).
There are differences in the rate of both electrophysiological and performance changes due
to exercise between genders and ages of the participants, the responses to fatiguing exercise
are consistent across subjects. As the aims of this research are to examine the effect of
exercise on subsequent performance characteristics and the EMG frequency parameters
recorded during exercise, the gender and age range of participant used in this thesis would
enhance external validity and likely to be useful in gaining insight into the underlying
mechanisms that affect the facilitation and control of human performance.

4.1.3 Calibration
Prior to subject testing, the equipment was adjusted and calibrated for each subject, EMG
electrodes placed over the active muscle and subject familiarisation to the protocol
completed as follows.
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The Biodex II isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex Medical Inc., Shirley, New York) was
calibrated for position using a Bosch DNM 120L digital spirit level at eight positions
throughout the range of motion. Torque was calibrated by hanging ten known weights,
ranging from 50N to 2500N beneath a horizontal arm of known length.
To calibrate the position, the Biodex power head was placed in a total of eight positions
that spanned the range of motion of the subjects’ elbow movements. The Bosch digital
spirit level was itself calibrated by placing it on a flat surface to register a reading and then
turning the level 180° to take a further reading on the same surface. The mean of the two
reading was used as the definitive measure. The spirit level measured to one decimal place.
The results of the eight calibration readings taken by the digital spirit level are shown in
Table 1.
A Pearson’s correlation between the Biodex reading and the spirit level reading is shown in
Figure 3 with the R2 = 0.9997. A function of the relationship between the Biodex reading
and the voltage output was created to compute the position of the arm during the
experiments. It was noted from Figure 3 that the relationship between the Biodex and the
sprite level measures varied by less than 1% from the line of identity.
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Table 1. The Biodex power head arm at eight positions with the corresponding reading
from the Bosch digital spirit level. The voltage outputs from the Biodex at the eight
positions are included.
Position

Biodex Reading

Spirit level reading

Biodex Voltage output

(°)

(°)

(V)

-53.0
-32.0
-17.0
0.0
22.0
41.0
62.0
83.0

-52.7
-33.1
-17.3
-0.6
22.0
39.4
62.0
83.3

-1.32
-0.87
-0.53
-0.16
0.32
0.74
1.22
1.68

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

100.0
80.0

Biodex
reading

60.0

R2 = 0.9997

40.0

y = 1.0007

20.0
0.0
-60.0
-20.0

-40.0

-20.0

0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

-40.0
-60.0

Spirit level reading
Figure 3. The Pearson’s correlation between the readings from the Biodex and the digital
spirit level with the R2 and the origin included.
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The torque calibration was performed by placing the power head arm of known length at
horizontal and placing a series of known weights at the end of the arm and calculating the
torque. A total of nine progressively increasing weights were added to the end of the arm.
The results of this process are displayed in Figure 4 with R2 and the origin shown. Again,
the R2 of 0.9997 demonstrated a good correlation between the applied torque and the
resulting voltage output.

0.30
0.25

Delsys output 0.20
(V)

0.15

R2 = 0.9997
y = 0.0084x-0.007

0.10
0.05
0.00
0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

30.00

35.00

N·m
Figure 4. The relationship between and the known torque applied to the power head arm
of the Biodex and the Voltage output produced by the Biodex.
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4.1.4 Subject positioning
Subjects were seated and strapped into the dynamometer chair to restrain movement of the
upper body and in particular the right shoulder. The dynamometer power head was turned
45 away from the anterioposterior axis in the transverse plane to allow unrestricted biceps
brachii function. The seat height and position were adjusted to align the point of rotation of
the right elbow to the axis of the dynamometer power head. The dynamometer arm length
was then adjusted to the subjects’ forearm to allow comfortable elbow movement through
the complete range of motion. The dynamometer angular velocity was set at 60s-1 for the
dynamic tests. This arrangement is shown (without the restraining straps) in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The Biodex dynamometer set up with a subject demonstrating the position for
the Biceps Brachii exercise. Note that the securing seat straps are not shown in this figure.

The range of motion was initially set for each subject at their full elbow extension which
was considered to be, for the purposes of this thesis, zero degrees flexion. From this
position, the power head arm was taken to beyond 90 of flexion but before the biceps
brachii muscle became too short to be contracted comfortably to maximum intensity. The
voltage output relating to angular position of the arm was recorded at zero degrees flexion
to synchronise the voltage output with the elbow angle. The range of motion was then
decreased from zero degrees flexion to avoid the potential discomfort of maximum
contraction at full extension. The individual subject decided the amount by which the
range of motion was decreased. The mean range of motion across all subjects for the
dynamic contractions was 110 with a range of  8.2.
Errors resulting from the effect of gravitational force acting on the dynamometer arm and
the subjects limb can be significant and the relative contribution of gravity to the measured
torque becomes greater as the contractile strength decreases (Gleeson and Mercer, 1996).
Therefore, once the range of motion limits were set on the dynamometer the power head
arm was positioned at horizontal using a spirit level and locked. The subject rested their
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arm on the dynamometer and the voltage output from the dynamometer was recorded in
this position, to enable the gravity-exerted torque resulting from the limb weight to be
calculated later. The power head arm was then released ready for the test.
Subjects then performed the full exercise movement sub-maximally as many times as they
wished to familiarise themselves with the operation of the dynamometer and to warm up.
Subjects were asked to avoid any perception of fatigue and two minutes complete rest
followed the warm up to reduce any possible effects of fatigue.

4.1.5 EMG electrode placement and data collection
The EMG acquisition equipment chosen for these studies was the Delsys fixed parallel bar
active electrodes with pre amplifiers in close proximity to the electrode site. This design
shown in Figure 6 below has been shown to produce high fidelity EMG signal from active
muscle during movement (Türker, 1993, Roy et al., 2007, Hagemann et al., 1985).

Figure 6. The Delsys fixed parallel bar active electrode used for the EMG acquisition for
this thesis. (Source: - Knowledge centre, overview, Delsys)

The Delsys EMG electrodes were placed on the belly of the biceps brachii muscle along the
line of the muscle fibres using double sided tape supplied by Delsys in accordance with the
manufactures user instructions and indicated in Figure 7. Excess cable was taped down to
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avoid snagging or restricting movement. A reference cable was attached to a 3M selfadhesive pad on the back of the right hand.

Figure 7. This figure shows the alignment of the Delsys electrode along the belly of the
muscle in line with the direction of the muscle fibres. (Source: - Technical Note 101,
Delsys)

The surface EMG data acquisition equipment was limited to a single sample rate of 1024
per second. This was collected continuously throughout the exercise via skin electrodes
placed on the active muscle according to the manufacturer’s specifications (Delsys). Data
were pre amplified with a voltage gain of 1000 and passed to an internal A to D data
acquisition card (National Instruments PC-516) supplied by Delsys, with a resolution of 16
bits at ± 5V (0.15mV/bit) and stored to a PC file. The EMG was recorded on the first
Delsys channel, with voltage representations of arm position and the torque on the second
and third channels.

4.1.6 Dynamic test
A schematic of the test protocol is shown in Figure 8. For the dynamic maximal pre
exercise test, subjects performed five repetitions of the biceps curl movement as hard and
as fast as they could during the concentric phase with the angular velocity set at 60s-1.
They were asked to relax during the eccentric phase allowing the dynamometer arm to fall
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back to its start position. This removed any additional work by the biceps muscle that
could augment fatigue. Verbal motivation was given and their performance was displayed
as a trace on the dynamometer screen in real-time for visual feedback. Subjects were
encouraged to achieve the highest torque trace possible throughout the five repetitions. A
minimum of two minutes rest was allowed for recovery before the fatiguing exercise. The
subjects were then required to repeat the movement for one of five durations from 60
seconds to 300 seconds in 60 second increments. It was considered not to be prudent to
have the subjects undertake the one minute test first as the subjects may potentially require
time to settle into such a short term exercise. In addition, it was considered that the five
minute exercise was not performed first as the subjects may be apprehensive of an exercise
at this intensity for this period of time. Therefore, the first test was picked from the two,
three and four minutes durations by choosing folded pieces of paper with the exercise
duration indicated from a box. The subsequent test durations were selected by the same
method with all but the first test duration in the box. These randomly selected durations
had a target torque of one third of the peak torque produced in the maximal test. The
torque generated was again shown on the dynamometer screen to allow the subjects to
control their torque output. After completing the last repetition, subjects immediately
performed five maximal repetitions repeating the pre exercise protocol.
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Pre 5 max reps

Post 5 max reps

Peak
torque
Peak
torque/3

2 mins rest

1 to 5 mins exercise at ⅓ pre torque

Figure 8. Schematic of isokinetic biceps exercise protocol. Five rested pre exercise reps
followed by two minutes rest. From one to five minutes exercise at one third pre exercise
peak torque and immediately followed by post exercise maximum effort reps.

4.1.7 Isometric test
The isometric test followed the same protocol as the dynamic test shown the schematic in
Figure 8, with the alteration of maximum effort isometric contractions pre and post exercise
replacing the pre and post maximum effort dynamic contractions. After the warm up and
rest period, the dynamometer arm was locked in a total of six positions: - elbow angles
from 25º to 100º in 15º increments. Subjects maximally exerted an isometric flexion force
for between one and two seconds at each of the set angles. Real-time torque feedback was
displayed on the screen and subjects were verbally encouraged to achieve the highest score
possible. A minimum of two minutes rest was given between each isometric contraction.
After the last isometric MVC and a further two minutes rest, subjects were required to
perform only one of the five exercise durations used in the dynamic test. This was the 240
seconds of dynamic sub-maximal exercise duration at an angular velocity of 60s-1, as in
the dynamic test describe in the previous section 4.1.6. The isometric test was not
performed at durations other than 240 seconds as only a comparison between 240 seconds
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dynamic and 240 seconds isometric test results was intended to enable the differences in
performance output to be demonstrated. Post exercise isometric MVCs were performed at
only two of the six angles (40º and 85º), as it was considered that the time taken to conduct
more tests could affect the results. After completing the last repetition of the dynamic submaximal exercise, the dynamometer was immediately set at 40º of flexion and subjects
performed a MVC for one to two seconds as in the pre exercise test. The dynamometer arm
was then immediately moved to the 85º position and the procedure was repeated without
rest. Any further testing at other angles would potentially introduce confounding effects
from rest due to delays between contractions as the dynamometer arm was reset and
additional fatigue from more MVC tests.
The 240 seconds of dynamic exercise was chosen for the isometric contraction protocol as
the preceding dynamic contraction exercise with five durations from 60 seconds to 300
seconds demonstrated that the 240 second duration exercise showed a significant fatiguing
effect. The 120, 180 and 300 second durations also showed significant effect and were not
significantly different to each other. However, the 240 second duration was the duration
closest to the midpoint of this range of exercise durations with similar fatiguing effect but
with the greatest standardised effect size of 0.62.
The post exercise maximum isometric contraction elbow angles of 40º and 85º were chosen
because they were the mid points of the extended and flexed portions of the pre exercise
range. The extended portion of the angle range was from 25º to 55º denoting 40º as the
midpoint of that extended range. Whereas, the flexed portion from 70º to 100º has the
midpoint of 85º. The benefit of this arrangement is that the pre and post exercise results
could be extrapolated to extend the relationship between elbow angles and the effect of
exercise on subsequent performance should there be any significant difference in fatiguing
effect between 40º and 85º elbow angles.

4.1.8 Data processing
Analogue voltage signals representing the torque and angular position were exported from
the Biodex to a separate PC and digitised at 1024 samples per second using an internal A to
D data acquisition card (National Instruments PC-516) with a resolution of 16 bits at ± 5V
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(0.15mV/bit). Raw surface EMG data were pre amplified with a voltage gain of 1000 and
digitised at 1024 samples per second and recorded to a PC as above.
4.1.8.1 Torque and angular position
The torque and angular position data stored on two channels of a Delsys file were filtered
using a Butterworth lowpass filter with a corner frequency of 10Hz and order 4 to remove
high frequency noise generated by the dynamometer. Data files were then exported to
Microsoft Excel to be converted from voltage outputs to torque and angular position using
the calibration data obtained prior to the testing. The torque data were corrected for
gravity-exerted torque using a cosine function of angular position and the limb weight at
horizontal.
The isokinetic nature of the arm motion was analysed from the position-time data. This
was achieved by plotting the voltage output from power head arm position against time and
calculating a Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient (Lyons, 2001). A
representative contraction is displayed in Figure 9, which shows that once the power head
arm was being moved by the subject, there was a correlation of R2 = 0.999. This procedure
was repeated on one contraction from each of the ten subjects and showed a mean R2
(0.999, s = <0.0001). The analysis of variance (σ2) on the data showed s = 0.57 (n = 1486)
and the σ2 = 0.323.

The confidence intervals at 99% were 0.29 to 0.57. This indicated

that the movement of the Biodex power head arm was statistically isokinetic. Nevertheless,
voltage data associated with the first and last five degrees of the movement of the lever arm
was excluded from the analysis to remove acceleration phases.
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Figure 9. The plot produced by the Biodex dynamometer voltage output against time as
the power head arm is being moved through the concentric contraction phase of the motion.
Also shown is the regression equation and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R2).

The maximum torque for each repetition/contraction and the angle at which it occurred for
the dynamic repetitions was recorded. The torque at 40º and 85º during the dynamic
contractions were also noted and all data was entered into MINITAB software for statistical
analysis.
Of the ten subjects who volunteered for the first three studies, six were male and four
female. Although they were active at the time of this study in a variety of local level sports,
they ranged in age (age 29.6, s = 6.13yrs), mass (73.9, s = 11.8kg) and activity (rugby, field
hockey, cycling and triathlon). This proposed the need for allometric scaling to be
considered to allow comparisons between scores from subjects of unequal strength
(Vanderburgh et al., 1995). The strength of a subject is largely dependent on the crosssectional area of the active muscle or muscle group (Winter and Maughan, 1991). This can
lead to subjects with greater mass having larger scores and therefore, potentially having a
disproportionate effect on the results. In addition, Castro and colleagues (1995) found that
the training status affected the peak torque per unit cross-sectional muscle area although,
they found no significant difference in unit torque between genders (Castro et al., 1995).
Because physiological variables are dependent on size, subjects of unequal body mass and
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strength introduce factors that require adjustments to be made to normalise for body size if
underlying mechanisms are to be studied clearly and unambiguously (Winter, 1992). In
order to achieve this normalisation, the changes in torques from pre to post exercise were
plotted against the pre exercise torques as seen in Figure 10. The effect of the
normalisation is shown in Figure 11 where the percentage difference between pre and post
exercise torques were compared to pre exercise torques. The pre exercise torques were
used in this comparison to minimise any correlation between the pre exercise scores
(Kaiser, 1989).
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Figure 10. Scatterplot of the actual differences between pre and post exercise torque
productions verses the pre exercise torques. This produced a correlation of r = -0.453.
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Figure 11. Scatterplot of the percentage differences between pre and post exercise torque
productions verses the pre exercise torques. This produced a correlation of r = -0.024.

A Pearson product moment correlation coefficient was applied to the data to measure the
degree of linear relationship between the two variables. The linear relationship between the
actual difference in torque and the pre exercise torque presented as r = -0.453 (P=0.000).
For a hypothesis that there is a correlation between pre exercise scores and differences
between pre and post exercise scores, it was possible to reject the null hypothesis which
supported the notion that there is a correlation. Whereas, the linear relationship between
the percentage difference in torque and the pre exercise torque presented as r = -0.024
(P=0.716). In this case it was not possible to reject the null hypothesis concluding that
there was no significant correlation between percentage difference and pre exercise scores
and therefore, no adverse effect of the subjects’ strength on percentage difference scores
(Kaiser, 1989).
In the light of these considerations, the percentage difference between the pre and post
exercise torque for each corresponding repetition was calculated to normalise between
subjects to minimise the effects of different body sizes and training status of the subjects.
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A general linear model was then applied to make comparisons between the maximum
torques generated at the angular positions. For the isometric test, the percentage difference
between the pre and post exercise torque at elbow angles 40 and 85 degrees was calculated
for comparison. Statistical significance for all tests was set at (P<0.05).
4.1.8.2 EMG data
For each repetition, a one-second section of EMG data was selected from the mid-point of
the range of motion. These data were entered into an MS Excel programme. For the iEMG
these data were rectified and integrated using the Root Mean Squared method. Each data
point was squared to remove all negative values then averaged over the whole data section
and the result square rooted (De Luca, 1997). For the frequency analysis a MathCad
programme (PTC. Needham MA, USA) was used to convert the data from time domain to
frequency domain with a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to produce a frequency power
spectrum from which the mean (MPF) power frequency and median frequency (MD) for
each contraction was attained. Equation 1 shows the mathematical formula implemented in
MathCad to transform the EMG signals from the time domain to the frequency domain.
The statistical analysis was performed with the MINITAB programme with the significance
level set at 0.05. The statistical testing process of each experimental hypothesis is
described in the appropriate study sections. Figures indicating the change in EMG
parameters are shown above the zero base line as they show the magnitude of a difference
between conditions. Although these changes could be a decrease in frequency, this thesis
was focused on the possible changes in neural strategy which may not be considered to be
negative.

Equation 1. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) used to convert the EMG data from the
time domain to frequency domain (Lyons, 2001).
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4.2 Isokinetic cycle protocol
Prior to subject testing, the equipment was calibrated and adjusted for each subject, EMG
electrodes placed over the active muscle and subject familiarisation to the protocol
completed.

4.2.1 Calibration
The SRM ergo cycle used for the lactate threshold test and the SRM power cranks used in
the isokinetic cycle exercise test were calibrated by setting the zero offset and setting the
powermeter slope as per the manufacturer’s specifications. The YSI Stat 2300 blood
lactate analyser was self-calibrated using its automated calibration system. The breath by
breath gas exchange used a turbine volume transducer (Interface Associates, CA) to
measure inspiratory and expiratory volume and was calibrated using a 3 L calibration
syringe (Hans Rudolph Inc., Kansas). The gas was analysed with a mass spectrometer
(CaSE QP9000, Morgan Medical, Kent) tuned to measure O2, CO2 and N2 concentrations at
a rate of 50 Hz, and was calibrated using gases of known concentrations and ambient air.

4.2.2 Lactate threshold test
Subjects were seated on an SRM ergo cycle programmed to control external power output
independent of cadence via the SRM power cranks that were connected to a PC supported
with SRM operating software. Seat height and handle bar position were adjusted for each
subject. The threshold test began with a power output of 75W and increased 25W every
three minutes. During the last 30 seconds of each three minute period, a blood sample was
taken from the fingertip into a capillary tube and immediately analysed for whole blood
lactate concentration using an automated blood lactate analyser (YSI Stat 2300, Yellow
Springs, OH). This was repeated until there was a blood lactate concentration increase of 1
mM or more on two consecutive stages. The work rate at which this increase occurred was
regarded as the subjects lactate threshold and the test was then terminated.
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 O2 max test
4.2.3 V

 O2
The SRM ergo cycle and software used was as per the threshold test. The V

max

test was

started at an intensity at which the threshold test was terminated and increased by 10W
every 15 seconds until the subjects reached volitional exhaustion. Throughout the test
pulmonary gas exchange was measured using a breath by breath mass spectrometer.
Subjects wore a nose clip and breathed through a mouthpiece connected to a low resistance
(0.65cm H2O.L-1.s-1 at 8.5 L.s-1) turbine volume transducer for the measurement of
inspiratory and expiratory volume (Interface Associates, CA). Heart rate was continuously
monitored using short range telemetry chest band (Polar Accurex Plus, Kempele, Finland)
and recorded using the SRM equipment software. Verbal encouragement was given to the
subjects. Upon the cessation of the test, subjects were allowed to cycle at a reduced work
rate and monitored for good recovery and general wellbeing. The breath by breath data was
converted to provide second by second data as described in Burnley et al. (2002). The
mean value recorded in last 30 seconds prior to the subjects’ volitional termination of the
 O2
test was determined to be the subjects’ V

max.

4.2.4 Three domains of exercise intensity
As mentioned in section 3.2, in exercise physiology it has been recognised that there are
three domains of exercise intensity. Moderate exercise intensities performed below the
Lactate threshold; heavy exercise is performed above LT but below the critical power; and
 O2
severe exercise is performed between critical power and below V

max.

To examine possible EMG changes in the cycling experimental design, four exercise
intensities that corresponded to the three exercise domains were identified. These
intensities were calculated as being the power outputs equated to;
Moderate domain: 90% of lactate threshold.
 O2
Heavy domain: threshold plus 30% of the difference between lactate and V

max.

 O2
Severe domain: threshold plus 70% of the difference between lactate and V

max.
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 O2
In addition, 50% Δ is an intensity level half way between lactate threshold and V

max

and

is thought to approximate critical power (Burnley et al., 2006).

4.2.5 Equipment set up
As mentioned in section 3.3.3., the skin surface electrode can move in relation with the
underlying muscle and cause changes in the myoelectric signal. The ergometer used in this
study was purpose built, incorporating a strengthened bicycle mounted onto a 3-phase
electrically motorised treadmill (Woodway, GMBH, weil-am-Rhein, Germany). The back
wheel of the bicycle was in direct contact with the treadmill belt. The subject was able to
adjust the seat and handlebar height as with a normal bicycle. Subjects were able to free
wheel but unable to overcome the resistance of the treadmill motor and so the maximum
pedal cadence was controlled by the treadmill speed and remained constant with a variation
of <2% regardless of the subjects power output (Williams and Keen, 1997). The
transmitted torque between the crank and the drive chain was measured using a proprietary
power measurement system (SRM Powercrank, Julich, Germany) with 20 strain gauges
located in the chain wheel. The strain detected was transmitted inductively as an analogue
signal with a frequency that was directly proportional to the torque generated and the mean
power output over each complete crank revolution was then calculated. The forces exerted
on the cranks and the cadence data were directly sampled to a PC via a data logger at a
frequency of 250Hz. The logger was mounted on the bicycle handlebar so that the subjects
could receive real time feedback on their power outputs. This system, shown in Figure 12,
has been shown to have a good correlation with standard laboratory equipment for the
measurement of cycle power output (Jones and Passfield, 1998).
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Figure 12. Schematic of the bicycle fitted with SRM power cranks and bolted to the frame
of a treadmill so the rear wheel is in contact with the treadmill belt. Power was displayed
by a data logger on the handlebars and the cadence was controlled by the treadmill speed.
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4.2.6 EMG electrode placement and collection
Delsys EMG electrodes were placed on the belly of the vastus medialis, vastus lateralis,
biceps femoris and gastrocnemius muscles of the right leg along the line of the muscle
fibres using double sided tape supplied by Delsys in accordance with the manufactures user
instructions. The underlying muscle anatomy of the right leg is indicated in Figure 13. The
arrangements of the EMG electrodes over the muscles of interest are shown in Figure 14.
A reference cable was attached to a 3M self-adhesive pad on the back of the right hand.
Excess cable was taped down to avoid snagging or restricting movement.

Figure 13. The leg muscles studied in study three in there anatomical portions. Delsys
parallel bar bipolar electrodes were placed on the belly of each muscle in line with the
muscle fibres. resource: (Martini and Nath, 2009).
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Figure 14. The photo shows the EMG electrode placements on the leg muscles with
Delsys parallel bar bipolar electrodes.

Surface EMG data were collected continuously on four channels at a sample rate of 1024
per second per channel throughout the exercise via skin electrodes placed on the active
muscles according to the manufacturer’s specifications (Delsys). Data were pre amplified
with a voltage gain of 1000 and passed to an internal A to D data acquisition card (National
Instruments PC-516) with a resolution of 16 bits at ± 5V (0.15mV/bit) supplied as part of
the Delsys equipment, and stored to a PC file.
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4.2.7 Cycling test
The isokinetic cycle protocol was divided into two group based studies with the first having
the cycle exercise intensity as the independent factor and the second having the cadence as
the independent factor. Six subjects took part in the first exercise intensity study in which
all subjects were expected to complete one trial at each of the three exercise intensities.
The second cadence group study also involved six subjects participating in both cycle
cadence trials. Only one subject was involved in both the first and second isokinetic cycle
exercise group based studies.
For both group based studies, subjects were permitted to use their own cycling shoes and
the appropriate pedals were fitted to the bicycle. Seat and handlebar height were adjusted
to match the subjects normal cycling position and subjects were free to familiarise
themselves with the apparatus at various cadences. The SRM power cranks were used to
allow subjects to practise keeping to a steady work rate at various levels and to adequately
warm up. After the warm up period, subjects were required to completely rest for a
minimum of two minutes.
All the cycling exercise modes consisted of six minutes of a constant power output of one
of three exercise intensities for the first group study and two cadences for the second group
study. These were: Group Study A
90 rev·min-1 at moderate intensity
90 rev·min-1 at heavy intensity
90 rev·min-1 at severe intensity

Group Study B
60 rev·min-1 at 50% Δ
120 rev·min-1 at 50% Δ
The cycling protocol was similar to the previous biceps test with an initial maximum sprint
effort to achieve a rested peak power output for three to five seconds and was followed by
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two minutes complete rest. The cadence of the initial maximum sprint effort was that of
the subsequent cycle exercise protocol. The two groups of subjects performed a total of
five modes of cycling exercise in a pre-selected random order for their particular sequence
of trials. The order was decided by taking a variation written on a folded piece of paper
from a box. After six minutes of a particular exercise mode and without pause, the subjects
were required to maximally sprint as per the initial sprint to achieve a post exercise peak
power output for three to five seconds. Subjects were then allowed to exercise ad libitum
to cool down for as long as they required. Care was taken throughout the protocol to ensure
that each subject was in no doubt of their task, and was experiencing no effects adverse to
their health and safety. During the entire cycle protocol surface EMG, power output and
cadence was recorded.

4.2.8 Data processing
4.2.8.1 Power and cadence
The power output data were recorded on the SRM data logger during each cycle test and
then downloaded to a PC after each test. These data were later used to assess the fatigue
effect of each cycle exercise by comparing the percentage difference between pre and post
exercise peak power outputs in order to normalise the data between subjects. This
procedure is aligned with the processes described in section 4.1.8.
The cadence data were also recorded on the SRM data logger during each cycle test and
then downloaded to a PC. These data were assessed to confirm that the subjects had
performed the pre-determined cadence throughout the test.
4.2.8.2 EMG data
During the six minutes of sub-maximal cycle exercise, two-second sections of EMG data
were selected. This was performed at the beginning of the cycle exercise, after every
minute during the exercise and just before the post exercise sprint. This corresponded to
two crank cycles for the 60 rev·min-1 cadence, three cycles for the 90 rev·min-1 cadence and
four cycles for the 120 rev·min-1 cadence. Care was taken to start and finish these sections
during a ‘silent’ period of EMG activity to ensure the maximum contraction activity was
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sampled as shown in Figure 15. These data were then entered into an MS Excel
programme.
As with the Biceps Brachii study explained earlier in Section 4.1.8.2, the EMG frequency
analysis parameters were attained with the use of a MathCad programme to convert the data
from time domain to frequency domain with a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to produce a
frequency power spectrum from which the mean power frequency and median frequency
for each contraction was attained. The statistical analysis was performed with the
MINITAB programme with a significance level was set at 0.05.

Figure 15. This graphic shows a typical EMG plot of the four muscles of the cycling
exercise at 90 rev·min-1. Channel 1 = Gastrocnemius; channel 2 = Biceps Femoris; channel
3 = Vastus Lateralis and channel 4 = Vastus Medialis. Each two second EMG sample was
taken during a silent phase of the EMG.
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4.2.9 Data analysis

All statistical analysis throughout this thesis was performed with the MINITAB programme
and results presented as mean ± standard deviation (s) throughout the thesis. However, in
the interest of clarity, standard error (se) is used for graphical presentation. Statistical
significance was set at (P<0.05) for all tests reported in this thesis and interactions that
were not significant were not reported in this thesis.

4.2.9.1 Reliability of repeated measures
Pearson’s correlation coefficient used for the calibration of the Biodex II isokinetic
dynamometer, described in section 4.1.3, compares the deviations from the mean on two
measurements, but is not sensitive to changes in the means of the scores (Vincent, 1999).
Intraclass correlation coefficients however, can resolve this issue and can be used for two
or more measures simultaneously. To determine reliability of the estimates produced in
this thesis, the magnitudes of change in selected values were examined using the method
described by Vincent (1999). Initially an ANOVA with repeated measures was performed
and from these results the mean square values for treatment effects plus error and
participants were calculated. From these data the intraclass correlation coefficients (R1)
were calculated (Vincent, 1999). It is expected within physiological data measurement
analysis that values of R1 above 0.90 are considered to present high reliability values, from
0.80 to 0.89 are considered moderate and below 0.80 are considered to be questionable
(Vincent, 1999). The results of this reliability analysis are tabulated below (Table 2) and
indicated that these data have high day to day measurement reliability.
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Table 2. Table shows the R1 values with SEM for the pre exercise condition for selected
variables used in this thesis.

Data Source

Exercise Condition

Variable

SEM

R1

Elbow flexion

Rested pre exercise max torque

Torque (N·m)

1.12

0.96

Elbow flexion

Initial sub-max

MPF (Hz)

1.18

0.99

Elbow flexion

Initial maximal

MPF (Hz)

1.07

0.97

Elbow flexion

Initial sub-max

MD (Hz)

1.24

0.97

Elbow flexion

Initial maximal

MD (Hz)

1.16

0.97

Isokinetic

Rested pre exercise peak power at 90

Power (W)

26.2

0.99

Cycle

rev·min-1

4.2.9.2 Raw and relative effect size
A method of determining the importance of any differences between means is the effect
size. This may be estimated as the ratio of the mean difference over the standard deviation
of the control group, or the pooled variance of the treatment groups should control group
data not be available (Vincent, 1999). The raw effect size is the absolute difference in
mean scores between repeated measures in the original units of measurement, whereas the
relative effect size, as described above, has been standardised for the error variability of
responses (Mercer and Gleeson, 2002).
It has been suggested by Winter et al., (1991) that standardised effect size values of 0.20
represent small differences, while between 0.50 and 0.79 are moderate differences and 0.80
and above are considered to be large differences (Winter et al., 1991). Examples of the
effect size of MPF data in response to exercise produced from the recorded EMG data from
the biceps brachii elbow flexion protocol are shown in Table 13, p155 showing a small
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effect size after 60s and 120s progressing to a moderate effect size after 180s to 360s of
exercise. The MD response to exercise produced from the same EMG data, indicating a
small effect size after 60s progressing to a moderate effect size from 120s to 360s of
dynamic flexion exercise (Table 13).
The standardised effect sizes calculated from the dynamic EMG data acquired during
cycling exercise protocols in this thesis are presented in chapters 8 and 9 (sections 8.3.2.5
and 9.3.2.5).
Small differences between the means of estimates may be statistically significant but not
large enough to be much use in a practical application or when attempting to understand
underlying mechanisms. Significance from small changes in the data could be caused by a
combination of a large sample number and small standard deviation and is more likely to
occur if the experimental design uses repeated measures (Vincent, 1999). The standardised
effect size indicated up to moderate effect sizes for the selected EMG frequency parameters
although the parameters that produced this were statistically significant. The information
presented in Table 3 was accessed from the literature and supports the view that EMG
frequency parameter changes due to fatiguing exercise results largely in small to moderate
effect sizes. The only large effect sizes were produced by changes in MPF due to isometric
biceps brachii contractions, one of the MD responses from the vastus lateralis muscle due
to isometric ski squat contractions and the MPF response from the soleus muscle after 90s
of dynamic plantar-flexion (Table 3).
4.2.9.3 Extent of relative effect to the error
The standardised effect sizes of EMG frequency parameters produced from fatiguing
contractions reported in previous studies have been predominantly small to moderate (see
Table 3). This has been particularly notable from data taken from dynamic contraction.
Consequently, the analysis has been susceptible to Type II error where the null hypothesis
is not true but is incorrectly accepted. The experimental design may fail to detect
differences that really do exist (Vincent, 1999). In contrast to the situation described above
where data sets could be determined to be statistically different and yet have little practical
value, if the number of samples is insufficient or the standard deviation is large, a genuine
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difference may not be accepted as significant and Type II error occurs. However, should
the statistical analysis performed on EMG frequency data in response to fatiguing exercise
return a non-significant difference and the standardised effect size is assessed to be small,
the likelihood of committing Type II error is reduced (Vincent, 1999).

source

Muscle

Experimental conditions

Raw effect
size (Hz)

Standardised
effect size

Literature

Frequency
parameter

Table 3. Raw and standardised effect size of fatiguing exercise tasks on EMG frequency
parameters based on information from the literature.

Dynamic elbow flexion until task
(Potvin, 1997)

Biceps
Brachii

MPF

failure (0° to 20° elbow angle)
Dynamic elbow flexion until task
failure (0° to 20° elbow angle)

(Blangsted et al.,

Biceps

2005)

Brachii

MPF

Vastus

2004)

Lateralis

13.6

2.27

2.81

0.32

With low orthotic

6.37

0.87

With high othotic

3.1

0.26

4.6

0.42

1.91

0.11

After 60s

10.79

0.63

After 90s

20.07

1.13

After 120s

23.62

1.27

minutes

(Karabulut et

Vastus

al., 2010)

Lateralis

failure
MD

MPF

MVC before and after 20% 1-RM
dynamic exercise
Dynamic plantar-flexion MPF After
30s

(Leonard et al.,
1994)

Soleus

MPF

28.5

Isometeric10% of MVC for 10

Isometric ski squat for until task
(Vanicek et al.,

10.6
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4.3 Experimental limitations
4.3.1 EMG detection and recording
As the number of firing motor units becomes high enough for the potentials to overlap in
the time domain as monitored via the surface electrodes, the reproducibility of surface
EMG measurements of a stochastic process can be questioned (Hägg, 1992). However, by
maintaining good technique the MPF and MD frequency parameters calculated from
surface EMG signal have been shown to be acceptably repeatable (Jurell, 1998). The
differential EMG electrode configuration with the detection surfaces consisting of two
parallel bars set at one centimetre apart with the first signal amplification in close physical
proximity to the electrode has been recommended as best practice (De Luca, 1997).
During periodic sampling of a continuous signal for conversion to digital values it is
important to preserve its information content. One of the limitations of discrete-time
sampling is an effect called aliasing. The Nyquist Theorem states that you need a minimum
of two samples per frequency cycle of an input signal to define it. Thus, the frequency of a
signal can be adequately measured with a frequency f as long as you are sampling it at
greater than 2f. If a signal with a frequency above f is sampled at a frequency of 2f, it is
possible the signal will be aliased creating false images of this signal at frequencies below f.
These false frequencies will appear as mirror images of the original frequency around the
Nyquist frequency. This situation is called ‘folding back’. Although sampling at twice the
Nyquist frequency will ensure the measurement of the correct frequency of the signal, it
will not be sufficient to capture the shape of the waveform. If the shape of the waveform is
desired, it is necessary to sample at a rate approximately 10 times the Nyquist frequency
(Lyons, 2001).
As Figure 16 shows, there is no significant EMG signal remaining at 250Hz when the
original sample rate of the continuous signal was 1024Hz. This demonstrates that this
sampling rate is sufficiently high to ensure the measurement of the correct frequency of the
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signal (Lyons, 2001, De Luca, 1997). Even with the above considerations, the EMG signal
will be contaminated by some noise. The signal to noise ratio can be increased by judicious
filtering between 20-500 Hz (De Luca, 1997, Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). The
detection of the continuous EMG signal from the electrodes in this thesis was bandpass
filtered at 20-500 Hz.

Figure 16. The frequency spectrum produced by the raw EMG data via a Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm demonstrating that no significant signal remains at 250Hz.

4.3.2 Delsys EMG acquisition equipment
During the exercise testing sessions where EMG was recorded the Delsys acquisition
equipment proved to reliably detect and record surface EMG signal from the exercising
subjects despite the movement of the active limbs. However, during the cycle exercise
testing an intermittent fault appeared in the cable that transmitted the continuous EMG
signal between the electrode junction box and the preamplifier located at the PC where the
signal was converted to a digital format. The fault was later discovered to be a problem
with the earthing of the outer shielding that protected the EMG information from outside
interference. This problem manifested itself with one of the four channels of EMG signal
being swamped with noise and unusable. By the time the fault had been identified and
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resolved, laboratory time and equipment availability had been lost. This reduced the
number of data sets available for analysis and compromised the statistical power of the
cycle exercise group studies.

4.3.3 Biodex dynamometer
The Biodex dynamometer was designed principally for clinical use and therefore has an
operating control interface that facilitates the testing and rehabilitation of patients in
consistently safe practises operated by clinical practitioners. Therefore, the operating
system had limited flexibility in the operating modes within a single testing protocol as a
precautionary measure to fail safe in the event of misuse. During dynamic contraction
testing at a single angular velocity the dynamometer operating system facilitated the
exercise protocol without comprise. However, during the isometric contraction testing after
the dynamic exercise the dynamometer had to be reset to a different operating mode. With
practise this only took a few seconds but limited the number of contractions that could be
measured. Had subjects been able to visit the laboratory substantially more often than was
possible in this case, a post dynamic exercise isometric contraction at a single joint angle
could have been measured each visit and all the pre exercise angles would be undertaken
over a series of visits.
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5 Study One: The effect of sub-maximal dynamic exercise on
maximal dynamic torque production

5.1 Introduction
As discussed in the preceding chapters, fatigue as a limiting factor in human performance
has been studied extensively within sport and exercise science. Those earlier discussions
outline the many references in literature to fatigue, either in terms of its outcomes, such as
time to exhaustion (Green, 1997, Noakes, 2000), or markers of fatiguing processes
(De Luca, 1997), such as biochemical changes (Fitts, 1994). Arguably the most direct
evidence of fatigue occurs when recording the decrements in force production during
maximal effort exercise (Inbar, 1987).
Sub-maximal exercise presented further challenges. A common approach has been to
quantify fatigue as a ‘point of failure’ (Coyle et al., 1986). For example, during a constant
power cycling test the point where the cyclist is unable to sustain a predetermined power
has been considered to be the moment of fatigue (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981, Knuttgen et al.,
1983, Fitts, 1994, Fitts, 2006, Vøllestad, 1997). This moment could be considered to be the
consequence of the exercise affecting physiological function of the muscle, leading to an
outcome of fatigue. However it is likely that the muscle’s ability to produce power has
been decreasing from the onset of exercise (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981, Lewis and Fulco, 1998).
Therefore, a study which precisely controls the fatiguing exercise and examines the effects
of different exercise durations on the same group of subjects would provide a useful
addition to the body of knowledge. An insight into the fatiguing process could be obtained
by providing a direct comparison between exercise duration and post exercise peak torque
with a controlled state of exercise induce fatigue.
This study aimed to examine the results from an isokinetic assessment method of a
controlled state of fatigue induced by dynamic sub-maximal exercise. It was expected that
the effect of the exercise on the post exercise peak torque would increase as the duration of
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the exercise increases. The use of the same group of subjects allowed the potential effects
of the co-variables to be minimised. The hypothesis therefore was; the longer the duration
of a controlled isokinetic exercise the greater its effects on peak torque production.

5.2 Methodology
Ten subjects with no known neuromuscular disorders volunteered and signed an informed
consent form. Six male and four female subjects, that were active at the time of this study
in a variety of local level sports were recruited (age 29.6, s = 6.13yrs and mass 73.9, s =
11.8kg). These activities included; rugby, field hockey, cycling and triathlon. All the
subjects were experienced with resistance training exercises. All subjects signed an
informed consent form which was verbally explained to them until they were able to
confirm their awareness and satisfaction of the processes they were asked to perform for
this study.

5.2.1 Experimental design
The experimental protocol has been outlined in more detail in section 4.1.6. After a warm
up and familiarisation period without the subjects experiencing the perception of fatigue
and followed by a minimum of two minutes rest, subjects performed five maximum
concentric biceps contractions on an isokinetic dynamometer set at 60s-1. The method of
selecting the range of motion is described in section 4.1.4. The subjects were asked to relax
during the eccentric phase allowing the dynamometer arm to fall back to its starting
position. Verbal motivation was given and their performance was displayed as a trace on
the dynamometer screen in real-time for visual feedback. After a further two minute rest,
subjects performed one of five exercise durations from 60 to 300s at the same angular
velocity and range of motion as the maximum effort contractions at a target torque of one
third of the maximum recorded rested torque. This was followed without rest by a further
five maximum contractions repeating the pre sub-maximal exercise protocol. Each subject
repeated the test for each exercise for five exercise durations, each on different days.
Analogue voltage signals representing the torque and angular position were exported from
the dynamometer to a separate PC and digitised at 1024 samples per second as described in
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more detail in section 4.1.8. Data files were then exported to Microsoft Excel to be
converted from voltage outputs to torque and angular position using the calibration data
obtained prior to the testing. The torque data were corrected for gravity-exerted torque
using a cosine function of angular position and the limb weight at horizontal.
5.2.1.1 Data processing
The maximum torques for each pre and post exercise repetition were recorded and entered
into MINITAB software for statistical analysis and results are presented as means ±
standard deviation (s). A two-way ANOVA with repeated measures (pre/post × duration)
was then applied to the peak torques to assess any significant effect on peak performance
from the sub-maximal contractions. The percentage difference between the pre and post
exercise torque for each corresponding repetition was calculated to normalise the data
between subjects. A one-way ANOVA was performed on the data and a Tukey post hoc
test undertaken where any significant difference was found. Statistical significance for all
tests was set at (P<0.05).

5.3 Results
For all the subjects and all durations the mean pre exercise torque was 50.12 N·m (s =
17.26) and the post exercise torques were 38.97 N·m (s = 15.39). A two-way ANOVA
(pre/post × duration) was performed on the torque results and showed a significant
difference between the pre and post torque produced (F1,459 = 204.9, P<0.001). There was
also a significant difference in absolute values between the durations (F1,459 = 6.2, P<
0.001). When the percentage difference was calculated between pre and post exercise
torques for the five individual durations as shown in Figure 17, a general linear model oneway ANOVA showed the there was a significant difference between durations (F4,220 =
7.10, P< 0.001).
A Tukey post hoc test indicated that the 60s duration (-15.27, s = 6.82%) was significantly
different to the 120s (-22.47, s = 11.5 %) (T= -3.87, P= 0.001), the 180s duration (-22.33, s
= 13.23%) (T= -3.91, P= 0.001), the 240s duration (-22.70, s = 14.1%) (T= -3.22, P= 0.012)
and the 300s duration (-25.75, s = 12.8%) (T= -4.88, P< 0.001). The 120s, 180s, 240,s and
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300s durations were not significantly different to each other as shown by the T-values and
P-values displayed in Table 5. The statistical analysis indicated that 60 seconds of dynamic
exercise at one third pre exercise peak torque significantly reduced the post exercise peak
torque. The subsequent exercise durations caused significantly further peak torque
reductions but were not significantly different to each other.
The standardised effect size (Table 4) shows a small effect for 60s of exercise while 120s
through to 300s of exercise have a moderate effect (Winter et al., 1991).

60

120

180

240

300

Perentage difference

0
-5
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
Exercise duration (s)

Figure 17. The percentage difference ± standard error between pre exercise peak dynamic
torque and post exercise peak dynamic torque for 60 to 300 seconds of exercise. The 60 s
outcome was significantly different to the others.

120

Table 4. Raw and standardised effect size of 60s to 300s of concentric biceps contractions
at 60s-1 at one third rested peak torque.

Duration Raw effect size Standardised
(s)

(N·m)

effect size

60

8.06

0.32

120

11.22

0.50

180

11.88

0.50

240

11.56

0.62

300

13.55

0.65

Table 5. The results of the Tukey post hoc pair wise test comparing the percentage
difference between pre and post exercise durations with both the T-values and P-values
shown. Significance was set at P<0.005 in bold.

Duration comparison
(s)

T- value

60
60
60
60

120
180
240
300

-3.87
-3.91
-3.22
-4.88

P-value
Significance
(P<0.005)
0.001
0.001
0.012
0.000

120
120
120

180
240
300

-0.32
0.52
-1.06

0.998
0.985
0.826

180
180

240
300

0.79
-0.68

0.933
0.959

240

300

-1.54

0.536
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5.4 Discussion
As discussed in the Measurement Error section of the Literature Review (3.4.2), the control
of velocity by the isokinetic machinery can be susceptible to variation. Variations have
been monitored with high speed film recordings in which the power arm position is
monitored over time. Taylor et al. (1991) performed a validity and accuracy study on a
Biodex dynamometer and the analysis of their data has indicated that the power arm
velocity was within 3.5% of the preset values, although small transient velocity overshoots
were apparent on reaching the set velocity.
In addition, movements associated with tissue and padding compliance which leads to the
angular velocity of the limb exceeding that of the lever arm over the range of motion have
been noted. However, the Biodex dynamometer used in this study was found to be both a
valid and an accurate research tool (Taylor et al., 1991). The utilisation of five maximum
efforts to produce a stable mean peak torque score agrees with the isokinetic maximum
torque literature presented in a review of isokinetic dynamometry (Baltzopoulos and
Brodie, 1989).
The principle aim of this study was to assess the effect of sub-maximal exercise duration on
the maximum muscle capabilities. The protocol of one to five minute exercise durations at
one third rested peak effort was designed to elicit the effect of fatiguing processes without
leading to task failure within the exercise duration. All subjects for all exercise trials were
able to maintain the exercise and perform the post exercise maximum contractions after all
five sub-maximal exercise durations.
To enable valid comparisons between exercise durations, a reliable fatigue state was
required. The absence of biceps brachii muscle force in the elbow extension phase and the
controlled nature of the dynamometer angular speed and range of motion ensured that
changes in the performance of the exercise throughout its duration were minimised. A twoway ANOVA (pre/post × duration) was performed on the torque results and showed a
significant difference between the pre and post torque produced (F1,459 = 204.9, P<0.001)
demonstrating that the isokinetic angular velocity of 60s-1 at one third maximum the peak
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torque selected to elicit fatigue was sufficiently taxing to induce a measurable decrement in
MVC torque but allowed all subjects to complete the exercise bout.
Analysis of the percentage difference calculation to normalise the data between subjects
showed a significant difference between durations (F4,220 = 7.10, P< 0.001). The reduction
in peak torque production after all the exercise durations is shown in Figure 17. Dynamic
concentric contraction at one third rested peak torque for as little as 60s induced significant
reduction in performance (-15.27, s = 6.82%). The performance was reduced significantly
further after 120s of exercise (-22.47, s = 11.51%) after which there was no further
significant reduction. The calculated standardised effect size shown in Table 4 indicates an
increasing effect on peak performance as the exercise duration progressed. It would appear
from this evidence that although an exercise can be maintained, muscle peak force potential
is affected from an early stage of the exercise. This effect increased up to 120s after which
it did not significantly increase further as supported by the effect size data.
A literature search provided minimal published information regarding investigations into
the progressive effect of exercise on maximal force generating capacity. Bigland-Ritchie et
al. (1986) examined the progressive nature of fatigue with six seconds isometric
contractions of the quadriceps at 50% MVC followed by four seconds rest until the limit of
endurance. Periodically a fatigue test was performed which consisted of three methods;
either a brief MVC or an external electrical stimulus applied during the rest period or
superimposed on the target force voluntary contraction. They observed that the force
produced by the MVC fatigue test decrease by 50% at the limit of endurance. This was in
parallel with the force produced via the electrical stimuli applied during the rest period.
The electrical stimuli superimposed on the isometric contraction decreased more rapidly
(Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1986a).
Fulco et al. (1995) investigated the effect of dynamic knee extensions by integrating
isometric MVCs during the sub-maximal exercise every two minutes until task failure.
They noted that MVC force declined while the dynamic knee extension force remained
constant leading to a relative proportion of dynamic knee extension force to MVC of rested
muscle progressively increased from 23% at the beginning of the exercise to 46% at task
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failure (Fulco et al., 1995). A literature search failed to discover any investigations that
examined the effect of sub-maximal exercise over a range of durations without the maximal
test affecting the exercise.
The aforementioned evidence and that of the present study clearly indicated that during
sub-maximal exercise processes are evoked that lead to a decrement in muscles’ force
producing capacity. In addition, the greatest decrements of performance were noted during
the first 60s of exercise. However, although these force decrements are consistently shown
to be progressive as exercise duration increases, the range of fatigue testing protocols that
has being utilised has produced a range of measured outcomes of fatigue. It is likely
therefore, that the quantitative measure of fatigue is dependent on the testing protocol used.
It would be a benefit to the understanding of the processes of fatigue to examine the effect
of a given state of fatigue on different methods of fatigue assessments.
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6 Study Two: Differences in peak torque production between
dynamic and static contraction at 40° and 85° of elbow
flexion after 240 seconds of dynamic exercise

6.1 Introduction
The evidence from study one demonstrated that all the subjects were able to maintain the
target intensity for a sub-maximal exercise for up to 300 seconds. However, the effects of
the exercise were observed during subsequent maximal dynamic contractions. These
effects were evident after 60 seconds, increased after 120 seconds and remained relatively
constant thereafter. This demonstrates that post exercise peak dynamic torque production
can be a measure of the fatiguing effects of the exercise. It is not clear however, whether
this assessment protocol consistently reflects the fatiguing processes induced by the submaximal exercise.
The variety of methodologies used in the literature that report the effect of fatigue can make
interpretation difficult (Enoka and Stuart, 1992). For example, maximal voluntary
contractions (MVC) performed before and after exercise bouts or interspersed through them
have been used to quantify the reduction in muscle force production as a measurement of
fatigue. These MVC methods can include isometric contractions at a variety of joint angles
and dynamic contractions at a variety of velocities (Lewis and Fulco, 1998). For example
under isometric conditions, joint angle is commonly set at 90° (Guével et al., 2000,
Moritani et al., 1986). Under dynamic conditions joint angular velocity has been controlled
by some authors (Gerdle et al., 2000, Komi et al., 2000) whilst other authors have
performed the exercise with less control of the movement (Potvin, 1997). If a difference in
performance is shown, it is uncertain whether it is due to differences in the MVC method,
the sub-maximal exercise or subject characteristics.
It would be a developmental step forward to examine the effects of a controlled state of
exercise induced fatigue on a range of assessment criteria. By acquiring torque data during
both dynamic and isometric contractions at different joint angles before and after the same
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controlled state of exercise induced fatigue the effects of the fatiguing processes can be
more precisely described and these assessment protocols themselves can be compared.
The aim of this study was to examine the outcomes of different assessment methods on a
controlled state of exercise induced fatigue. The hypothesis was that the performance
outcomes resulting from a controlled state of exercise induced fatigue are dependent on the
assessment method used.

6.2 Methodology
Ten subjects with no known neuromuscular disorders volunteered and signed an informed
consent form. Six male and four female subjects, that were active at the time of this study
in a variety of local level sports were recruited (age 29.6, s = 6.13yrs and mass 73.9, s =
11.8kg). These activities included; rugby, field hockey, cycling and triathlon. All the
subjects were experienced with resistance training exercises. All subjects signed an
informed consent form which was verbally explained to them until they were able to
confirm their awareness and satisfaction of the processes they were asked to perform for
this study.

6.2.1 Experimental design
6.2.1.1 Dynamic test
The experimental protocol has been outlined in sections 4.1.6. Subjects performed five
maximum dynamic biceps curl contractions at 60s-1 under the instruction that they are
performed as hard and fast as possible. After a minimum of two minutes rest, subjects
performed 240 seconds of dynamic exercise at the same angular velocity as the maximum
effort contractions. This was, without rest, followed by a further five maximum
contractions matching those pre exercise. the analogue voltage signals representing the
torque and angular position of the arm were exported from the Biodex to a separate PC and
digitised at 1024 samples per second using an internal A to D data acquisition card
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(National Instruments PC-516) with a resolution of 16 bits at ± 5V (0.15mV/bit) for later
analysis.
6.2.1.2 Isometric test
The dynamometer arm was locked at six positions: - elbow angles from 25º to 100º in 15º
increments. Subjects maximally exerted a flexion force for between one and two seconds
at each of the set angles. After a minimum of two minutes rest the subjects were required
to perform 240 seconds of dynamic sub-maximal exercise durations at an angular velocity
of 60s-1 as in the dynamic test described in the previous section. Post exercise isometric
MVCs were performed at only two of the six angles (40º and 85º), as it was considered that
the time taken to conduct more tests could affect the results. After completing the last
repetition, the dynamometer was immediately set at 40º of flexion and subjects performed
an MVC for one to two seconds as in the pre exercise test. The dynamometer arm was
moved to the 85º position and the procedure was repeated without rest.
The 240 seconds of dynamic exercise was chosen for the isometric test as the results for the
dynamic contraction exercise with five durations from 60 seconds to 300 seconds in study
one demonstrated that the 240 second duration exercise showed a significant fatiguing
effect. The 120, 180 and 300 second durations also showed significant effect and were not
significantly different to each other. The 240 second duration was the duration closest to
the midpoint of this range of exercise durations with similar fatiguing effect but with the
greatest standardised effect size of 0.62.
The post exercise contraction elbow angles of 40º and 85º were decided on because they
were the midpoints of the extended and flexed portions of the pre exercise range. The
extended portion of the angle range was from 25º to 55º denoting 40º as the midpoint of
that extended range. Whereas, the flexed portion from 70º to 100º has the midpoint of 85º.
This was decided because the pre and post exercise results could then be extrapolated to
extend the relationship between elbow angle and the effect of exercise on subsequent
performance.
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6.2.1.3 Data analysis
The peak torques produced during the five pre and five post exercise contractions were
obtained from the torque-time data and the elbow angles corresponding to the peak torques
were obtained from the angle-time data. In addition, the torque data at six specified elbow
angles 25°, 40°, 55°, 70°, 85, and 100° were obtained to produce a profile of torque against
elbow angle. The maximum torque for each pre and post exercise repetition, isometric and
dynamic and at six elbow angles were entered into MINITAB software for statistical
analysis and results are presented as means ± standard deviation (s).
A one-way ANOVA was performed on the peak dynamic torques produced pre and post
240 seconds of exercise. A one-way ANOVA made comparisons between the elbow angles
at which the peak torque occurred during the pre-exercise to the angle of peak torque post
exercise. The percentage differences between pre and post exercise peak torques and the
torques produced at the six elbow angles were calculated and comparisons were made
between the effects of the exercise at these angles. A Tukey post hoc test was performed
for any significance found. The same data analysis was performed on the isometric test
with the exception that only two elbow angles were tested post exercise. A two-way
ANOVA was used to analyse the percentage difference between the isometric and dynamic
contractions and the 40° and 85° elbow angles (contraction type × elbow angle). Statistical
significance for all tests was set at (P<0.05).

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Dynamic test
To examine the fatiguing characteristics of the 240 second duration, the assessment of the
peak torque and the elbow angle at which the peak torque was attained during dynamic
contractions was performed. In addition, the peak torque at 40° and 85° of elbow flexion
during dynamic contractions was compared to the data from the isometric contractions at
these angles. Absolute peak torque values collected during maximal dynamic contractions
before and after the 240s sub-maximal exercise and the elbow angle at which they occurred
are shown in Figure 18.
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The mean peak torques delivered pre 240s exercise (50.5, s = 17.1 N·m) and the torques
produced post the 240s exercise (38.9, s = 14.8 N·m) were significantly different (F1,88 =
11.76; P= 0.001). By calculating the percentage difference between the pre and post 240s
exercise torques to produce normalised data, there was a 22.7% (s = 14.1) reduction in peak
torque as a result of the exercise. The mean elbow angle at which the peak torque occurred
was significantly less flexed after the sub-maximal exercise with the pre exercise peak
torque angle of 77.3º (s = 20.5) and post exercise peak torque angle of 54.8º (s = 12.5) from
full extension (F1,88 = 39.54; P<0.001) as shown in Figure 18. The percentage difference
between pre exercise peak torque angle and post exercise peak torque angle was 23.6% (s =
25.9).
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Elbow angle from full exstension (degrees)

Figure 18. The maximum torque production ± standard error and elbow angle ± se, pre
and post 240s dynamic exercise at one-third-pre peak torque (n=9). The post exercise
torque is significantly lower than the pre exercise torque and the post elbow angle is
significantly less flexed.
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The torques produced at maximum effort through the dynamic contractions were measured
at six elbow angles both pre and post the 240s exercise. The results are shown with the
percentage difference between pre and post exercise in Table 6. The torque curves
produced by the pre and post maximum contractions at the six angles are demonstrated in
Figure 19. The data was converted into percentage difference between pre and post
exercise for comparison between elbow angles. This was to minimise subject variability as
described in for Study One in section 4.1.8. A General linear model analysis applied to the
percentage difference between pre and post exercise torque at the corresponding angles
indicated that there was a significant difference (F5,237 = 34.2, P<0.001). Results of a
Tukey post hoc test are shown in Table 7. It should be noted that there was a significant
difference in the measured effect of the 240s exercise between the 40º and 85º of elbow
flexion (T = 5.7, P<0.001).

Table 6. Pre 240 second exercise torque at six angles of elbow flexion ± s with the
corresponding post exercise torque ± s. Also shown is the percentage difference between
the pre and post. The percentage difference between the 40° and 85° angle is significant.

Elbow angle (°)
Pre exercise torque
(N·m ± s)
Post exercise torque
(N·m ± s)
Difference
(% ± s)

25

40

55

70

85

100

29.2

40.8

46.1

47.5

47.4

44.9

± 12.4 ± 14.8 ± 16.0 ± 16.2 ± 15.7 ± 15.3
27.6

35.6

37.6

34.5

29.4

24.8

± 10.9 ± 15.4 ± 14.5 ± 12.5 ± 10.8 ± 10.4
-5.5

-14.0

-18.6

-26.6

-37.1

-44.0

± 50.8 ± 17.0 ± 11.7 ± 13.5 ± 15.8 ± 19.3
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Elbow angle from full extension (degrees)

Figure 19. Torque production at six elbow angles from extension, pre and post dynamic
exercise at one-third pre peak torque ± se. The percentage difference between pre and post
torque at 40º and 85º is significantly different.

Table 7. The Tukey post hoc test performed on the percentage difference between pre and
post dynamic torque at six angles. This shows the 25º elbow angle is not different to 40º
but is different to the others. The 40º angle is not different to 25º and 55º but is different to
the others. The 70º and 85º angles were not different to each other but were different to all
the others.
— = No significant difference.

* = Significant difference

40

—

55

*

—

70

*

*

—

85

*

*

—

—

100

*

*

—

—

—

Elbow angle(º)

25

40

55

70

85
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6.3.2 Isometric test
The peak isometric torque was 62.8 N·m (s = 23.0) at the 100º elbow angle shown in
Figure 20. Also illustrated in this figure is the mean isometric pre dynamic exercise torque
produced at six angles of flexion and the post dynamic exercise isometric torque at 40º and
85º of elbow flexion. A general linear model ANOVA was applied to the torques produced
during the pre-exercise MVCs at the six angles demonstrating a significant difference (F5,39
= 12.1, P<0.001) and a Tukey post hoc test showed the pre exercise torque production at
elbow angles 40º (42.8, s = 19.8 N·m) and 85º (60.1, s = 23.0 N·m) were significantly
different (T= 4.9, P<0.001).
A two way ANOVA was performed on the maximum isometric torque production for pre
and post exercise and the 40° and 85° of elbow angle. The analysis showed there was a
significant difference between pre exercise torque (51.5, s = 22.7 N·m) and post exercise
torque (43.0, s = 21.6 N·m) (F1,25 = 24.1, P<0.001). There was also a significant difference
between the torque produced at 40° of elbow angle (38.7, s = 19.1 N·m) and the torque at
85° of elbow angle (55.7, s = 22.4 N·m) (F1,25 = 96.9, P<0.001).
When the percentage difference between the pre and post isometric torques was calculated,
a one way ANOVA was performed to assess for any significant difference between the
effect of the exercise at the 40° (21.3, s = 11.6%) and 85° (15.5, s = 7.0%) of elbow angle.
This demonstrated that there was no significant difference between the two angles after
240s of dynamic exercise (F1,16 = 1.6, P= 0.22).
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Figure 20. Maximum voluntary isometric contraction torque, pre dynamic exercise at six
angles ± standard error with post dynamic exercise maximum isometric torque at 40º and
85º ± standard error (n=9). The percentage difference between pre and post exercise torque
were not significantly different between 40º and 85º. Full elbow extension was 0°.
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6.3.3 Isometric and dynamic test
The aim of this study was to compare the results obtained from dynamic and isometric
assessment methods on a given state of fatigue as stated in section 3.5.1. The peak
isometric torque was 62.8 N·m (s = 23.0) at the 100º elbow angle shown in Figure 20, and
the peak dynamic torque was 50.5 N·m (s = 17.1). A one way ANOVA performed on these
data identified a significant difference between the peak torque produced during the
isometric contractions and that of the dynamic contractions (F1,6 = 8.9, P= 0.02).
The percentage difference between the pre and post exercise data was calculated for
comparison and the results are shown graphically in Figure 21. The mean percentage
difference between pre and post peak torque production using the dynamic contraction
method showed 14.35 % (s = 13.55) and 37.31% (s = 15.16) for the 40° and 85° of elbow
angle respectively. The isometric assessment method showed a difference of 21.35% (s =
11.64) and 15.54% (s = 7.03) for 40° and 85° respectively. A two-way ANOVA
(contraction type × elbow angle) was performed to compare the effects on the percentage
difference between these four assessment modes. The main effects showed no significant
difference between elbow angle (F1,25 = 3.76, P= 0.064) and no significant difference
between the isometric and dynamic contraction modes (F1,25 = 2.79, P= 0.108). However,
when the interactions were analysed, a significant difference was found (F1,25 = 17.6, P<
0.001).
A Tukey post hoc test was performed on the data and the results are shown in Table 8. This
shows that there was no difference between the torque reduction at 40º isometric, 40º
dynamic and the isometric torque reduction at 85º. However, the dynamic exercise
assessment mode at 85º elbow angle was significantly greater than the others. This is seen
in Figure 21 where the two exercise modes at 40° are not significantly different to each
other or the isometric mode at 85°. However, the dynamic condition at 85° was
significantly different to all other conditions. These results clearly demonstrate that the
peak torque acquired during the dynamic contractions at 85° were significantly different to
the other contraction types.
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Figure 21. The percentage difference between pre and post 240s exercise maximum torque
production ± standard error displayed for the six elbow angles during the dynamic test, and
the percentage difference between pre and post exercise for the two elbow angles during the
isometric test. The 85° dynamic result is significantly different to the 85° isometric and 40°
dynamic and isometric.
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Table 8. The results of the Tukey post hoc pair wise test performed on an ANOVA general
linear model of the percentage difference between pre and post 240s exercise peak torque at
40° and 85° elbow and isometric and dynamic contraction types. P-values <0.05 are
indicated in bold.

Contraction type

T-values

P-values

Isometric at 40°

Dynamic at 40°

1.44

0.485

Isometric at 40°

Isometric at 85°

1.20

0.633

Isometric at 40°

Dynamic at 85°

-3.29

0.015

Dynamic at 40°

Isometric at 85°

-0.25

0.995

Dynamic at 40°

Dynamic at 85°

-4.74

0.0005

Isometric at 85°

Dynamic at 85°

-4.50

0.0008
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6.4 Discussion
The assessment of peak torque at specific joint angles is a useful function of an isokinetic
dynamometer as it can standardise muscle length during data collection. Angle specific
torque measurements at the extremes of the range of motion demonstrate substantial
measurement error (Perrine and Edgerton, 1978). However, it has been documented that
greater statistical inter-day reliability at the extremes of the range of motion are achieved
where the torque measured is relative to the functional dynamic voluntary range of motion.
Setting the target joint angle as a percentage of the range of motion of the subject can avoid
the measurement error associated with the extremes of the range of motion. This approach
can show measurement reliability similar to that of peak torque and is therefore preferred in
preference to angle-specific torque (Gleeson and Mercer, 1995).

6.4.1 Dynamic test
The 240s exercise duration was used to acquire a more detailed examination of any
performance reduction resulting from the exercise. The mean angle of flexion at which the
peak torque was measured during pre the 240s dynamic test (77.3, s = 20.5°) was
significantly lower post exercise (54.8, s = 12.5°) as illustrated in Figure 18. In addition the
angle of elbow flexion was also significantly reduced from 77.3 º (s = 20.5) to 54.8 º (s =
12.5). By analysing the data at individual elbow angles, a profile emerged showing the
disparity between performance between the pre and post torques (Figure 19) which
accounts for the more extended angle at which peak torque was achieved in the fatigued
state. This inverted U shape with an ascending and descending limb supports other results
reviewed (Kulig et al., 1984). In contrast to this study and others, Komi et al. (2000)
analysed elbow angle and torque during 1 rad·s-1 concentric contraction, though gravity
exerted torque was not accounted for, they noted a purely descending torque as the angle of
flexion increased from full extension.
The results from the present study, shown in Figure 19, found the post exercise torque
curve demonstrated a reduction and compression of the pre exercise torque curve which is
quantified by the reduction in peak torque and angle of peak torque presented in Figure 18.
Consistent with this finding, the percentage difference between the pre 240s of exercise
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peak torque and post 240s exercise torque at 40º was significantly less than at 85º as
demonstrated by the Tukey post hoc test (T= 5.7, P<0.001) shown in Table 6. Previous
research appeared not to have described the effect of fatigue on the torque-angle
relationship during concentric elbow flexion. The implication of this is that the apparent
fatigue will vary according to the degree of elbow flexion at which it is measured.

6.4.2 Isometric test
Isometric contraction did not follow the same pattern as the dynamic contraction. As
shown in Figure 20, the isometric results showed an entirely ascending relationship
between peak torque and elbow angle of flexion for the pre-exercise test presenting the
greatest torque at 100º of flexion. However, as described in a review of human strength
curves (Kulig et al., 1984), peak isometric torque for the elbow flexors has been found to
range from 90º to 120º. It could therefore be concluded that the descending arm of the
isometric torque angle curve is out of the range of the protocol used in this study. These
results are supported by previous studies (Brondino et al., 2002, Kulig et al., 1984,
Leedham and Dowling, 1995).
Due to the limitations of the isokinetic dynamometer operating system, only two post
fatigue angles were tested. Recovery due to delay and/or fatigue resulting from the
isometric test contractions would potentially effect further post exercise test contractions.
The results shown in Figure 20 demonstrated the reduction in peak torque across the two
elbow angles as a result of the exercise. There was a significant difference between pre and
post exercise peak torque (F1,25 = 24.1, P<0.001) however, when the calculations of the
percentage difference between pre and post exercise torques were made, there was no
significant difference between the 40º and 85º elbow angles (F1,16 = 1.6, P= 0.22). This
suggests that, in contrast with the dynamic test, elbow angle itself has no significant effect
on the isometric measurement of the effect of this exercise.

6.4.3 Isometric and dynamic comparison
It has been recognised that the torque exerted during isokinetic testing decreases with
increasing angular velocity of the movement from zero (isometric) to over 240 degrees per
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second (Baltzopoulos and Brodie, 1989). However, errors in the dynamometer’s
registration of torque outputs can arise from limb movement in relation to the dynamometer
power arm (Gleeson and Mercer, 1996). Taylor et al. (1991) noted variations up to 3.5% in
the Biodex dynamometer with the greatest variations occurring at the higher velocities and
having a negligible artefact impact. The present study used manufacturers limb supports
with minimum padding compliance and returned a relative difference between conditions
of over 10% and up to 37.31% between the pre and post dynamic contractions at 85° which
was significantly greater than the isometric contractions. It is therefore unlikely that these
results could be caused by the intrusion of movement of the elbow relative to the
dynamometer arm (Taylor et al., 1991).
When comparing isometric with dynamic percentage torque reduction due to exercise it
was noted that a Tukey post hoc test showed that the isometric results at both angles (T=
1.20, P= 0.633) and the dynamic result at 40º were not significantly different to the 40°
isometric (T= 1.44, P= 0.485) or the 85° isometric (T= -0.25, P= 0.995) contractions as
shown in Table 8. Whereas the level of torque reduction for the dynamic contraction at
85º was significantly greater than the 40° isometric (T= -3.29, P= 0.015), the 85° isometric
(T= -4.50, P= 0.0008) and the 40° dynamic (T= -4.74, P= 0.0005) as shown in Figure 21.
The observed differences in the level of torque reduction between 40° and 85º elbow angle
during the dynamic contractions may be due to the muscle fatiguing during each individual
dynamic repetition. As the subjects contracted the muscle as hard as they could, during the
time taken for the muscle to achieve the optimum torque production angle during isokinetic
motion fatigue may have impaired muscle function. This could indicate that, as a result of
the exercise, the duration of maximum torque production was reduced to less than the
duration of the repetition. Peak dynamic torque pre exercise occurred at 77.3º thus giving a
contraction time to peak torque from 25º of 1.29s. Post exercise peak occurred at 54.8º,
giving a contraction time to peak torque of 0.91s. The description of the difference
between pre and post 240s dynamic contraction exercise is therefore: - reduction in torque
of 22.7%, reduction of the angle of flexion for peak torque of 22.5° and the corresponding
reduction in time to peak torque 0.375s. Contraction duration was not controlled during the
isometric tests in this study and therefore the time to peak torque comparisons between
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dynamic and isometric tests are unavailable. However, it is evident that while quantifying
the effect of fatigue using dynamic contractions as the assessment tool, care is necessary to
clarify whether the peak torque at a specific angle or the peak torque across the repetition is
the variable of interest. Should peak torque at any angle be the desired variable, there
should be adequate opportunity for the optimum torque production angle to be attained
without inducing intra-repetition fatigue.
The decreased torque production for the 85º dynamic condition could also be due to muscle
dysfunction increasing as the muscle length decreases during concentric contraction. As
this decrease in torque at the more flexed elbow angle is not evident in the isometric results,
the rapid exchange of cross-bridges between the contractile proteins and the high levels of
metabolites such as myosin ATPase, essential for muscle shortening, could be more
affected by fatigue at increased elbow flexion angles in the dynamic MVCs (Green, 1997).
The smallest pre exercise peak torque was observed at lower flexion angles for both
isometric and dynamic modes. At the elbow flexion angle of 25º during the dynamic
contraction, less than one per cent of fatigue was observed and the high level of standard
error (Figure 19) demonstrates high variability at this angle. Inhibitory mechanisms may be
active to reduce the muscle force produced to prevent injury during high muscle activity
across the elbow joint. It has been shown that muscle inhibition is similar across elbow
angles (Brondino et al., 2002). However, as the pre fatigue torque is lower at the more
extended elbow angles, the effect of fatigue may be less noticeable and be masked by the
effect of the inhibition.
Muscle forces and joint reaction forces during various functional activities are of great
importance when considering the stability and functionality of the elbow joint. The
measurement of muscle and joint reaction forces poses a challenge in biomedical
engineering and mathematical models have been broadly adapted to calculate the response
of muscles and musculoskeletal joints to external loads (Pierce and Li, 2005). Pierce and
Li (2005) examined patients after elbow replacement surgery and concluded from their
results that joint centre location is a crucial factor in the functional outcome of the elbow.
Displacement of the joint centre affected the force-generating capacity of the joint as well
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the magnitude and direction of the maximum joint reaction force. The relationship between
force generated and the level of neural excitation to the elbow flexor and extensor muscles
was also affected, suggesting that altered neural control patterns could be required
following joint centre displacement.
However, in uninjured participants the elbow is inherently very stable. In flexion, the
coronoid process locks into the coronoid fossa, while the medial rim of the radial head
engages in the trochleocapitellar groove. Elbow stability is enhanced by the perfect
congruency between the radial head and the radial notch of the ulna. The bony surfaces
contribute to 50% of the mediolateral stability of the elbow while the other 50% comes
from the ligaments (Karantanas et al., 2011). This suggests that instability of the elbow in
the participants of the current study is unlikely to create the variability in the results due to
alterations in the joint centre suggested by Pierce and Li (2005).
It is of course possible to introduce exercise intensities, angular velocities and the muscle
groups beyond that undertaken in this study to more fully appreciate the effect of exercise
induced fatigue on performance tasks. As a result, more methodical interpretations can be
made on the mechanisms affected by exercise and the causes that change subsequent
performance.
The purpose of this study was to examine the outcomes of different assessment methods on
a controlled state of exercise induced fatigue. The hypothesis was that the performance
outcomes resulting from a controlled state of exercise induced fatigue are dependent on the
assessment method used. As athletic performances regularly assessed by measures of
cinematic variables that are facilitated by subjects’ dynamic performances, the maintenance
and control of dynamic contractions are often the most important determinants of
performance. The results from this study clearly demonstrate that given the same level of
exercise stress, the performance outcome could be different depending on an isometric or
dynamic assessment method used. That is, should an exercise or a state of fatigue be
assessed by the measure of a subsequent performance, the nature of that subsequent
performance (isometric or dynamic and joint angle) could affect the assessment outcome.
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Therefore, it would be important for assessment methods of performance, exercise and the
effects of fatigue on performance to consider the qualities and characteristics of a
performance that are of interest to the assessor. In addition, further insights into muscle
function are needed to be able to better understand the mechanisms responsible for these
findings. EMG data taken during fatiguing contractions are able to demonstrate changes in
electrical activity of muscle (De Luca, 1997). Therefore, a study that examined the
progression of myoelectrical changes alongside the reductions in peak torque production
associated with exercise at these contraction intensities may offer such insights into muscle
function during exercise.
Christensen et al. (1995) found no difference in EMG parameters between slow dynamic
(10s-1) and static contraction in non-fatigued biceps brachii muscle against a 2kg load.
However, Hagberg (1981) did note a difference between MPF dynamic and sustained
isometric elbow flexion exercises at up to 50% of MVC demonstrating that the
electromechanical responses to exercise are tasks dependant (Hagberg, 1981, Christensen et
al., 1995). Much of the available literature on the effects of fatiguing dynamic exercise is
based on slow contractions velocities and with low level contractions associated with
occupational tasks (Christensen et al., 1995, Hakkinen and Komi, 1986, Krogh-Lund and
Jørgensen, 1993). In these tasks the onset of fatigue could be regarded as an unacceptable
manifestation of the occupational task as it can lead to discomfort, distress and ultimately
less productivity. Whereas in the sporting environment the athlete or participant is likely to
experience fatigue and their competitive performance could well be based on an
individual’s ability to control the manifestation of the fatiguing processes.
Therefore, a study that utilised a controlled exercise stress exposure on participants could
use recorded surface EMG to examine the spectral analysis data to investigate the
myoelectrical activity during the fatiguing dynamic exercise that accompanies the changes
in muscle function that led to the reductions in performance seen in this study. Given the
results of this study regarding the use of assessment methods, it would be a benefit to use
the same performance criteria during the assessment process as the fatiguing exercise itself.
In this case, as the fatiguing exercise involves dynamic contractions, the assessment of the
induced fatigue via EMG would best be related to the physiological processes that lead to
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the reduction in performance during that same mode of exercise. Surface EMG analysis
has the opportunity to assess myoelectrical activity during the exercise performance thereby
removing any disassociation between the muscle functions during the fatiguing exercise
that are of interest and those of an assessment exercise that may have altered
electromechanical and physiological characteristics.
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7 Study Three: Changes in EMG mean power frequency
(MPF) and median frequency (MD) and integrated EMG
(iEMG) of the Biceps Brachii muscle during fatiguing
exercise

7.1 Introduction
Study one demonstrated that there was a reduction in peak torque as a result of the exercise
in all of the exercise durations. However, the exercise itself was maintained without task
failure. In addition, study two showed that the percentage reduction in peak torque varied
depending on three factors: whether the assessment technique for attaining the peak force
was isometric or concentric contraction; whether the angle at which the peak torque was
measured was across the range of motion in respect to the concentric contraction; and
which elbow angle the peak torque was acquired in the isometric contraction. This would
suggest that although post exercise peak torque detected the presence of muscle fatigue, it
was poor at quantifying fatigue without more precise performance criteria as there remains
the likelihood of multiple possible outcomes.
A reliable and consistent means of identifying the progression of the fatiguing process
would provide invaluable insight into muscle function and its limitations. As mentioned in
section 3.2, surface EMG provides a non-invasive means of monitoring muscle activity and
the power spectrums derived from surface EMG signals have been used to assess muscle
function (Hägg, 1992, Kamen and Caldwell, 1996, Clarys and Cabri, 1993). The power
spectrum may be obtained using a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) on the recorded EMG
data and further analysis allows the mean power frequency (MPF) and the median
frequency (MD) to be obtained. Numerous studies and reviews have reported that MPF
and MD shift to lower frequencies during fatiguing contractions (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981,
Kamen and Caldwell, 1996, Moritani et al., 1982, Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984,
De Luca, 1997, Enoka, 1997b, Gandevia, 2001). However, as discussed earlier in section
3.2.1, the exact physiological mechanisms responsible for these spectral changes have yet
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to be fully understood and there has been much speculation about their potential to aid
understanding of muscle function (Knaflitz and Bonato, 1999).
EMG studies have predominantly used isometric muscle contractions due to the issue of
stationarity (Knaflitz and Bonato, 1999). Stationarity arises from the electrodes on the skin
surface moving in relation to the muscle during dynamic contractions and therefore
producing a signal that may not be consistent throughout the sample time (Lyons, 2001).
This can produce artefact when analysing integrated EMG and a nonlinear signal when
analysing the frequency domain.
Despite these potential problems, changes in the spectral parameters derived from EMG
signals during dynamic exercise have been found to be consistent with changes of muscle
function that are associated with muscle fatigue of the biceps brachii during elbow flexion
(Potvin, 1997, MacIsaac et al., 2001, Linnamo et al., 2000) and the para-spinal muscles of
the back (Knaflitz and Bonato, 1999, Roy et al., 1998). It is therefore feasible that dynamic
contraction can produce a sufficiently useful EMG signal to analyse the frequency
component of muscle innervation. Nevertheless, the effect of a nonlinear EMG signal
resulting from movement during dynamic contraction could undoubtedly impact on the
EMG signal. This artefact would not be present during isometric contraction and therefore
any comparisons of EMG signal derived from static and dynamic contraction would not be
valid as there would be a need to discriminate between the differences in contraction type
and the differences in EMG signal stationarity. In addition, the focus of the enquiry was to
detect any neurological changes during dynamic exercise. It would therefore be
inappropriate to compare the EMG responses of isometric and dynamic contractions during
dynamic exercise. However, it may be possible to assess the frequency component
response to fatigue processes induced by exercise and determine if EMG frequency analysis
from dynamic movement can provide a method of monitoring the effect of exercise induced
fatigue on muscle.
The aim of this study was to analyse the frequency component of EMG signals to identify
any electrophysiological changes during the dynamic contractions whilst in a controlled
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state of exercise induced muscle fatigue resulting in the reduction in peak torque
production.
It is hypothesised that there are changes in the function of active muscle due to the
fatiguing processes which result from the exercise and that these changes can be examined
via the analysis of the surface EMG frequency spectrum. Comparisons of MPF and MD
derived from the EMG power spectrum were made between pre and post exercise of five
different exercise durations. An ANOVA general linear model was used to identify any
significant differences.
The frequency component of the EMG signal was measured with MPF and MD parameters.
These frequency parameters were selected because they both have the ability to represent
the central tendency of the frequency spectrum but are influenced to different extents by
frequency spectrum factors (Agresti and Finlay, 2008, De Luca, 1997), thereby offering
different perspectives on the central tendency of frequency spectrum. This could convey
insight to any changes to the recorded EMG frequency spectrum analysis should these
parameters produce a range of responses to the same exercise stress. The iEMG parameter
is an indication of the magnitude of the recorded EMG signal (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981,
Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). This measure was used to demonstrate any changes to the
neural drive in response to exercise duration. Should changes in iEMG be detected it is
likely that the neural drive has altered. In turn changes in the neural drive by the CNS in
response to the fatiguing nature of the exercise may well be detected by the frequency
parameters (MPF and MD) of an EMG frequency spectrum.

7.2 Methodology
This study used isokinetic dynamometry to exercise the subjects’ biceps brachii muscle at
one-third maximum torque production. Using the five exercise durations described in study
one (from 60s to 300s at one third of the peak torque production), the EMG outputs were
recorded on a personal computer for power spectrum and amplitude analysis. Statistical
comparisons of the EMG signals were made between the five pre exercise maximum
repetitions and the five post exercise maximum repetitions. Also, the first five repetitions
of the sub-maximal contractions were compared with the last five sub-maximal
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contractions. Changes in MPF, MD and iEMG during the exercise were examined against
torque reductions attained in study one.
These measurements were taken during the first study and therefore, the protocol is as
written for the dynamic section of that study with the addition of the EMG signal
acquisition and analysis. Using the purpose made double-sided adhesive strips, a Delsys
electrode was placed along the centre line of the biceps brachii muscle of the active arm
and a reference electrode placed on the back of that hand. Care was taken to position the
electrode on the belly of the muscle along the direction of the muscle fibres as described in
De Luca (1997). The electrode was linked to a pre-amplifier set at a gain of 1000, and then
into the A to D card of a PC. EMG signal was recorded on Delsys software.

7.2.1 Data processing
For each repetition, a one-second section of EMG data was selected from the mid-point of
the range of motion. These data were entered into an MS Excel spread sheet. For the
iEMG these data were rectified and integrated using the Root Mean Squared method. Each
data point was squared to remove all negative values then averaged over the whole data
section and the result square rooted (De Luca, 1997). For the frequency analysis a
MathCad programme was used to produce a frequency power spectrum from which the
mean power frequency and median frequency for each contraction was attained. The
statistical analysis was performed with the MINITAB programme and results presented as
means ± standard deviation (s).
One-way general linear model ANOVA repeated measures comparisons were made
between pre and post exercise for each EMG frequency parameter (MPF, MD and iEMG)
and contractions level (sub-maximum and maximum). The differences between pre and
post exercise results were then calculated to produce an index of the change to the EMG
parameters as a result of the exercise. Two-way general linear model ANOVAs were then
performed on the pre and post difference against the exercise durations (difference ×
duration). This was done for the three EMG parameters and the two contraction levels.
The significance level was set at P< 0.05. Further information detailing these methods is in
the Experimental Methodology section 4.1.8.
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The amount of shared variability between the frequency parameters from the same recorded
EMG output was calculated to assess the distinctiveness of each measure. A Pearson
product-moment correlation compared MPF to MD in both maximal and sub-maximal
contractions.
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7.3 Results
The raw EMG data from a representative one second contraction are presented in Figure 12
and the corresponding Fast Fourier Transform of these data in Figure 13.

Figure 22. One second of raw EMG data produced by the Biceps Brachii muscle during
60s-1 concentric contraction at one third MVC.

Figure 23. The frequency spectrum produced by the raw EMG data via a Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm.
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The MPF, MD and iEMG analysis of the signal recorded during the two contraction
intensity levels (maximum and sub-maximum) over all five durations for ten subjects were
compared with a general linear model ANOVA performing a repeated measures analysis.
This showed that there was a significant difference between pre and post exercise for submaximum contractions in MPF (F1,459 = 64.2, P< 0.001), the MD (F1,459 = 49.2, P< 0.001)
and the iEMG analysis methods (F1,459 = 169.5, P< 0.001). This was also demonstrated in
the maximum contraction; MPF (F1,455 = 90.2, P< 0.001), the MD (F1,455 = 61.9, P< 0.001)
and the iEMG (F1,446 = 17.5, P< 0.001). Table 9 shows the MPF, MD and iEMG frequency
for both maximum and sub-maximum effort. For all conditions, there was a significant
difference between pre exercise and post exercise (P<0.05).

Table 9. Mean power frequency (MPF), Median frequency (MD) and iEMG with standard
deviation for pre exercise and post exercise at maximum for sub-maximum dynamic
contractions over all five durations. In all conditions there was a significant frequency
decrease between pre and post exercise.

Sub-maximum contractions

Maximum contractions

Signal analysis

MPF

MD

iEMG

MPF

MD

iEMG

method

(Hz)

(Hz)

(V·s)

(Hz)

(Hz)

(V·s)

Pre-exercise

93.1

78.3

0.23

85.9

70.9

0.70

(mean ± s)

± 18.0

± 19.0

± 0.122

± 16.3

± 17.6

± 0.33

Post-exercise

84.1

69.9

0.38

75.8

62.4

0.64

(mean ± s)

± 17.1

± 16.2

± 0.193

± 14.9

± 14.0

± 0.30

To analyse the effect of the exercise duration on the change to the frequency spectrum and
amplitude due to exercise, the difference between pre and post exercise values was
calculated for all durations and entered into MiniTab for analysis. The results are shown in
Table 10 and in subsequent figures.
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Table 10. The difference between pre exercise MPF, MD and iEMG and those measures
after five exercise durations. Maximum and sub-maximum contractions are detailed with
standard deviation.
EMG
analysis

60 (s)

120 (s)

180 (s)

240 (s)

300 (s)

Sub-max

2.6 ±7.6

7.2 ±14.0

11.6 ±16.0

12.3 ±17.8

12.0 ±9.8

Max

3.8 ±7.8

11.4 ±16.1

12.5 ±17.6

12.8 ±13.6

11.7 ±14.7

Sub-max

2.4 ±8.7

11.4 ±19.1

9.8 ±16.7

9.2 ±16.2

9.6 ±8.6

Max

4.6 ±9.3

10.6 ±16.9

9.7 ±17.1

10.2 ±12.8

8.9 ±16.2

Sub-max

0.09 ±0.11

0.12 ±0.12

0.16 ±0.23

0.17 ±0.12

0.16 ±0.16

Max

0.02 ±0.13

0.09 ±0.13

0.08 ±0.21

0.10 ±0.16

0.07 ±0.26

Condition

MPF

(Hz)

MD

(Hz)

iEMG

(V·s)

7.3.1.1 Sub-maximum contractions
For the sub-maximal contractions, a general linear model performed on the MPF showed a
significant difference between the durations (F4,221 = 7.3, P< 0.001). A Tukey pair wise
comparison showed that there was no difference between 60s and 120s (T= 2.27, P=
0.158). However, there was a difference between 60s and 180s (T= 3.94, P= 0.001), 240s
(T= 4.10, P= 0.0006) and 300s (T= 4.61, P= 0.0001). There was no difference between
120s, 180s, 240s and 300s details of which are displayed in Table 11. This showed there
was a significant shift to the lower frequencies after 60s which progressed to 120s after
which the frequency shift levelled off through to the 300s duration as illustrated graphically
in Figure 24.
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Table 11. The results of the Tukey post hoc pair wise test performed on the sub-maximal
MPF frequency spectrum parameter between the five exercise durations with the T and P
values indicated in bold.

Exercise duration (s)
60
60
60
60
120
120
120
180
180
240

120
180
240
300
180
240
300
240
300
300

T-value

P-value. Significant difference
(P< 0.05) in bold

2.27
3.94
4.10
4.61
1.83
1.89
2.34
-0.01
0.34
0.37

0.158
0.001
0.0006
0.0001
0.360
0.326
0.138
1.000
0.997
0.996

MPF sub max
16

Difference (Hz)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
60

120

180

240

300

Duration (s)

Figure 24. The mean difference ± standard error in sub-maximum MPF between pre and
post exercise for five durations. There was no significant difference between 60s and 120s.
However, there was a difference between 60s and 180s, 240s and 300s. There is no
difference between 120s, 180s, 240s and 300s.
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The MD frequency analysis for the sub-maximal contractions showed that the there was a
significant difference between the durations (F4,221 = 3.98, P= 0.004). A Tukey post hoc
pair wise comparison showed that the 60s exercise was significantly lower than the 120s
(T= 3.57, P= 0.004), the 180s duration (T= 3.06, P= 0.021) and the 300s duration (T= 2.86,
P= 0.037), but not the 240s exercise (T= 2.25, P= 0.165). Also, there was no difference
between 120s, 180s, 240s and 300s as shown with all the details of the post hoc
comparisons in Table 12. This demonstrated that after a significant exercise increase in the
exercise effect after 60s, there was a further shift to the lower frequencies after 120s. This
effect levelled through to the 300s exercise duration (Figure 25).
7.3.1.2 Comparison of effect size
To allow comparison of the effect of the exercise on the EMG frequency parameters to the
effect on the peak torque responses to the exercise the raw and standardised effect sizes
were calculated. Table 13 shows the raw and standardised effect sizes for the MPF and
MD frequency parameters in response to the 60s to 300s of biceps brachii dynamic
contractions with the effect size from the peak torque measurements taken from study one.
The peak torque results and the MD frequency standardised effect sizes after 60s of
exercise were small progressing to moderate effect sizes from 120s to 300s. The MPF
parameter demonstrated small standardised effect size after 60s and 120s progressing to
moderate effect sizes from 180s to 300s (Winter et al., 1991).
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Table 12. The results of the Tukey post hoc pair wise comparisons performed on the submaximal MD frequency spectrum parameter between the five exercise durations with the T
and P values indicated. Significant difference (P<0.05) in bold.

Exercise duration (s)
60
60
60
60
120
120
120
180
180
240

T-value

120
180
240
300
180
240
300
240
300
300

P-value
Significant difference in bold

3.57
3.06
2.25
2.86
-0.26
-1.20
-0.71
-0.87
-0.40
0.52

0.004
0.021
0.165
0.037
0.999
0.749
0.954
0.908
0.995
0.986

MD sub max
16

Differnece (Hz)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
60

120

180

240

300

Duration (s)

Figure 25. The mean difference ± standard error in sub-maximum MD between pre and
post exercise for five durations. Analysis showed that the 60s exercise was significantly
different to 120s, 180s and 300s but not the 240s exercise. Also, there was no difference
between 120s, 180s, 240s and 300s.
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Table 13. The raw and standardised effect sizes of the sub-maximal frequency parameters
in response to 60s to 300s of bicep brachii dynamic contractions with the raw and
standardised effect size of the peak torque production from study one.

Duration
(s)

Peak Torque

Sub-max MPF

Sub-max MD

Raw
effect
size
(N·m)

Standardised
effect size

Raw
effect
size
(Hz)

Standardised
effect size

Raw
effect
size
(Hz)

Standardised
effect size

60

8.06

0.32

2.57

0.16

2.4

0.14

120

11.22

0.50

7.23

0.39

11.36

0.57

180

11.88

0.50

11.62

0.75

9.85

0.60

240

11.56

0.62

12.3

0.76

9.2

0.66

300

13.55

0.65

12.01

0.62

9.58

0.50

Regarding the sub-maximal iEMG analyses, it is important to note that, as shown in Table
9, the amplitude of the iEMG increased from pre exercise (0.23, s = 0.122 V·s) to post
exercise (0.38, s = 0.193 V·s). A general linear model ANOVA analysis of the difference
between the durations showed there was a significant difference between the five durations
(F4,221, P= 0.017). A Tukey post hoc pair wise test showed that the 60s exercise was less
effected by exercise than the 240s exercise duration (T= -2.75, P= 0.05) and the 300s
duration (T= -2.99, P= 0.025). As shown in the Table 14, there was no difference between
120s, 180s, 240s and 300s. These results indicate that although there was a significant
increase in the iEMG between pre and post exercise as shown in Figure 26, there appeared
to be a stable effect due to exercise duration. The exercise itself had a greater effect on
iEMG than the duration of the exercise.
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Table 14. The results of the Tukey post hoc pair wise test performed on the sub-maximal
iEMG parameter between the five exercise durations with the T and P values indicated.

Exercise duration (s)
60
60
60
60
120
120
120
180
180
240

120
180
240
300
180
240
300
240
300
300

T-value

P-value

-1.27
-2.75
-2.25
-2.99
-1.57
-1.02
-1.72
0.57
-0.03
-0.65

0.710
0.050
0.167
0.025
0.519
0.847
0.423
0.979
1.000
0.967

Significant
difference
(P< 0.05)
*
*

Sub max iEMG
0.25

Difference(V)

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
60

120

180

240

300

Duration (s)

Figure 26. The change in mean ± standard error integrated EMG during sub-maximum
concentric contraction, pre and post sub-maximum exercise for all duration. A general
linear model showed that there was a significant difference between pre and post exercise
and a Tukey post hoc test showed that 60s was significantly different to 180s and 300s
(P<0.05).
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7.3.1.3 Maximum contractions
The analysis performed on the maximum contractions MPF showed significant decrease
between pre exercise (85.9, s = 16.3 Hz) and post exercise (75.5, s = 14.7 Hz) (F1,455 =
90.2, P< 0.001). A one-way ANOVA general linear model performed on the difference
between pre and post exercise and exercise duration showed a significant difference
between durations (F4,217 = 4.19, P= 0.003). The results of a Tukey post hoc pair wise
comparison performed on the difference between exercise durations are detailed in Table
15 and shows that the 60s exercise was significantly lower than all the other durations from
120s to 300s. There was no difference between the durations from 120s through to 300s.
This is demonstrated in Figure 27 and indicates that the exercise had a similar effect on the
MPF during the maximal contractions, as was observed with the sub-maximum
contractions. The effect of the exercise after 60s was small and had significantly increased
by 120s with the effect levelling for the subsequent durations.

Table 15. The results of the Tukey post hoc pair wise test performed on the maximal MPF
frequency spectrum parameter between the five exercise durations with the T and P values
indicated.

Exercise duration (s)
60
60
60
60
120
120
120
180
180
240

120
180
240
300
180
240
300
240
300
300

T-value

P-value

3.04
3.43
3.19
3.16
0.61
0.25
0.12
-0.36
-0.50
-0.13

0.022
0.006
0.014
0.015
0.972
0.999
1.000
0.996
0.987
1.000
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Significant
difference
(P< 0.05)
*
*
*
*

Difference (Hz)

MPF max
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
60

120

180

240

300

Duration (s)

Figure 27. The difference in mean ± standard error MPF measured during the maximal
contractions between pre and post exercise for five durations. The 60s exercise was
significantly different to all the other durations from 120s to 300s. There was no difference
between the durations from 120s to 300s.
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Figure 28 shows the MD frequency analysis for the maximum contractions. Analysis
showed there was a significant difference between the pre and post exercise results (F1,455 =
61.9, P< 0.001). As shown by the F-value produced by a ANOVA general linear model,
there is no significant difference in the calculated difference between pre and post for any
of the exercise durations (F4,217 = 1.35, P= 0.245).

MD max
14

Difference (Hz)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
60

120

180

240

300

Duration (s)

Figure 28. The difference in mean ± standard error MD measured during maximal
contractions between pre and post exercise for five durations. The MD frequency analysis
however, showed no significant difference any of the exercise durations.
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In contrast to the sub-maximum contractions, the analysis of the iEMG for the maximum
contractions demonstrated a decrease in amplitude. Analysis demonstrated a significant
decrease from pre (0.70, s = 0.33 V·s) to post exercise (0.64, s = 0.33 V·s) (F1,446 = 17.5,
P< 0.001). Similar to the maximum contraction MD frequency analysis, the maximum
contraction iEMG analysis as shown in Figure 29, a one-way ANOVA analysis of the
difference between pre and post against exercise duration showed no significant difference
between durations (F4,213 = 1.89, P= 0.113).

max iEMG
0.14

Difference (V)

0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
60

120

180

240

300

Duration (s)

Figure 29. The change in mean ± standard error integrated EMG during maximum effort
concentric contraction, pre and post sub-maximum exercise for all durations with standard
error. A general linear model showed no significant difference between pre and post
exercise and a Tukey post hoc test showed no significant difference between durations
(P>0.05).
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7.3.1.4 Correlation between frequency parameters
The amount of shared variability between the frequency parameters from the same recorded
EMG output was calculated to assess the distinctiveness of each measure. A Pearson
product-moment correlation was used to compare MPF to MD in both maximal and submaximal contractions. The maximal contractions produced a correlation between MPF and
MD of r = 0.93 and the sub-maximal contractions produced a correlation between these
parameters of r = 0.89. These results suggest there is no unique difference between MPF
and MD frequency parameters in the quantifying the recorded EMG of maximal and submaximal contractions.
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7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Frequency spectrum changes
The analysis of MPF identified a significant difference between the responses associated
with the increase in duration of the fatiguing exercise in both the sub-maximum (F4,221 =
7.3, P< 0.001) and maximum (F1,455 = 90.2, P< 0.001) contractions. The maximum MPF
results showed the 60s duration was significantly different to the other durations. The MPF
sub-maximum results showed no significant difference between 60s and 120s but the 60s
durations were significantly different to the 180s, 240s and 300s durations. This suggests
that there was a progressive increase in the effect of the exercise on MPF from rest to 180s
in both maximum and sub-maximum contractions.
In contrast, the analysis of the difference between pre and post MD data for the maximum
contractions failed to distinguish between the five durations (F4,217 = 1.35, P= 0.245),
although a significant difference was found between the absolute values of pre and post
exercise (F1,455 = 61.9, P< 0.001). The sub-maximum results however were able to make a
distinction between the 60s exercise and the longer durations (F4,221 = 3.98, P= 0.004).
The standardised effect sizes for peak torque and for the MPF and MD frequency
parameters in response to the dynamic exercise were similar, starting with a small effect
size after 60s progressing to moderate after 180s (Table 13). This supports a link between
the reductions in the muscles ability to produce peak torque due to the exercise and the
effect on the recorded EMG signal parameters. However, the effect size against exercise
duration shown in Figure 30 demonstrates an increase in effect size with exercise duration.
This compares with the effect of exercise duration on peak torque increasing however, the
frequency parameters reach a peak and then reduce after 240s (Figure 30). This
disassociation suggests that the effect of the exercise on the EMG frequency parameters is
not directly linked to the muscle capacity to produce peak force and that other factors could
be affecting the measured responses.
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Standardised effect size
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Figure 30. The standardised effect size of 60s to 300s of dynamic biceps brachii exercise
on peak torque, MPF and MD frequency parameters.

There are several known factors that can affect the frequency of the EMG signal. It has
been recognised for many decades that EMG signal frequency slows as contraction duration
increases (Mortimer et al., 1970, Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). It has been the challenge
of researchers to account for this observation. Although a great many studies have used
isometric contraction to study this, the results from the present study demonstrate that
dynamic contractions, which could be argued to more relevant to natural human
movements, are capable of providing valuable data.
A suggested mechanism that would explain the associated decline in myoelectrical
frequency with muscle activity is that described as ‘Muscle Wisdom’ (Enoka and Stuart,
1992). This is a progressive decrease in the relaxation rate found in whole muscle and in
single muscle fibres during sustained activity. This in turn would mean a reduction in the
motor unit firing rate necessary to elicit the maximum force. It has been shown that an
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electrically stimulated quadriceps muscle can sustain a greater force output if the stimulus
frequency is reduced during the contraction than if the frequency is maintained (Enoka and
Stuart, 1992). If a mechanism existed that could enable the central nervous system (CNS)
to provide motor unit activation rates that optimised the muscle fibres capabilities in a
given state, it would constitute a fatigue compensating strategy (Binder-Macleod and
Guerin, 1990). Such a mechanism would respond to the decrease in muscle function by
preventing over excitation of the muscle fibres (muscle wisdom). This neural strategy
would limit the effects of fatigue as the reduction of the stimulus frequency serves to
sustain a sub-maximal force (Grimby et al., 1981, Enoka, 1997a). However, the results of
the present study show that EMG responses to both maximum and sub-maximum
contractions after fatiguing exercise demonstrate a similar decrease in the frequency
components of the myoelectrical signal. Should muscle wisdom be an actual phenomenon,
it might be expected that the sub-maximal contractions would benefit from such a strategy
to prolong the work rate while the neural strategy for the maximal contractions would be
maximise the force production.
7.4.1.1 Conduction velocity
Investigators have consistently noted that the velocity of the propagated action potential
decreases during sustained contraction (De Luca, 1997). This has been examined in
isolated muscle preparations suspended in an oxygenated Krebs solution (Brody et al.,
1991, Kupa et al., 1995), by the measurement of electrically stimulated M-wave (Merletti
et al., 1990) and using surface EMG arrays (Lowery et al., 2002). A reduction in the
conduction velocity would be expected to have a clear effect on the power spectrum by
increasing the wave length of the action potential thereby shifting both MD and MPF to the
lower frequencies. Brody et al. (1991) noted that by decreasing the pH of an oxygenated
Krebs solution, an isolated hamster diaphragm with an intact phrenic nerve that was
stimulated for three seconds showed a reduction in the initial conduction velocity and MPF
as the acidosis increased. This decreased further during the three second contraction
indicating that acidosis of extracellular fluid increased the wave length of the action
potential and that the intercellular environment could also be affected further during
continuous contraction (Brody et al., 1991). Indeed, it has been shown that the muscle
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fibre membranes of inactive fibres within a muscle during a sustained contraction are
affected by the contractions of other active fibres. The increase in interstitial potassium
concentrations can affect the membrane properties of inactive fibres via the extracellular
environment (Gazzoni et al., 2005).
7.4.1.2 Action potential shape
The slowing of the conduction velocity of action potentials would change the frequency
parameters by increasing the time the action potential takes to pass under the electrodes, but
if the action potential were to be normalised by time, the action potential shape would
remain the same. This has been shown in time-scaled M-waves where conduction velocity
has decreased as pH reduces (Brody et al., 1991). However, during sustained contractions
further changes in action potential shape have been noted with the repolarisation phase
widening (Brody et al., 1991). This indicates that wave shape changes that occurred during
contraction cannot solely be attributed to conduction velocity (Brody et al., 1991). It has
also been noted that the changes in MPF and MD are proportionally greater than can be
explained by the decreases in motor unit conduction velocity (Rainoldi et al., 1999, Lowery
et al., 2002). Lowery et al. (2002) argued that a Spectral Compression Estimate method of
examining the frequency spectrum gave a better measure of conduction velocity than MPF
or MD during fatiguing isometric contractions (Lowery et al., 2002). This method averages
a range of percentiles and therefore has an averaging effect on the frequency spectrum
parameters. Given the evidence that action potential shape is affected during fatiguing
contractions beyond that caused by decreases in conduction velocity, it is not apparent how
the Spectral Compression Estimate method is a better estimate of conduction velocity
unless it can be shown that it is unaffected by action potential shape changes. It could in
fact be that the overall decrease in MPF and MD is comprised of both the decrease in
conduction velocity and changes in action potential shape.
The aforementioned findings from the literature result largely from isolated or isometric
muscle contractions. Studies using dynamic contractions are less common due the
technical difficulties with the resulting signal such as movement artefact and short
contraction times, as well as the confounding factors such as controlling the movement and
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force or torque production, as well as possible changes in the contribution to the
performance of individual muscles associated with changes in the force/velocity
relationship as a result of the fatigue, affecting the results (Allen et al., 1995). In a study
that compared static and dynamic contractions of the leg extensors at 50% MVC to
exhaustion, (Masuda et al., 1999) found that muscle fibre conduction velocity decreased
during the static exercise but remained constant during the dynamic contractions. MD
during this exercise decreased for both static and dynamic contractions while iEMG
increased for both static and dynamic exercise (Masuda et al., 1999). They found that there
was a 7% greater decrease in MD for the static contractions than for the dynamic
contractions and a similar percentage decrease in conduction velocity in the static
contractions with no decrease in conduction velocity in the dynamic contractions. They
accounted for this by suggesting that the 7% reduction in conduction velocity found in the
static contractions was responsible for the 7% greater reduction in MD. However, their
study clearly showed a shift to the lower frequencies with no reduction in conduction
velocity during the dynamic contractions of the knee extensors. As pH has been shown to
have an effect# on conduction velocity, a possible explanation for the decrease in
conduction velocity and the subsequent frequency changes is the blood flow provided
through the working muscle. There is evidence of occlusion of blood flow at low force
levels (Mortimer et al., 1970), and conduction velocity being very sensitive to blood flow
occlusion in experiments involving isometric contractions higher than 30% MVC (Zwarts
and Arendt-Nielsen, 1988). In addition, isometric biceps contractions at 50% MVC have
shown a linear relationship between reductions in muscle fibre conduction velocity and
MPF until recovery when MPF restored faster than conduction velocity. When the
recovery phase was performed under ischemic conditions, conduction velocity failed to
recover and MPF partially recovered (Zwarts et al., 1987). It was concluded that MPF
changes to the lower frequencies during fatiguing contractions cannot be explained by
changes in conduction velocity alone.
The evidence outlined above indicates that MPF decline can be caused by the decrease in
muscle fibre conduction velocity. The conduction velocity is the result of the reduced
excitability of the sarcolemma membrane caused by an inability of muscle tissue to remove
accumulated metabolic by-products and the subsequent drop in pH (Brody et al., 1991).
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Ischemic conditions have been shown to provoke this sequence and it is well established
that the rise in intramuscular pressure during moderate intensity contraction will result in
muscle tissue ischemia (Hill, 1948, Edwards et al., 1972, Gollnick et al., 1974). However,
there is some dissociation between MPF and conduction velocity leading many
investigators to conclude that there is a change in frequency spectrum parameters during
fatiguing contractions that result from other factors associated with the functions of the
neuromuscular system.

7.4.2 iEMG
The iEMG results for the sub-maximum contraction also supported the results of other
studies (Maluf and Enoka, 2005, Rochette et al., 2003, Bigland Ritchie et al., 1986,
Bigland-Ritchie, 1981). The phenomenon of an increase of iEMG over time during submaximal exercise is widely accepted to be due to the muscle requiring an increase in motor
units and/or the selective recruitment of fast twitch motor units in order to compensate for
the progressive dysfunction of the force generating capabilities of muscle (Weir et al.,
2000).
The iEMG amplitude acquired from the maximum contractions decreased as a result of the
exercise although there was no significant difference between the five exercise durations.
The reduction in iEMG during the maximum contractions following an exercise bout is
indicative of myoelectrical response to high intensity fatiguing exercise and has been the
subject of much investigation. This response supports numerous studies (Bigland-Ritchie,
1981, Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984, Moritani et al., 1982) and reviews (De Luca,
1997, Enoka, 1997a, Gandevia, 2001, Kamen and Caldwell, 1996), the causes of this
phenomenon have been suggested to include biochemical changes such as the accumulation
of the metabolic by-products lactic acid and K+ or the decrease in Na+. A decrease in
neural drive is also a possible explanation. Although when studies have compared the
decline of iEMG and force during voluntary maximum contraction in a fatigued state with
the changes with electrically stimulated contractions (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1986a,
Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1982), similar declines in the force and the evoked M-wave have
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been found. This suggests that with well-motivated subjects, neural drive from the CNS is
not diminished (Enoka and Stuart, 1992).
7.4.2.1 Firing rate
The firing rate is the rate at which a motor unit propagates an action potential. It is
accepted that larger fast twitch motor units are capable of greater firing rates than fatigue
resistant slow twitch motor units (Akaboshi et al., 2000, Enoka, 1994). There is a large
variation between muscles regarding motor unit recruitment and firing rate in order to
achieve the specific task and force productions (Stegeman et al., 2000). It is understood
that firing rate increases with the increase in force demanded by the task (Enoka, 1997b,
Moritani, 1993). This continues until the motor units recruited are no longer sufficient to
accommodate the task and larger more powerful motor units or an increase in motor units
are deployed. This is described as Henneman’s size principle which states that larger motor
units are recruited with increasing contraction force. Thus, motors units have a particular
threshold force at which they are innervated (Akaboshi et al., 2000). Whether an increase
of the firing rate or the recruitment of larger motor units, this would constitute a change in
recruitment pattern. It is plausible to suggest that the increase in iEMG in the submaximum contractions seen on this study was evidence of such a change in the recruitment
pattern e.g. an increase in the firing rate and/or the further recruitment of motor units to
compensate for the progressive exercise induced reduction in muscle force production
capabilities. This is supported by the subsequent decrease in peak torque production and
the decrease in iEMG taken across all the exercise durations during those maximum
contractions.
7.4.2.2 Summary
The results presented from this study suggest that myoelectrical changes were induced by
the exercise. These myoelectrical changes reflect the exercise induced fatigue that was
demonstrated by the reduction in peak torque shown in the previous study. In the light of
previous literature (De Luca, 1985, Broman et al., 1985, Moritani et al., 1986), the increase
in iEMG during the sub-maximum contractions is likely to be related to a change in
recruitment pattern towards more or larger motor units, whilst the decrease in iEMG in the
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maximum contractions suggests that contractile function in some muscle fibres was
compromised by the exercise and produced a reduced force output. It cannot be denied that
although the exercise was completed by all the subjects during all the tests this was a
fatiguing exercise. Should the exercise have continued longer and therefore developed the
fatigue process further, or had the intensity of the exercise been increased therefore
accelerating the process, task failure or exhaustion may have ensued.
If mechanisms such as muscle wisdom were a contributory factor, it could well be expected
to see a change in the neurological innervation strategy of muscles between sub-maximum
and maximum contractions due to the change in intensity. It would be a benefit for an
organism to have a neurophysical strategy that would enable it to sustain sub-maximum
exercise intensity for longer periods of time. This may prevent or limit an organism from
venerable situations in which it may become endangered because of an inability to perform
at required work rates. In the same light, organisms may benefit from the ability to perform
at high work rates in ‘fight or flight’ situations. It could be argued that neurophysical
strategies that would prolong exercise durations would not be present during a maximum
contraction because the intention would not be to sustain an exercise but for an all-out
exercise intensity, and therefore the priority of the neurological strategy would be different
to that expected during sustained sub-maximal intensity exercise. This proposition is
supported by the evidence presented in the present study; that an identifiable change in the
myoelectrical response to exercise intensity was shown in the iEMG between maximum
and sub-maximum contractions as a response to exercise intensity.
During both maximum and sub-maximum contractions frequency spectrum parameters
changed towards the lower frequency range. Given the exercise intensity, it is clear from
the review of literature that blood flow occlusion of the biceps muscle was likely during the
concentric phase (Zwarts and Arendt-Nielsen, 1988). This experimental protocol had a
passive eccentric phase equal in time to the concentric phase in which blood flow and
recovery may have restored the muscle fibre environment. However, with consideration to
the results of Zwarts et al. (1987), the effects of blood flow occlusion may not have been
reversed in the eccentric phase and therefore it is possible that the reduction of frequency
spectrum parameters in this study were due to an ischemic-induced decrease in muscle fibre
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conduction velocity (Zwarts et al., 1987). Yasuda and colleagues (2009) performance a
series of experiments on the biceps brachii during low level isometric contractions under
full, partial and no blood flow restriction using a pressure cuff around the proximal portion
of the arm inflated to the required pressure. They found that the EMG parameters MPF and
iEMG were similarly influenced by both moderate and full blood flow restriction despite
greater impairment in performance due to the full blood flow restriction (Yasuda et al.,
2009). This suggests that blood flow restriction could have effects on the
electrophysiological parameters that are not directly related to the physiological change in
muscle function affecting performance.
Consequently it would be a developmental step forward to design an experimental protocol
that would induce muscle fatigue without the blood occlusion of the active muscles. By
preventing the accumulation of metabolic by-products from the sarcolemma and therefore
removing the influence of muscle fibre conduction velocity they may induce, possible
changes in the frequency parameters of EMG signals resulting from neuromuscular
innervation strategies could be better analysed.
Human physiology is capable of supporting a great many activities that can be performed at
a wide variety of intensities. Upper limb cranking exercise would involve muscles that
include the biceps brachii used in this study. However, the peak arm blood flow responses
to exercise are lower than knee extension exercises and therefore may not offer the blood
flow required to prevent the accumulation of metabolic by-production required for further a
investigation of EMG signal responses to exercise (Ahlborg and Jensen-Urstad, 1991,
Volianitis and Secher, 2002). Lower limb exercises such as cycling could provide the
increased blood needed to facilitate the experimental requirements of further studies in this
thesis where the movements and work rate can be controlled and monitored in the
laboratory environment and a large highly vascular muscle group can be used providing an
experimental platform to investigate this concept further (Calbet and Joyner, 2010).
The large range of the possible protocols and physiological determinants available could
result in a lack of external validity in any individual investigation (O'Donoghue, 2009).
However, an explanatory group based study approach that could penetrate the response to
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exercise of a small subject group could provide an in-depth investigation of that small
group to examine causation in order to investigate the underlying principles of muscle
innervation patterns during unsustainable exercise. Any findings could then lead on to
more extensive experimental designs with greater external validity.
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8 Study Four, Part A: Changes in frequency parameters of
myoelectrical signal during fatiguing isokinetic cycling
exercise

8.1 Introduction
Study three suggested that the decrease in the frequency parameters during exercise could
be due to the occlusion of blood flow allowing the accumulation of metabolic by-products
which can reduce muscle fibre conduction velocity (Gazzoni et al., 2005, Zwarts and
Arendt-Nielsen, 1988). This raised the possibility that the changes in EMG frequency
detected in study three do not originate from a change in recruitment of the muscle fibres
(Sjøgaard et al., 1988). This is supported by evidence from EMG recorded from the biceps
brachii during low level contractions while the blood was occluded by a pneumatic cuff
(Yasuda et al., 2009).
In order to establish if blood flow occlusion could be responsible for the EMG frequency
changes rather than being attributable to the fatigued state of the muscle, it would be
necessary to induce muscle fatigue with an exercise that allows the capacity for greater
blood flow. Study three showed that EMG parameters could be tracked during dynamic
exercise and that frequency changes can be detected in a controlled movement of a
moderately sized muscle group. If a reduction in EMG frequency parameters was to occur
during dynamic exercise of muscles that are less susceptible to blood flow occlusion,
supporting evidence may be provided to indicate that these frequency changes are caused
by another mechanism, such as the strategic response of the CNS to the demands of the
exercise (Noakes et al., 2005, Weir et al., 2006).
In studies examining the biceps brachii, a significant decrease in frequency parameters
(Moritani et al., 1982, Moritani et al., 1986, Potvin, 1997) and/or muscle fibre conduction
velocity (Naeije and Zorn, 1982, Zwarts and Arendt-Nielsen, 1988) were found for both
isometric and dynamic contraction. However, reduction of muscle fibre conduction
velocity during knee extensor exercise was observed during isometric contraction but not in
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dynamic contractions that include 50% MVC (Masuda et al., 1999). This suggests the
possibility that the related actions of muscles associated with an isometric exercise of a leg
muscle group will occlude blood flow while dynamic contractions allows for greater blood
flow. In addition, the dynamic biceps brachii exercise used in study three required 50% of
the motion to be under tension, whilst 50% was relaxed. A sports and exercise related
dynamic leg exercise such as cycling involves contraction phases of between 33 and 50%
(Clarys and Cabri, 1993), although some muscles have been noted to be contracting for up
to 70% in a coordinated pattern where regions are differentiated by combinations of muscle
activity that generate human power. This suggests that the duty cycle of muscle activity of
a muscle group differentiate innervation for efficacy (Jorge and Hull, 1986). Also, the
biceps brachii exercise in study three was set at an intensity of one third the pre-exercise
MVC, while during cycling exercises of 100% of peak oxygen uptake, peak pedal forces of
just 15% of MVC have been recorded (Fulco et al., 1995). This could indicate that muscle
fatigue can be induced during cycling exercise with proportionally lower muscle fibre
recruitment leading to lower internal muscle pressures and a lesser effect on the blood flow
through the muscle group. As the aim this thesis was to examine EMG spectral analysis as
an indicator of the fatiguing processes during dynamic sports related movements, a cycling
exercise which can demand heavy intensity work loads of highly vascular muscle groups
may provide a useful model to address this line of enquiry.
The aim of this stage of the PhD programme was to examine the effect of fatiguing cycle
exercise on a small group of participating subjects. A number of studies examining a
variety of physiological factors in the literature have used a cycle protocol for six minutes
 O2
at intensities between threshold and V

max,

as this period of exercise has been shown to

be maintainable at a range of exercise intensities including severe (Burnley et al., 2002,
Burnley et al., 2000, Gerbino et al., 1996). The moderate intensity can provide data for an
exercise intensity in which a steady state would be expected to be reached and was possible
to maintain well beyond the six minutes without eliciting the physiological manifestations
of fatigue such as reductions in peak power, and therefore acted as a control condition
(Burnley et al., 2006, Whipp, 1994).
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A group based study experimental design using a small group of amateur club cyclists with
unremarkable physiological performance parameters can be utilised to give the study high
internal validity. An in-depth analysis of a small group can demonstrate the prospect of
gaining benefit and insight from more extensive experimentation offering increased
external validity into a generalised population (O'Donoghue, 2009).
It is postulated that a larger, highly vascular muscle group deployed during an exercise
would have sufficient blood flow to prevent the accumulation of metabolic by-products and
the consequent decrease in the frequency parameters due to those by-products, although a
reduction in the performance would still be evident. Any changes in the EMG parameters
found under these conditions would suggest that neurological changes in the innervation of
the active muscle as a response to fatigue have taken place and furthermore would suggest
that surface EMG spectral analysis is able to detect these changes. Therefore, the
hypotheses for this study were that six minutes of cycle exercise at a controlled cadence of
90 rev·min-1 and at two predetermined power outputs that represent heavy and severe
exercise intensities would produce: (1) a decrement in the peak power output and (2)
reduction in the EMG frequency parameters MPF and MD. The moderate intensity
exercise was hypothesised to result in no response in the dependent variables and acts as a
control condition.

8.2 Methodology
A total of six subjects with no known neuromuscular disorder volunteered for a total of
three different cycling trials after they signed an informed consent form. One female and
five male subjects were recruited. Five subjects completed all three trials while one male
subject was unable to perform one trial due to failure of the EMG equipment. The subjects’
physiological parameters were used to determine their relative exercise intensities and are
described in Table 16.
The frequency component of surface EMG taken during an isokinetic cycling exercise was
recorded at three different exercise intensities relative to each subject’s ability for six
minutes. Two of the three intensities were likely to induce reductions in performance
associated with muscle fatigue. A pre and post exercise peak power test were used to
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represent a performance outcome of the task dependant effects of fatigue and reveal if the
EMG changes found in the biceps protocol would be present in an exercise involving a
larger muscle mass with a greater blood flow (Clarys and Cabri, 1993, Walther et al.,
2006).

Subject sex/age
(yrs)

Weight
(kg)

 O2 max
V
(ml·min-1)

 O2 max
V
(ml·min·kg-1)

NA

M/50

82

3494

42.6

Lactate
threshold
power (W)
175

Power at
 O2 max
V
(W)
306

MB

M/38

69.5

3955

56.9

175

340

HC

F/32

64

2932

45.8

180

319

TC

M/16

60

3694

61.6

175

357

CC

M/45

80.1

3851

47.5

250

380

KB

M/48

83.1

4071

49.0

180

340

Table 16. The six subjects recruited for this group study and their selected physiological
parameters are shown.

Subjects were permitted to use their own cycling shoes and their preferred pedals were
fitted to the bicycle. Seat and handlebar heights were adjusted to the participants
preferences and subjects were free to familiarise themselves with the apparatus at various
cadences. The SRM Power cranks were used to allow subjects to practise keeping to a
steady work rate at various levels and to adequately warm up. The cycling protocol was
performed on an isokinetic ergometer fitted with SRM power cranks and was described in
more detail in the General Methodology section 4.3.
After a warm up period, subjects were required to completely rest for a minimum of two
minutes after which time they would maximally sprint for up to five seconds to produce a
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rested peak power at a cadence of 90 rev·min-1. This was followed by a minimum of two
minutes of rest. The cycle exercise itself was performed for six minutes duration at
moderate, heavy and severe intensities (as described in section 4.2.7) with a cadence of 90
rev·min-1. For the six minutes cycling exercise, the subjects attempted to maintain a
constant power output via visual feedback from the SRM system whilst the cadence was
maintained by the isokinetic ergometer. At the end of the six minute duration subjects were
required without pause, to maximally sprint for three to five seconds to measure their post
exercise peak power output. This method was applied on three separate occasions at one of
three intensities of exercise (moderate, heavy and severe, as described in section 4.2.7)
which were applied in pre organised random order.
Throughout the cycle protocol the surface EMG of four leg muscles; the vastus medialis,
the vastus lateralis, the biceps femoris and the gastrocnemius, the power output and
cadence were recorded. Details of this were outlined in section 4.2.6.

8.2.1 Data processing
Peak power data from the pre and post maximum tests were compared using repeated
measures ANOVA for each of the three exercise intensities to determine if there was any
significant fatiguing effect from the exercise. The percentage difference between pre and
post exercise was calculated in accordance with the procedure described in section 4.2.8 to
normalise the results between subjects. Comparisons were made between percentage
difference and exercise mode (percentage difference × exercise intensity). A Tukey post
hoc pair wise comparison test was used where differences were found between exercise
intensities. The significance level was set at P<0.05.
During the six minute cycle exercise, at the end of each minute a two-second section of
EMG data was selected that contained to the peak EMG activity. That is, the beginning and
ending of the time period corresponded to the EMG silent phase so the peak EMG activity
was contained in the sample time period. These data were entered into an MS Excel
programme from where they were assessed and analysed with a MathCad programme to
produce a frequency power spectrum from which the mean power frequency (MPF) and
median frequency (MD) for each EMG section was attained. The statistical analysis was
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performed with the MINITAB programme and results presented as mean ± standard
deviation (s) for the EMG data.
Comparisons of MPF data and MD data were made with a one-way general linear model
ANOVA across all conditions. The MPF data and the MD data were compared with an
ANOVA to compare differences between the four muscles, three intensities and the seven
durations for MPF (muscle × intensity × duration) and MD (muscle × intensity × duration).
Any significant differences were further analysed with a Tukey post hoc test. Again all
significance levels were set at P<0.05.
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8.3 Results
The cadence for the whole protocol and power for the sub-maximum exercise intensities
were checked to ascertain the subjects’ compliance with the instructions. The cadence data
showed that the pedalling rate did not deviate more than one rev·min-1 (≈1%) throughout
the testing period. The power outputs demonstrated that the moderate and heavy intensity
cycling exercise showed a variation from the target power of less than one per cent 0.29%
(s = 0.92) and 0.66% (s = 0.25) respectively. The mean variation of the severe intensity
exercise was higher at 2.27% (s = 3.66).

8.3.1 Peak power tests
All subjects maintained the cycle exercise for the six minutes and produced a peak power
effort immediately afterwards, as per the protocol described above. The mean pre exercise
peak power across all the exercise intensities was 803.2W (s = 107.9) and the post exercise
peak power was 715.7W (s = 120.5).
An ANOVA performed on these data to analyse for significant difference between pre and
post exercise showed the post exercise peak power was significantly lower than the pre
exercise power (F1,32, = 4.97, P= 0.03). An ANOVA general linear model with repeated
measures was then performed on the pre and post power outputs for each of the three
exercise intensities. The results of this are also shown in Table 17 and demonstrate that the
moderate exercise intensity showed no significant difference between pre and post exercise
whereas the heavy and severe exercise intensities produced a significant reduction in peak
power output.
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Table 17. The mean peak power outputs ± standard deviation taken for rested and after six
minutes of cycle exercise at the three different intensities with the statistical differences (P
and F) values shown. Moderate exercise shows no significant difference between pre and
post peak power (P>0.05).

Exercise

Moderate
Heavy
Severe

(n)

6
5
6

Mean pre max

Mean post max

Statistical diff.

± s (W)

± s (W)

(F-value)

(P-value)

801 ± 125
803 ± 99
805 ± 117

804 ± 108
745 ± 64
603 ± 78

F1,5 = 0.09
F1,4 = 8.73
F1,5 = 45.6

0.778
0.042
0.001

The percentage difference between the pre and post exercise peak power was calculated to
normalise the data as described in the General Methods section 4.3.8. The mean percentage
difference between pre and post exercise was 10.53% (s = 12.18). The moderate intensity
exercise resulted in an increase in power output by 0.62% (s = 2.7), the heavy intensity
resulted in a decrease of 6.85% (s = 4.9), as did the severe intensity decrease by 24.74% (s
= 6.5). The ANOVA comparing the exercise intensities showed there was a significant
difference (F2,9 = 81.5, P< 0.001). A Tukey post hoc pair wise comparison test showed
that the effects of the three exercise intensities on subsequent performance were; Moderate
was significantly lower than the heavy (T= 3.42, P= 0.019) and severe (T= 12.48, P=
<0.001). Heavy was significantly lower than the severe (T= 8.21, P= 0.0001).
This demonstrates that the heavy and severe intensities induced a significant reduction in
performance although the six minutes cycle exercise was maintained without task failure.
Pre exercise peak power for the moderate, heavy and severe intensities were similar as
would be expected as they are all rested maximum efforts at 90 rev·min-1.
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8.3.2 Frequency analysis
The Mean Power Frequency (MPF) and Median Frequency (MD) (mean ± s) results (n=6)
from six minutes of cycle exercise at moderate, heavy and severe exercise intensities at 90
rev·min-1 are shown in Table 21. Frequencies are shown every minute for six minutes for
the Gastrocnemius (Gastroc), Biceps Femoris (BF), Vastus Lateralis (VL) and the Vastus
Medialis (VM) muscles.
8.3.2.1 Muscles
The frequency results from the six minute cycle exercise (n=6) for all four leg muscles
during the three exercise intensities at 90 rev·min-1 showed a mean MPF of 107.5Hz, (s =
32.5) and MD of 91.4Hz, (s = 29.8). Figure 31 shows MPF and MD for all the four
muscles studied throughout the six minutes of cycle exercise for all the three exercise
intensities.
The MPF results were analysed with an ANOVA to test for differences between the
muscles. This showed there was a significant difference (F3,424 = 366.02, P<0.001). A
Tukey post hoc pair wise test showed that the gastrocnemius response had a significantly
higher frequency component compared to the other muscles; the biceps femoris (T= -21.6,
P< 0.001), the vastus lateralis (T= -27.3, P< 0.001) and the vastus medialis (T= -28.9, P<
0.001). The biceps femoris was also higher than the remaining muscles; the vastus
lateralis (T= -5.1, P< 0.001) and the vastus medialis (T= -5.4, P< 0.001). However, there
was no difference between the vastus lateralis and the vastus medialis (T= -0.25, P= 0.994)
(Figure 31).
The MD results were also analysed with an ANOVA between muscles and this showed a
significant difference between muscles (F3,424 = 254.8, P< 0.001). A Tukey post hoc test
showed a similar pattern to the MPF results demonstrating that the gastrocnemius was
significantly greater than all the other muscles; the biceps femoris (T= -18.7, P< 0.001), the
vastus lateralis (T= -21.9, P< 0.001) and the vastus medialis (T= -24.7, P< 0.001). The
biceps femoris was also greater than the remaining muscles; the vastus lateralis (T= -2.6,
P= 0.04) and the vastus medialis (T= -4.3, P< 0.001). However, there was no difference
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between the vastus lateralis and the vastus medialis (T= -1.65, P= 0.35). These results are
illustrated in Figure 31 below.

MPF

MD

200
180
160
140
120
Hz 100
80
60
40
20
0
Gastrocnemius

Biceps Femoris

Vastus Lateralis

Vastus Medialis

Muscle

Figure 31. MPF and MD frequencies ± s for the four leg muscles taken throughout the six
minutes of cycle exercise. Both the MPF and MD for the gastrocnemius were significantly
different to the other muscles. (P<0.05).

8.3.2.2 Exercise intensity
The mean MPF frequency parameter over the three exercise intensities were; 110.23Hz (s =
33.7) for the moderate intensity, 108.13Hz (s = 31.1) for the heavy intensity and 104.46Hz
(s = 32.5) for the severe intensity exercise. The mean MD frequency parameter for these
exercise intensities were; 93.10Hz (s = 30.9) for the moderate, 92.85Hz (s = 29.0) for the
heavy and 88.57Hz (s = 29.2) for the severe.
The frequency parameters MPF and MD were analysed against the three exercise intensities
and these are illustrated in Figure 32. The MPF showed that there was a significant
difference between the three intensities (F2,424 = 4.92, P= 0.008). A Tukey post hoc test
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demonstrated that the moderate exercise intensity was not significantly different to the
heavy exercise intensity (T= -0.32, P= 0.945), although MPF for moderate intensity was
greater than the severe intensity exercise (T= -2.87, P= 0.011). The MPF produce by the
heavy intensity cycle exercise was also significantly greater than the severe intensity (T= 2.48, P= 0.035).
The MD frequency parameter also showed a significant difference between the exercise
intensities (F2,424 = 4.04, P= 0.018). A Tukey post hoc test showed that the moderate
intensity exercise was not significantly different to the heavy or the severe intensity
exercises (T= 0.52, P= 0.863) and (T= -2.17, P= 0.076) respectively. However, the heavy
intensity exercise was significantly greater than the severe intensity (T= -2.64, P= 0.022).

160
Moderate

140

Heavy

120

Severe

100
Hz 80
60
40
20
0
MPF

MD
EMG frequency parameter

Figure 32. EMG frequency parameters recorded during moderate, heavy and severe
intensity exercise with standard deviation shown. The arrows indicate the relationship of
no detected significant difference between the intensities.

When the leg muscles were analysed individually, a general linear model showed that each
muscle responded differently to the exercise intensities and these data are presented for the
MPF parameter in Figure 33. The mean MPF produced by the gastrocnemius analysed
with a repeated measures ANOVA showed no significant difference between exercise
intensities (F2,105 = 0.47, P= 0.628). The biceps femoris muscle did indicate a response to
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the exercise intensity (F2,85 = 19.22, P< 0.01), and a Tukey post hoc test showed that there
was no difference between the moderate and heavy intensity exercises (T= -1.26, P=
0.418). However, there was a significant decrease in MPF found between both the
moderate and severe intensities (T= -5.68, P= 0.001) and between the heavy and severe
intensities (T= -4.81, P< 0.001).
The vastus Lateralis showed similarly significant responses to exercise intensity (F2,92 =
10.61, P< 0.001). A Tukey post hoc test indicated that there was no significant difference
between the moderate and heavy exercise intensities (T= 0.61, P= 0.817) but there was a
significant decrease in MPF between moderate and severe (T= -3.65, P= 0.001) and the
heavy and severe intensities (T= -4.25, P= 0.002).
The vastus medialis muscle however, showed an alternate response to exercise intensity.
The repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant difference in the exercise intensities
(F2,105 = 3.14, P= 0.047). A Tukey post hoc test used on the MPF parameter showed no
difference between the moderate and heavy intensity exercise (T= 0.94, P= 0.614), however
unlike the other muscles, the Tukey post hoc test showed a significant increase in MPF
between the moderate and severe intensities (T= 2.49, P= 0.037) and no significant
difference between the heavy and severe exercise intensities (T= 1.38, P= 0.354).
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MPF
180
160
140

Hz

120

Gastrocnemius

100

Biceps Femoris

80

Vastus Lateralis

60

Vastus Medialis

40
20
0
Moderate

Heavy

Severe

Cycle Exercise Intensity

Figure 33. MPF frequency responses ± standard error of four legs muscles to three
exercise intensities taken throughout the six minute exercise. MPF showed that there was
no significant difference in the gastrocnemius, a decrease in the biceps femoris and vastus
lateralis due the severe intensity exercise, but an increase response in the vastus medialis
due to the severe intensity (P<0.05).

The MD frequency parameter also followed a similar pattern as shown in Figure 34 with
the mean MD produced by the gastrocnemius analysed with a repeated measures ANOVA
showing no significant difference between exercise intensities (F2,105 = 0.48, P= 0.623).
The biceps femoris muscle did indicate a response to the exercise intensity (F2,85 = 14.66,
P< 0.01), and a Tukey post hoc test showed that there was no significant difference
between the moderate and heavy intensity exercises (T= -0.06, P= 0.997) however, there
was a significant decrease in MD found between both the moderate and severe intensities
(T= -4.45, P= 0.001) and between the heavy and severe intensities (T= -4.78, P< 0.001).
The vastus lateralis showed similarly significant responses to exercise intensity (F2,92 =
4.54, P= 0.013). A Tukey post hoc test indicated that there was no significant difference
between the moderate and heavy exercise intensities (T= 0.92, P= 0.626) and also no
significant difference in MD between moderate and severe (T= -2.02, P= 0.112), but there
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was significant decrease in MD between the heavy and severe intensities (T= -2.94, P=
0.011).
The vastus medialis muscle again showed an alternate response to exercise intensity. The
repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant difference in the exercise intensities
(F2,105 = 15.03, P= 0.013). A Tukey post hoc test used on the MD parameter showed no
difference between the moderate and heavy intensity exercise (T= 1.11, P= 0.510), however
unlike the other muscles, the Tukey post hoc test showed a significant increase in MD
between the moderate and severe intensities (T= 2.99, P= 0.009) although there showed no
significant difference between the heavy and severe exercise intensities (T= 1.68, P=
0.216).
MD
160
140
120
Gastrocnemius

100

Biceps Femoris

Hz 80

Vastus Lateralis

60

Vastus Medialis

40
20
0
Moderate

Heavy

Severe

Cycle Exercise Intensity

Figure 34. MD frequency responses ± standard error of four legs muscles to three exercise
intensities taken throughout the six minute exercise. MD showed that there was no
significant difference in the gastrocnemius, a decrease in the biceps femoris and vastus
lateralis due the severe intensity exercise, but an increase response in the vastus medialis
due to the severe intensity (P<0.05).
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The observed potency of the effect of exercise intensity in these EMG frequency
parameters can be corroborated by considering its effect relative to the extent of error that
might have been from measurement error or day to day subject variation. An example of
this was the MPF parameter calculated from the EMG recorded from the biceps femoris.
The general linear model showed a significant decrease of 14.6Hz in frequency between the
heavy and severe exercise intensities (Table 18). The heavy intensity exercise response
was 103.1Hz (s = 11.6, 68% confidence limits) or 103.1Hz (s = 22.8, 95% confidence
limits) in this group of participants assuming a normal distribution of scores. The average
group mean error for inter-day variations in this frequency parameter corresponded to
6.9Hz (68% confidence limits) and 13.6Hz (95% confidence limits). Therefore, it would
have been anticipated that between 68% and 95% of the group (i.e. two of every three)
would have shown frequency decrements that exceed the likely extent of inter-day error. In
reality, four of the five participates were shown to demonstrate reductions in frequency that
had exceeded inter-day error which tends to corroborate the potency of the effects of
exercise intensity.
This effect of exercise intensity was also noted in the other exercise intensity comparisons
of that have shown a statistical significance with a general linear model with the exception
of the MD acquired from the biceps femoris between the moderate and severe intensity
exercise in which only four data sets were successfully recorded and the vastus medialis for
both MPF and MD which showed a an increase in frequency contrary to the other
parameters used.
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Table 18. The comparisons between the exercise intensities that showed a statistical
significance relative to the extent of error that might have been expected in the
measurement of MPF and MD frequency parameters from recorded surface EMG signals
during cycling for six minutes.

Muscle

Intensity Comparison
(Hz)
Moderate

MPF

BF

SD of
error

n

n exceeding
SD of error

Heavy

Severe

103.1

88.5

14.6

6.9

5

4

BF

109.0

89.2

19.8

4.1

4

3

VL

89.7

83.0

6.7

4.5

5

3

83.0

8.0

2.4

5

4

91.5

5.7

2.9

6

2

72.0

16.4

6.6

5

5

72.6

17.1

5.4

4

2

73.2

6.4

4.1

5

4

78.4

7.1

4.5

6

2

VL
VM

MD

Difference
(Hz)

91.0
85.8

BF
BF

88.4
89.7

VL
VM

79.6
71.3
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8.3.2.3 Duration
Samples of EMG data were taken at the start of the cycle exercise and at one minute
intervals thereafter. Statistical analysis with a general linear model ANOVA with repeated
measures performed on the MPF demonstrated no significant difference between exercise
durations (F6,429 = 0.09, P= 0.998). The same analysis of the MD component also showed
no significant difference between the exercise durations from the start to six minutes (F6,429
= 0.10, P= 0.996). Figure 35 shows MPF and MD for all muscles across the cycle exercise
durations with standard deviation error bars included.

MPF

MD

160
140
120
100
Hz 80
60
40
20
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Duration (min)

Figure 35. MPF and MD frequencies and standard deviation for all four leg muscles at the
beginning and at every minute for six minutes of cycle exercise. There was no significant
difference between the exercise durations (P>0.05).

8.3.2.4 Power analysis
No significant difference was found on either the MD or MPF component of the EMG
signal in response to the exercise at any intensity (Figure 35). A one-way ANOVA power
and sample size analysis was performed to assess the sample size necessary to produce a
significant difference in MD and MPF between exercise durations. Using the maximum
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difference obtained between the MD frequency means for each cycle duration of 3.24Hz a
seven level analysis with a target power of 0.9 was performed and the results demonstrated
that a sample size of 2941 would be required to elicit the required power. For the MPF the
seven level analysis with a maximum difference between means of 6.78Hz and a target
power of 0.9 showed that a sample size of 760 would be needed.
8.3.2.5 Effect size
Determining the importance of the mean difference by effect size can be estimated by the
ratio of the mean difference over the standard deviation of the control group or the pooled
variance of the treatment groups should control group data not be available (Vincent,
1999). The raw effect size is the absolute difference in mean scores between repeated
measures in the original units of measurement, whereas the relative effect size, as described
above, has been standardised for the error variability of responses (Mercer and Gleeson,
2002). Effect size values of 0.2 are considered to represent small differences, while 0.5 are
moderate differences and 0.8 and above are considered to be large differences (Winter et
al., 1991).
The tables below show the raw and standardised effect size of the means of MPF and MD
across the muscles from the initiation of exercise to six minutes duration. The effect size
from minute one to six has been determined by comparison to the minute zero value
throughout. Although the standardised effect size of MPF increases from 0.09 to 0.11 from
one to six minutes and of the MD decreases from 0.09 to 0.06, the effect size is regarded as
small (Winter et al., 1991).
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Table 19. Raw and standardised effect size of the mean MPF across all four muscles from
the initiation of exercise to six minutes duration. The effect sizes from minute one to six
has been determined from minute zero throughout. Although the standardised effect size
increases the effect size is regarded as small.

Raw effect size

Standardised

(Hz)

effect size

Duration(min)

Mean MPF (Hz)

s

0

110.27

32.3

1

107.36

33.73

2.91

0.09

2

106.51

33.31

3.76

0.11

3

107.93

33.34

2.34

0.07

4

106.94

32.34

3.33

0.10

5

107.16

32.68

3.11

0.10

6

106.66

31.14

3.61

0.11

Table 20. The raw and standardised effect size of the mean MD across all four muscles
from the initiation of exercise to six minutes duration. The effect size is from minute one to
six has been determined from minute zero throughout. Although the standardised effect
size decreases the effect size is also regarded as small.

Standardised
Duration(min)

Mean MD (Hz)

s

Raw effect size

effect size

0

89.75

23.11

1

92.25

31.95

-2.5

0.09

2

91.21

31.43

-1.46

0.05

3

92.99

32.31

-3.24

0.12

4

91.94

30.13

-2.19

0.08

5

90.51

30.57

-0.76

0.03

6

91.44

29.12

-1.69

0.06
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Table 21. The table below shows the Mean Power Frequency (MPF) and Median Frequency (MD) (mean ± s) results (n=6) from six
minutes of cycle exercise at moderate, heavy and severe exercise intensities at 90 rev·min-1. Frequencies are shown every minute for
six minutes for the Gastrocnemius (Gastroc), Biceps Femoris (BF), Vastus Lateralis (VL) and the Vastus Medialis (VM) muscles.

Mod
Gastroc
BF
VL
VM
Hev
Gastroc
BF
VL
VM

Sev
Gastroc
BF
VL
VM

0 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)

1 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)

2 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)

3 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)

4 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)

5 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)

6 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)

157.4
125.2
± 26.9
± 20.0
110.5
85.2
± 21.5
± 16.4
92.9
81.9
± 10.0
± 11.2
88.5
73.1
± 6.4
± 8.2
0 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
154.2
115.9
± 25.0
± 22.3
100.8
86.0
± 18.6
± 18.8
91.2
77.5
± 11.0
± 14.0
89.0
73.2
± 6.3
± 8.2

155.6
135.8
± 31.1
± 31.6
106.9
90.9
± 29.5
± 34.2
89.8
75.2
± 5.9
± 6.2
88.6
73.7
± 10.5
± 15.5
1 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
153.2
138.5
± 30.2
± 27.9
102.7
90.8
± 10.2
± 11.1
88.7
79.6
± 12.4
± 12.1
78.4
64.1
± 14.7
± 14.9

156.7
135.2
± 31.4
± 31.0
105.4
86.1
± 26.9
± 28.9
90.3
82.0
± 12.3
± 16.1
82.0
66.4
± 10.5
± 10.7
2 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
152.8
138.2
± 34.0
± 35.6
100.7
85.3
± 9.4
± 6.2
87.6
75.6
± 10.3
± 10.3
86.3
68.2
± 8.7
± 5.5

152.9
134.5
± 32.6
± 33.2
116.7
100.4
± 22.5
± 22.4
93.3
82.4
± 10.8
± 11.2
84.3
68.2
± 9.6
± 9.4
3 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
153.7
136.0
± 36.4
± 39.2
103.2
90.9
± 7.0
± 5.4
92.6
82.5
± 9.7
± 11.4
86.4
70.9
± 8.5
± 9.1

149.9
130.8
± 25.5
± 26.2
109.3
92.9
± 25.1
± 28.9
88.3
77.9
± 9.0
± 11.0
86.0
72.3
± 8.4
± 7.5
4 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
151.5
133.3
± 31.9
± 33.4
99.1
82.6
± 10.5
± 6.7
92.3
83.1
± 12.6
± 14.2
88.4
71.1
± 3.9
± 3.1

148.3
126.7
± 25.9
± 26.9
105.3
83.4
± 28.3
± 27.7
85.7
70.7
± 21.9
± 22.5
83.7
69.2
± 9.8
± 14.3
5 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
147.5
122.6
± 27.8
± 25.0
109.0
91.9
± 17.1
± 15.8
92.5
79.5
± 11.9
± 17.1
91.3
78.3
± 8.1
± 5.7

147.6
123.0
± 22.2
± 18.9
108.8
88.9
± 25.1
± 25.5
87.5
73.1
± 10.2
± 7.3
87.5
75.8
± 11.2
± 12.7
6 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
152.8
139.2
± 29.6
± 28.4
106.1
91.3
± 8.6
± 6.2
90.6
79.4
± 14.3
± 14.0
84.9
74.3
± 3.7
± 4.9

0 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
153.4
116.4
± 29.5
± 15.3
92.9
74.8
± 11.7
± 14.7
88.0
80.1
± 8.5
± 12.0
93.9
79.7
± 11.6
± 12.1

1 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
152.0
130.7
± 26.7
± 20.5
88.6
71.2
± 8.5
± 9.2
85.2
73.3
± 8.4
± 11.7
87.9
73.9
± 4.5
± 5.4

2 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
146.3
124.2
± 25.8
± 26.8
86.4
70.6
± 2.4
± 4.9
82.1
72.4
± 10.1
± 10.0
91.2
80.9
± 9.0
± 10.4

3 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
148.9
132.1
± 29.6
± 27.6
85.8
67.7
± 8.4
± 9.1
81.0
69.4
± 11.3
± 13.1
89.5
74.8
± 11.4
± 11.1

4 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
152.3
131.5
± 30.7
± 28.8
88.4
72.7
± 9.5
± 9.1
80.8
72.8
± 9.6
± 12.3
87.9
74.3
± 7.3
± 6.7

5 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
154.8
136.4
± 31.3
± 34.0
86.7
70.3
± 10.3
± 7.4
82.1
71.6
± 7.8
± 10.8
89.1
75.1
± 8.4
± 10.8

6 min
MPF (Hz) MD (Hz)
144.2
120.9
± 35.2
± 45.8
91.0
76.9
± 8.8
± 8.0
81.7
73.0
± 8.1
± 8.8
89.2
75.2
± 6.7
± 6.7
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8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Peak power
The peak power results shown in Table 17 demonstrated that there was a significant
decrease in peak power resulting from the exercise for all the exercise conditions with the
exception of the moderate exercise bout. This evidence implies that fatiguing processes
had taken place during all exercise intensities and modes except for the moderate intensity,
this then leading to the reduction in performance as a consequence of the fatigue.
The moderate intensity exercise was below lactate threshold. This intensity was used as a
control measure as this level of exercise was expected to be able to be maintained for
prolonged periods of time (Jones and Carter, 2000). The expectation was that no
metabolic, structural or substrate changes that could impair peak power performance would
take place within the six minute exercise bout (Fitts, 2006) and therefore, no changes in
neuromuscular innervation patterns would be required.

8.4.2 Muscles
There was a difference in the EMG frequency parameters between the muscles. The EMG
recorded from the gastrocnemius in particular showed a significantly higher frequency
component than those recorded during activation of the other selected muscles. This is in
agreement with Greer et al. (2006) who found higher EMG frequencies to be associated
with the activation of the gastrocnemius than the vastus lateralis in high intensity cycling
exercise (Greer et al., 2006). Fast twitch muscle fibres are known to elicit higher
conduction velocity action potentials which are reflected in higher frequency parameters of
EMG signal (Hägg, 1992). The various fast and slow twitch muscle fibre compositions of
the muscles discussed in literature review (section 3.1.2.4) could account for the difference
in MPF and MD between the muscles tested during cycling exercise (Farina et al., 2007).
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8.4.3 Exercise intensity
The intensities of the cycle exercise showed significant differences in the EMG frequency
response. Despite the cadence being the same, the mean severe intensity MPF (104.46, s =
32.55) was significantly lower than both the moderate and heavy intensities (108.13, s =
31.06; 104.46, s = 32.55) respectively. Also, the MD frequency component demonstrated
similar effects with the mean severe response (88.57, s = 29.2) being significantly lower
than the heavy (92.85, s = 29.0) although not significantly lower than the moderate MD
frequency response (93.10, s = 30.97).
The individual muscles however, demonstrated that this affect was not common to all the
muscles tested in this study. The gastrocnemius did not respond differently to any exercise
intensity but the biceps femoris and the vastus lateralis demonstrated a decrease in the
frequency component. This is indicated by both MPF and MD responses to the severe
intensity cycle exercise, whereas the vastus medialis presented an increase in the EMG
frequency parameters due to the severe exercise.
The observed potency of the effect of exercise intensity can be corroborated by considering
its effect relative to the extent of error that might have been expected in the measurement of
these EMG frequency parameters as shown in Table 18. It was anticipated from the
analysis conducted that between 68% and 95% of the group (i.e. two of every three) would
have shown frequency decrements that exceed the likely extent of inter-day error. In
reality, six of the nine EMG frequency parameter data sets collected demonstrated
reductions in frequency that had exceeded inter-day error which tends to corroborate the
potency of the effects of exercise intensity on EMG frequency parameters.
Of the nine exercise intensity comparisons that showed a statistical significance with a
general linear model (Table 18), the level of confidence in the effect of exercise intensity
was generally good as the reductions in frequency had exceeded inter-day error. There
were three exceptions to this general trend which were shown in bold text in Table 18. One
exception was the MD acquired from the biceps femoris between the moderate and severe
intensity exercise. In this particular comparison there were only four data sets that could be
successfully compared and therefore a very small sample. The other exceptions were for
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both MPF and MD assessment of the vastus medialis. The vastus medialis muscle showed
an increase in frequency which was contrary to the other muscles monitored. This
suggested that the vastus medialis had demonstrated high variability of measures compared
to the other muscles, possibly leading to the intrusion of Type II error.
Therefore, it would be reasonable to interpret these findings as an effect of the exercise
intensity rather than favouring the possibility of an intrusion of Type II error in that there
was no change in the frequency parameters of recorded EMG signal due to exercise
intensity for all comparisons with the exception of the MD acquired from the biceps
femoris between the moderate and severe intensity exercise and the vastus medialis for both
MPF and MD which showed an increase in frequency contrary to the other parameters used
Table 18.
It is likely that functional differences between muscles will lead to altered responses to the
demands of an exercise. The vastus medialis is one of the quadriceps and has its origin at
the linea aspera of the femur and its insertion through the patella via the quadriceps tendon
(Tortora and Grabowski, 1996). As described in section 3.1.2.3, the fibre pennation angle
is an important functional characteristic of muscle (Manal et al., 2008). There is a large
variation in the pennation of the vastus medialis ranging from 0° to 50° which means that
incremental changes in whole muscle length will not be transmitted uniformly to all
fascicles so that changes in overall muscle length will result in different relative length
changes in different regions of the muscle (Scott et al., 1993).
It is not known to what extent each muscle contributes to the work output during this cycle
activity and although the intensities were set to each subjects’ physiological parameters, the
exercise intensities used may not have a similar effect on individual muscles (Chapman et
al., 2006). Changes in exercise intensity could therefore augment this effect and lead to
some muscles having a different response to an exercise than others because they are more
or less stressed by the activity. Highly trained elite cyclists may have developed their
exercise tolerance more evenly across the active muscle group and be less susceptible to
individual muscle fatigue (Bundle et al., 2006). The subjects used for this study were local
and recreational cycling participants who have not undergone specific, high volume and
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long term training regimes and as such are likely to present a diverse exercise response
across a muscle group.
As described in the literature review (section 3.3.4), an increase in muscle force is provided
by an increase in the number of motor units, an increase in the firing rate of the active
motor units, or both (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985, Enoka, 1997b). However, a known
effect of fatiguing exercise is the slowing of the firing rate (Hägg, 1992, Kamen and
Caldwell, 1996).
The aim of this thesis was to attempt to track electromechanical changes and the more
specific aim of this study was to examine the effect of fatiguing cycle exercise on the
frequency component of the recorded EMG signal. The reduction in post exercise power
output clearly indicated that fatigue had taken place in both the heavy and severe intensity
exercises. Although not measured in this study, it could be assumed from the previous
bicep brachii study one (study one) and from the literature that the reduction in peak
performance potential was progressive throughout the exercise duration (Hunter et al.,
2003, Green, 1997).
However, study one demonstrated that most of the fatiguing effect was encountered during
the early stages of the exercise. The results from the examination of the duration data
shows no significant difference between the minute intervals, suggesting that the reduction
in frequency response to the intensity of the cycle exercise was initiated from the beginning
of the exercise bout. At this stage of the exercise, any physiological changes to the muscle
environment and consequent effects of performance may not have been manifest.
This would advocate the potential for one of three possible conditions:
Firstly, at the higher intensity cycle exercise lactic acid was produced from the onset of the
exercise and affected the sarcolemma of the muscle fibres. This could have slowed the
propagation of the action potential along the muscle fibres under the EMG electrodes
reducing the frequency component of the recorded EMG. Blood lactate was not taken
during this study but a study that had taken blood lactate measurements during high
intensity cycle exercise found that blood lactate accumulated more gradually from rest to
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immediately post exercise (Iaia et al., 2009). It is therefore, unlikely that the decrease in
EMG frequency response from the outset of the severe intensity cycle exercise is due to the
immediate accumulation of blood lactate.
The second possibility is that the exercise intensity activated a pre-set neurophysiological
innervation pattern that is learnt from previous experiences of exercise at these intensities.
This innervation response to the exercise may be an attempt to prolong the exercise
duration and avoid task failure or exhaustion. This concept aligns with the theories
supported by Noakes and colleagues (2005) who argue a centrally mediated neural
regulation of effort and fatigue during exercise to avoid the possible catastrophic
consequences of unsustainable exercise intensities (Noakes et al., 2005). Although much
speculation has supported this possibility, firm evidence is difficult to obtain (Weir et al.,
2006).
Thirdly it may be possible that muscle receptors are able to respond to the demands placed
on muscles and provide feedback to the central nervous system. This may be in
conjunction with proprioceptors in the muscles and tendons providing information of the
forces produced (Hutton and Atwater, 1992). It has been speculated that the reduced firing
rate may result from an increased activation of group III and IV afferents that are activated
by metabolic factors (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1986b, Fitts, 2006). These factors have the
potential to affect the innervation patterns at the spinal level of the central nervous system
(Gandevia, 2001, Martin et al., 2006).
The second and third possibilities may be connected as they suggest that mechanisms other
than muscle tissue dysfunction may be implicated in the fatiguing effects of severe intensity
exercise. Also, that there are mechanisms that control the innervation of active muscle to
produce force during unsustainable workloads (Noakes and St Clair Gibson, 2004). These
mechanisms may serve to prolong exercise duration or to protect the organism from a
vulnerable physiological state by confining performance to pre-determined limits (St Clair
Gibson et al., 2001).
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8.4.4 Duration
The results of the general linear model ANOVA indicated that there was no measurable
difference in the EMG frequency parameters with time during the sub-maximal cycling
exercise. This was supported by the effect size shown in Table 19 for MPF and Table 20
for MD producing standardised effects sizes less than 0.2. The maximum raw effects size
for the MPF parameter was 3.6Hz after six minutes of exercise. Potvin (1997) observed
raw effects sizes between 10.6Hz and 28.5Hz in MPF response to dynamic biceps brachii
contractions from rest to endurance limit (Potvin, 1997). Static elbow contractions have
been found to produce raw and standardised effect sizes in the MPF attained via the EMG
recorded from the biceps brachii of 13.6Hz and 2.3 respectively in response to ten minutes
of low level contractions (10% of MVC) (Blangsted et al., 2005).
These observations indicated that EMG frequency characteristics are not affected by the
exercise duration, which is in contrast to the findings of study three and to the peak power
results which showed a decrement following all but the moderate intensity exercise. This
would suggest that the mechanisms that resulted in the progressive reduction in the EMG
frequency parameters MPF and MD in study three were not present in the cycling exercise
although fatiguing processes were clearly present. This could be the result of action
potential conduction velocity being maintained throughout the cycle exercise. This
hypothesis is supported by Masuda et al. (1999) who found evidence of reductions in
muscle fibre conduction velocity in the knee extensors during isometric contraction but not
during dynamic contractions.
However, it should be acknowledged that with a small group study design with relatively
low subject numbers, there is a distinct potential of Type II error. In which case, changes in
the EMG parameters as a result of exercise duration may have been present but not
measurable with the current protocol or any neurological changes in the muscle activation
patterns during the six minutes was not detectable with the EMG acquisition methodology
due to lack of experimental sensitivity. Despite this, the power analysis clearly
demonstrated that it was highly unlikely that any further testing using this protocol would
produce any other statistical outcomes. The EMG signal attained with this skin surface,
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dynamic contraction method did not respond to the progression of the fatigue that was
indicated by the decrease in peak power potential.

8.4.5 Summary
The aim of this study was to investigate surface EMG response to dynamic exercise in a
highly vascular muscle group to determine the potential effect of blood flow and the
accumulation of metabolic by-products that are known to affect action potential conduction
velocity (Brody et al., 1991).
In not detecting a reduction in EMG frequency parameters during dynamic exercise of
muscles that are less susceptible to blood flow occlusion, the evidence provided by this
group study suggests that frequency changes were unlikely to be caused by a strategic
response of the CNS to the demands of the exercise progressing from rest to a state of
fatigue as no significant EMG frequency parameter changes were found during the cycle
exercise. As the evidence presented in this group study demonstrated that frequency
parameters attained from surface EMG signals recorded from active leg muscles during
cycling were unable to identify electrophysiological changes induced by the exercise
duration despite the decrease in peak power output in two the three cycle exercise
intensities, the null hypothesis was accepted although the intrusion of Type II error must be
considered as a possibility with a small subject group. This result could be interpreted to
indicate that the blood flow to the leg muscles was sufficient to prevent the accumulation of
metabolic by-products and the subsequent decrease in action potential conduction velocity
(Brody et al., 1991). However, there remains the possibility that the EMG frequency
parameter decreases found in the third study were not due to the accumulation of metabolic
by-products but were changes in the neurological innervation of the biceps brachii muscle
due to the duration of exercise and these changes were not detected in the cycle exercise.
Although, this is unlikely because changes in recorded EMG frequency parameters were
found between the cycle exercise intensities suggesting that this protocol was sensitive to
changes in muscle innervation patterns.
This protocol used a cadence of 90 rev·min-1 which is generally regarded as representative
of many experienced but non elite cyclists volitional cadence (Sarre et al., 2005).
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Contraction speed (Van Cutsem et al., 1998) and pedal force (Takaishi et al., 1998, Bundle
et al., 2006) have been shown to influence EMG response and the progression of fatigue.
Moreover, blood flow has been associated with graded exercise (Jiang et al., 1995) and
force production (Walther et al., 2006, Zwarts and Arendt-Nielsen, 1988). As alterations in
cycle cadence will change both the pedal force and contraction velocity of the active
muscle group at any given power output, a protocol that examined the effects of cadence on
EMG spectral responses may demonstrate significant results.
By repeating the previous cycle protocol duration with a range of cadences, the effect of
pedal force and contraction velocity could be examined. Should a significant result be
found under such conditions, conclusions could be put forward addressing the origin of
EMG spectral changes found in conjunction with exercise induced fatigue. A cycle
exercise at a consistent intensity at two different cadences for example will alter the force
of each contraction and the contraction velocity. Should a difference in EMG frequency
parameters be detected between different cadences at the same intensity, the differences in
the recorded EMG between the exercise intensities during the present study could be
associated with either workload or the pedal force.
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9 Study Four, Part B: Changes in frequency parameters of
myoelectrical signal during fatiguing isokinetic cycling exercise

9.1 Introduction
As mentioned in group study A, the previous study (three) examining the EMG recorded
from the biceps brachii, suggested that the decrease in the frequency parameters during
exercise could be due to the occlusion of blood flow allowing the accumulation of
metabolic by-products which reduces muscle fibre conduction velocity (Gazzoni et al.,
2005, Zwarts and Arendt-Nielsen, 1988). The possibility exists that the changes in EMG
frequency detected in study three do not originate from a change in recruitment of the
muscle fibres but due to blood occlusion leading to a change in the muscle environment
(Sjøgaard et al., 1988).
To establish whether blood flow occlusion is responsible for the EMG frequency changes
and not the fatigued state of the muscle, group study A induced muscle fatigue with an
exercise that was likely to allow greater blood flow. Study three showed that EMG
parameters could be tracked during dynamic exercise and that frequency changes can be
detected in a controlled movement of a moderately sized muscle group. By detecting no
reduction in EMG frequency parameters during dynamic exercise of muscles that are less
susceptible to blood flow occlusion, Group study A provided evidence that these frequency
changes were not caused by a strategic response of the CNS to the demands of the exercise
progressing from a rested state to fatigue as no significant EMG frequency parameter
changes were found during the cycle exercise.
However, in study three, in which EMG frequency parameters did respond to the exercise,
the exercise intensity was set at one-third of the pre-exercise peak torque (section 4.1.6). A
percentage of maximum effort was not used in the cycle test, instead the results of the
 O2 max test (sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively) were used
lactate threshold test and the V

to determine the exercise domains used in the isokinetic cycle protocol used in the previous
cycle intensity group study. The average pre-exercise peak power (PrEPP) output for all
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the subjects across all the trials in the cycle intensity group study was 803W as shown in
Table 17. The three exercise domains used in the isokinetic cycle protocols were outlined
in section 4.2.4. The average target power for the moderate intensity was 170W (21% of
PrEPP), the heavy intensity power was 196W (24% of PrEPP) and the severe intensity
power output was 257W (32% of PrEPP) calculated from Table 16. The target power
outputs for the moderate and heavy intensity cycle exercises were relatively lower than the
one-third torque target used in the biceps study two. The severe intensity cycle exercise is
marginally lower than the biceps one-third torque target.
A means of increasing the pedal force would be to reduce the cycle cadence while
maintaining the power output. This would increase the intensity of each individual
contraction and the internal pressure of the active muscle (Hill, 1948, Blangsted et al.,
2005). In turn, should the cadence be increased while producing the same power output,
each contraction intensity would be reduced and therefore, reduce internal pressure. As it
has been shown that internal pressure has the potential to effect blood flow (Zwarts and
Arendt-Nielsen, 1988) a protocol that varied cycle cadence while producing the same
power output would have the potential to investigate the effects of individual contraction
intensity and the associated inter muscular pressure that effect blood flow and the
accumulation of metabolic by-products.
The aim of group study B was to use the isokinetic cycle protocol used in group study A
with the alteration of the cadence from 90 rev·min-1 to two conditions of 60 rev·min-1 and
 O2 max. The
120 rev·min-1 at an exercise intensity of 50% Δ between lactate threshold and V

exercise intensity was intended to produce a greater relative pedal force than the one-third
peak torque of the biceps protocol in study three during the lower cadence while producing
a low pedal force at the higher cadence.
It was postulated that the 60 rev·min-1 cadence at an exercise intensity of 50% Δ would
require an increase in each individual contraction intensity and therefore greater internal
muscular pressure, leading to the accumulation of metabolic by-products which would in
turn effect the action potential conduction velocity that can be detected by surface EMG
spectral analysis. Whereas the increased cadence of 120 rev·min-1 cadence would generate
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a relatively lower contraction intensity, lower internal muscular pressure and avoid the
accumulation of metabolic by-products that could affect the action potential conduction
velocity. This will result in the surface EMG spectral analysis not being affected by the
exercise and supporting the hypothesis. Therefore, the hypotheses for this study were that
six minutes of cycle exercise at controlled cadences of 60 rev·min-1 and 120 rev·min-1 at a
predetermined power output of 50% Δ intensity level half way between lactate threshold
 O2
and V

max

would produce; (1) a decrement in the peak power output at both cadences

and (2) a reduction in the EMG frequency parameters MPF and MD for the 60 rev·min-1 but
not the 120 rev·min-1.

9.2 Methodology
A total of six subjects with no known neuromuscular disorder volunteered for two cycling
trials after they signed an informed consent form. One female and five male subjects with
varying activity levels were recruited. All six subjects completed both trials. The subjects
physiological parameters used to determine their relative exercise intensity are described in
Table 22.

Table 22. The six subjects recruited for this group study and their selected physiological
parameters are shown.
Subject sex/age
(yrs)

Weight
(kg)

 O2 max
V
(ml·min-1)

 O2 max
V
(ml·min·kg-1)

JL

M/30

93

4845

52.1

Lactate
threshold
power (W)
200

AF

M/36

65.2

4153

63.7

180

322

AE

M/29

65.5

4412

67.4

150

350

DC

M/58

79.5

3913

49.2

170

300

KB

M/48

83.1

4071

49.0

180

340

ER

F/29

68.1

3821

56.1

160

290

202

Power at
 O2 max
V
(W)
382

As in group study A, subjects were permitted to use their own cycling shoes, handlebar
heights were adjusted according to the preference and subjects were free to familiarise
themselves with the apparatus at various cadences. SRM Power cranks were used to allow
subjects to practise keeping to a steady work rate at various levels and to adequately warm
up and the cycling protocol was performed on an isokinetic ergometer fitted with SRM
power cranks and is described in more detail in the General Methodology section 4.3.
Once the subjects completed the warm up period, they were required to completely rest for
a minimum of two minutes after which time they would maximally sprint for up to five
seconds to produce a rested peak power. This was followed by a minimum of two minutes
of rest. The cycle exercise itself was performed for six minutes duration at an exercise
intensity of 50% Δ at a cadence of 60 rev·min-1 or 120 rev·min-1 selected at random as
described in section 4.2.7. For the six minutes cycling exercise, the subjects attempting to
maintain a constant power output via visual feedback from the SRM system whilst the
cadence was maintained by the isokinetic ergometer. At the end of the six minute submaximal exercise bout, subjects were required without pause, to maximally sprint for three
to five seconds to measure their post exercise peak power outputs.
As described earlier the six minutes exercise bout was chosen because there have been a
number of studies examining a variety of physiological factors in the literature using a
 O2
cycle protocol for six minutes at intensities between threshold and V

max

(Burnley et al.,

2002, Burnley et al., 2000, Gerbino et al., 1996). The exercise cycle intensity of 50% Δ
has also been extensively utilised providing the potential to make comparisons with the
findings of others should any significant results be attained (Burnley et al., 2006, Whipp,
1994).
During the entire cycle protocol surface EMG of four leg muscles; the vastus medialis, the
vastus lateralis, the biceps femoris and the gastrocnemius, the power output and cadence
were recorded.
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9.2.1 Data processing
Peak power data from the pre and post maximum tests were compared using a one-way
ANOVA with repeated measures for each cycle cadence to determine if there was any
significant fatiguing effect from the exercise. The percentage difference between pre and
post exercise was then calculated in accordance with the procedure described in section
4.2.8 to normalise the results between subjects. The percentage differences were compared
between the two different cadences. The significance level was set at P<0.05.
During the six minute cycle exercise, at the end of each minute a two-second section of
EMG data was selected corresponding to 2 pedal cycles for the 60 rev·min-1 and 4 pedal
cycles for the 120 rev·min-1. The EMG data was selected to correspond to the peak EMG
activity. That is, the beginning and ending of the time period corresponded to the EMG
silent phase so the peak EMG activity was contained in the sample time period. These data
were entered into an MS Excel programme from where they were assessed and analysed
with a MathCad programme to produce a frequency power spectrum from which the mean
power frequency (MPF) and median frequency (MD) for each contraction was attained.
The statistical analysis was performed with the MINITAB programme and results presented
as mean ± standard deviation (s) for the EMG data.
MPF and MD data were used to make comparisons with a one-way general linear model
ANOVA across all conditions. The MPF data and the MD data were analysed with an
ANOVA to identify differences between the four muscles, the two cadences and between
the six durations (muscle × cadence × duration). Again all significance levels were set at
P<0.05.
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9.3 Results
9.3.1 Peak power test
All subjects maintained the cycle exercise for the six minutes and produced a peak power
effort immediately after. The mean pre exercise peak power across both exercise cadences
was 784.4W (s = 186.7) and the post exercise peak power was 700.9W (s = 186.9). The pre
and post peak power outputs for each of the two cadences are represented in Figure 36.
Analysis was performed on the pre exercise power outputs between the two cycle cadences
at 50% Δ. This indicated that the 120 rev·min-1 power output was significantly greater than
the 60 rev·min-1 (F1,5, = 41.36, P= 0.001). An ANOVA was also performed on these data
to analyse the difference between pre and post exercise peak powers. The ANOVA showed
the post exercise peak power was significantly lower than the pre exercise power (F1,16, =
17.78, P= 0.001). An ANOVA general linear model with repeated measures was then
performed on the pre and post power outputs for each of the two cadences. The results of
this are also shown in Table 23 and demonstrate that the both cadences showed significant
difference between pre and post exercise following of the six minutes of cycling.
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Watts

Pre

Post

1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
60rpm

120rpm
Cycle exercise mode

Figure 36. Pre and post peak power (mean ± s) after six minutes of two cycle cadence
exercises. The X-axis shows 60rpm and 120rpm cadences at power output of 50% Δ.
There was a significant difference between the pre and post power for both cadences.
There was also a difference in power outputs found between the cadences. There was no
difference in the percentage power decrease between the cadences due to the six minute
exercise (P>0.05).

Table 23. The mean peak power outputs ± standard deviation taken for rested and after six
minutes of cycle exercise at cadences with the statistical difference (P and F) values shown.
Both condition showed a significant difference between pre and post peak power (P>0.05).

Exercise
60 rev·min-1
120 rev·min-1

(n)

6
6

Mean pre max

Mean post max

± s (W)

± s (W)

(F-value)

(P-value)

695 ± 147
873 ± 190

633 ± 167
769 ± 194

F1,5 = 10.35
F1,5 = 44.16

0.024
0.007
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Statistical diff.

The percentage difference between the pre and post exercise peak power was calculated to
normalise the data as described in the General Methods section 4.2.8. The mean percentage
difference between pre and post exercise was 11.00% (s = 7.1). The 60 rev·min-1 cadence
exercise mode resulted in a decrease in power output by 9.62% (s = 7.1), while the 120
rev·min-1 cadence resulted in a decrease of 12.39% (s = 7.5). An ANOVA assessing the
percentage changes found no significant differences between the cadences (F1,5 = 1.29, P<
0.308).
This demonstrates that the 60 and 120 rev·min-1 cadence cycle exercise at 50% Δ produced
significantly different rested power outputs. Both cycle modes also induced a significant
reduction in performance, although the six minutes cycle exercise was maintained without
task failure. There was no significant difference between the percentage decreases in
performance between the cadences.

9.3.2 Frequency analysis
Table 26 on page 213 shows the Mean Power Frequency (MPF) and Median Frequency
(MD) mean ± s results (n=6) from six minutes of cycle exercise at an intensity of 50% Δ at
60 and 120 rev·min-1. Frequencies are shown from the start of the exercise and every
minute to six minutes for four leg muscles.
9.3.2.1 Muscles
The frequency results from the six minute cycle exercise (n=6) for all four leg muscles
during the two cadence conditions of 60 and 120 rev·min-1 showed a mean MPF of
106.3Hz (s = 27.5) and MD of 87.6Hz (s = 23.7). Figure 37 shows MPF and MD for all the
four muscles studied throughout the six minutes of cycle exercise for both cycle cadences.
The MPF results were analysed with an ANOVA to test for differences between the
muscles. This showed there was a significant difference (F3,257 = 38.65, P<0.001). A
Tukey post hoc pair wise test showed that the gastrocnemius response had a significantly
higher frequency component compared to the other muscles; the biceps femoris (T= -6.3,
P< 0.001), the vastus lateralis (T= -9.9, P< 0.001) and the vastus medialis (T= -8.3, P<
0.001). The MPF from EMG recorded from the biceps femoris was also significantly
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higher than the remaining muscles; the vastus lateralis (T= -3.3, P= 0.049) and the vastus
medialis (T= -2.7, P= 0.030). However, there was no significant difference between the
vastus lateralis and the vastus medialis (T= 0.08, P= 0.999) (Figure 37).
The MD results were also analysed with an ANOVA between muscles and this showed a
significant difference between muscles (F3,257 = 20.18, P< 0.001). A Tukey post hoc test
showed a similar pattern to the MPF results demonstrating that the gastrocnemius MD
frequency was significantly greater than all the other muscles; the biceps femoris (T= -5.14,
P< 0.001), the vastus lateralis (T= -7.15, P< 0.001) and the vastus medialis (T= -5.98, P<
0.001). However, the biceps femoris was not significantly different than the remaining
muscles; the vastus lateralis (T= -1.75, P= 0.299) and the vastus medialis (T= -1.41, P=
0.490). Likewise, there was no difference between the vastus lateralis and the vastus
medialis (T= 0.07, P= 0.999). These results are graphically illustrated for clarity in Figure
37.
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Figure 37. MPF and MD frequencies ± s for the four leg muscles taken throughout the six
minutes of cycle exercise. Both the MPF and MD for the gastrocnemius were significantly
different to the other muscles. MPF showed that the biceps femoris was different to the
other muscles while MD did not demonstrate a difference between biceps femoris and the
two vastus muscles. Both MPF and MD showed no difference between the vastus lateralis
and vastus medialis.
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9.3.2.2 Cycle cadence
The mean MPF frequency parameter for the two cycle cadences were; 103.4Hz (s = 23.3)
for the 60 rev·min-1 and 109.1Hz (s = 30.8) for the 120 rev·min-1. The mean MD frequency
parameter for these exercise intensities were; 84.40Hz (s = 18.6) for the 60 rev·min-1
cadence and 90.6Hz (s = 27.4) for the 120 rev·min-1 cadence. These data are graphically
illustrated with standard deviation in Figure 38.
The frequency parameters MPF and MD were analysed against the two exercise cadences.
The MPF showed that there was no significant difference between the two cadences (F1,457
= 3.30, P= 0.07). However, the MD frequency parameter for the 120 rev·min-1 was
significantly greater than for the 60 rev·min-1 cycle cadence (F1,457 = 5.47, P= 0.02),
(P<0.05).
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Figure 38. MPF and MD frequencies ± s for the two cycle cadences at 50% Δ taken
throughout the six minute exercise. MPF showed that there was no significant difference
between 60 and 120 rev·min-1. The MD response did show a difference between the two
cadences (P<0.05).
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9.3.2.3 Duration
Samples of EMG data were taken at the onset of the cycle exercise and at one minute
intervals thereafter. Statistical analysis with a general linear model ANOVA with repeated
measures performed on the MPF demonstrated no significant difference between exercise
durations (F6,257 = 0.22, P= 0.971). The same analysis of the MD component also showed
no significant difference between the exercise durations from initiation to six minutes
(F6,257 = 0.17, P= 0.984). Figure 39 shows MPF and MD for all muscles across the cycle
exercise durations with standard deviation error bars included.
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Figure 39. The MPF and MD frequencies and standard deviation for all four leg muscles
at the beginning and at every minute for six minutes of cycle exercise. There was no
significant difference between the exercise durations (P>0.05).
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9.3.2.4 Power analysis
No significant difference was found on either the MD or MPF component of the EMG
signal in response to the exercise at either cycle cadence (Figure 39). A one-way ANOVA
power and sample size analysis was performed to assess the sample size necessary to
produce a significant difference in both MD and MPF between cadences. Using the
maximum difference obtained between the MD frequencies means for each cycle exercise
duration of 4.19Hz. A seven level analysis with and a target power of 0.9 was performed
and the results demonstrated that a sample size of 1117 would be required to elicit a
significant response. For the MPF a seven level analysis with a maximum difference
between the duration means of 4.56Hz and a target power of 0.9 showed that a sample size
of 1270 would be needed.
9.3.2.5 Effect size
Determining the importance of the mean difference by effect size was estimated by the ratio
of the mean difference over the standard deviation of the pooled variance of the treatment
groups (Lyons, 2001). The raw effect size is the absolute difference in mean scores
between repeated measures in the original units of measurement, whereas the relative effect
size, as described above, has been standardised for the error variability of responses
(Winter et al., 1991).
The tables below (Table 24 and Table 25) show the raw and standardised effect size of the
means of MPF and MD across the muscles from the initiation of exercise to six minutes.
The effect size from minute one to six has been determined from minute zero throughout.
The standardised effect size of MPF decreases from 0.06 to 0.01 from one to six minutes
and of the MD increases from 0.07 to 0.08, the effect size is regarded as small (Winter et
al., 1991).
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Table 24. Raw and standardised effect size of the mean MPF across all four muscles from
the initiation of exercise to six minutes duration. The effect size is from minute one to six
has been determined from minute zero throughout. The standardised effect size is regarded
as small.

Standardised
Duration(min)

Mean MPF (Hz)

s

Raw effect size

effect size

0

107.3

28.02

1

105.65

25.88

1.65

0.06

2

103.94

26.63

3.36

0.12

3

104.87

30.44

2.43

0.08

4

106.51

28.08

0.79

0.03

5

108.5

27.11

-1.2

0.04

6

107.48

28.1

-0.18

0.01

Table 25. Raw and standardised effect size of the mean MD across all four muscles from
the initiation of exercise to six minutes duration. The effect size is from minute one to six
has been determined from minute zero throughout. The standardised effect size is regarded
as small.

Standardised
Duration(min)

Mean MD (Hz)

s

Raw effect size

effect size

0

89.27

25.55

1

87.53

22.04

1.74

0.07

2

85.08

24.06

4.19

0.17

3

87.5

25.99

1.77

0.07

4

87.88

24.39

1.39

0.06

5

88.51

21.63

0.76

0.03

6

87.19

23.62

2.08

0.08
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Table 26. The table below shows the Mean Power Frequency (MPF) and Median Frequency (MD) mean ± s results (n=6) from six
minutes of cycle exercise at an intensity of 50% Δ at 60 and 120 rev·min-1. Frequencies are shown from the initiation of the exercise
and every minute to six minutes for four leg muscles.

0 min
60

rev·min-1
Gastroc
BF
VL
VM

MPF (Hz)

MD
(Hz)

131.7
± 27.7
95.7
± 18.4
93.1
± 11.0
88.7
± 5.4

104.5
± 20.8
76.4
± 21.4
78.5
± 10.5
72.4
± 4.2

0 min
120

rev·min-1
Gastroc
BF
VL
VM

MPF (Hz)

MD
(Hz)

137.6
± 42.1
113.3
± 25.8
94.1
± 11.9
99.1
± 29.7

115.9
± 43.4
95.6
± 21.6
78.7
± 12.9
89.3
± 33.6

1 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
124.9
± 25.9
95.5
± 21.0
94.3
± 13.2
86.2
± 8.9

95.7
± 18.7
79.3
± 24.2
80.1
± 11.6
74.6
± 3.6

1 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
134.6
± 36.0
114.0
± 24.0
96.0
± 14.4
90.0
± 20.1

107.6
± 36.8
93.9
± 22.7
84.3
± 16.6
77.2
± 22.1

2 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
127.0
± 24.0
98.2
± 15.8
93.1
± 16.7
89.5
± 14.3

102.4
± 19.1
76.0
± 19.4
79.5
± 15.9
75.0
± 10.0

2 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
126.1
± 45.3
105.7
± 29.8
93.4
± 12.5
94.7
± 19.2

102.3
± 40.7
87.0
± 31.4
76.7
± 14.3
77.0
± 18.9

3 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
127.0
± 25.6
96.5
± 20.7
95.2
± 19.7
82.8
± 17.4

106.9
± 20.1
76.2
± 18.9
81.5
± 16.7
68.0
± 21.5

3 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
127.6
± 54.5
109.7
± 36.1
96.2
± 11.6
97.4
± 20.4
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103.3
± 44.8
88.6
± 32.8
84.7
± 12.5
85.3
± 16.8

4 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
131.6
± 20.8
99.1
± 19.5
94.0
± 16.4
91.0
± 12.7

104.9
± 16.7
77.4
± 21.8
80.3
± 12.4
78.6
± 12.0

4 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
127.4
± 51.9
109.0
± 29.9
99.0
± 12.1
95.4
± 23.3

103.6
± 44.0
89.3
± 30.0
83.4
± 16.0
81.0
± 24.8

5 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
133.6
± 21.1
104.1
± 15.8
95.0
± 15.1
92.2
± 13.2

100.3
± 18.9
85.4
± 17.7
80.7
± 12.6
76.2
± 8.1

5 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
124.4
± 45.3
117.6
± 32.6
98.8
± 14.1
95.7
± 22.5

97.9
± 35.0
95.2
± 28.2
85.7
± 19.7
81.8
± 22.3

6 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
130.7
± 24.4
98.9
± 28.9
98.0
± 14.9
93.0
± 13.4

99.0
± 18.8
75.0
± 26.7
83.1
± 15.2
78.1
± 10.1

6 min
MPF
MD
(Hz)
(Hz)
126.3
± 49.3
115.2
± 26.8
97.7
± 12.7
91.2
± 27.3

100.1
± 39.2
96.2
± 27.1
81.9
± 16.9
75.2
± 25.4

9.4 Discussion
9.4.1 Peak power output
Analysis performed on the pre-exercise power outputs between the two cycle cadences at
50% Δ indicated that the 120 rev·min-1 power output was significantly greater than that at
60 rev·min-1. This demonstrates that although the cycle exercise intensities were relative to
the subjects own physiological parameters, the exercise intensity of 50% Δ between
 O2 max used in this group study was not equally demanding in proportion to
threshold and V

the pre-exercise peak power output at the different cadences. The mean peak power output
for the 60 rev·min-1 was 695.8W (s = 147.0) and the 120 rev·min-1 produced 873.0W (s =
190.3) which demonstrates that each cadence has different power production potential. The
mean target power output for both cadences (50% Δ) was 226.7W which represents a
relative to rested peak power exercise demand of 32.6% for the 60 rev·min-1 and 26.0% of
for the 120 rev·min-1 for the six minutes of isokinetic cycle exercise. It would appear
therefore that the lower cycle cadence exercise (32.6% of rested peak power) has a similar
exercise demand to one third peak torque exercise intensity of the biceps brachii
contraction studies.
The peak power results shown in Figure 37 demonstrated that there was a significant
decrease in peak power post exercise for both cycle exercise cadences. This implies that
fatiguing processes had taken place during both exercise cadences, which then led to the
reduction in peak power performance as a consequence of the fatigue.

9.4.2 Muscles
The frequency component of the recorded EMG signal showed an agreement with the study
four group A with a difference in the two selected EMG frequency parameters between the
muscles. The EMG recorded from the gastrocnemius showed a significantly higher
frequency component than those recorded during activation the other selected muscles in
both MPF and MD. This further supports the agreement with Greer et al. (2006) who
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found higher EMG frequencies associated with the activation of the gastrocnemius than the
vastus lateralis in high intensity cycling exercise (Greer et al., 2006). The altered cadences
at the same power output require different pedal forces and contraction speeds. Despite
this, these findings corroborate the view that fast twitch muscle fibres found in the
gastrocnemius (Houmard et al., 1998) eliciting higher conduction velocity action potentials
which are reflected in higher frequency parameters of EMG signal (Hägg, 1992). The
various fast and slow twitch muscle fibre compositions of the muscles are likely to account
for the difference in MPF and MD between the muscles tested during cycling exercise
(Farina et al., 2007).

9.4.3 Cadence
The statistical analysis of MPF parameter compared the cadences with a General Linear
Model ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference between 60 rev·min-1 and
the 120 rev·min-1 cadences (F1,457 = 3.30, P= 0.07). The analysis of the MD parameter
comparing the cadences did show a significant difference (F1,457 = 5.47, P= 0.02).
Sarre et al. (2003) investigated the influence of pedalling rate and power output in cycling
on neuromuscular activity of the vastus lateralis, vastus medialis and the rectus femoris to
determine if the subjects’ freely chosen cadence was less demanding than prescribed
cadences on the neuromuscular system. Their examination showed that iEMG was not
altered by changes in cadence (Sarre et al., 2003). However in a later study by this group
involving prolonged cycling exercise of one hour duration, they found that MPF and iEMG
parameters were affected by cycling cadence. They found the vastus lateralis produced a
MPF significantly lower at the freely chosen cadence compared to the higher (110 rev·min1

) and lower (50 rev·min-1) cadences. In addition, they found the same muscle

demonstrated an increase in iEMG activity at the higher cadence (110 rev·min-1) compared
to the other lower cadences (Sarre and Lepers, 2005). Ahlquist et al. (1992), using muscle
biopsies demonstrated that the pattern of recruitment of fast and slow twitch fibres was
altered by cadence with more fast twitch fibres being recruited as cadence decreased at a
constant metabolic cost (Ahlquist et al., 1992). They concluded that this could be
attributed to the higher resistance required at lower cadences. With fast twitch motor units
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being larger and capable of higher firing rates (De Luca, 1985), it would be expected that
EMG frequency parameters would increase with a greater number of fast twitch muscle
fibres being recruited at lower cadences. This is in contrast with the MD frequency results
of the present study, where the MD frequency was found to reduce at 60 rev·min-1. No
evidence of other studies into the influence of cadence on MD frequency during cycling
exercise has been found.
The aforementioned evidence indicating differences in muscle function at different
cadences (Sarre and Lepers, 2005, Ahlquist et al., 1992) suggests that differences in EMG
signal due to cadence are expected. The sample data from this study being collected over a
two second period for both cadences leading to different contraction times and therefore
different muscle activity being sampled over the time period may also lead to variant results
from the recorded EMG at different cadences. Although this does not explain why there is
a difference between the MPF and MD results.

9.4.4 Duration
As per the cycle intensity group study, the maximum raw effects size for the MPF
parameter was small at 3.66Hz after six minutes of exercise. Potvin (1997) observed that
the raw effects sizes for MPF varied between 10.6Hz and 28.5Hz in response to dynamic
biceps brachii contractions from rest to endurance limit depending on the elbow angle
(Potvin, 1997). Static elbow contractions have been found to produce raw and standardised
effect sizes in the MPF attained via the EMG recorded from the biceps brachii of 13.6Hz
and 2.27 respectively in response to ten minutes of low level contractions (10% of MVC)
(Blangsted et al., 2005). These reports suggest that the current results showing effects sizes
of less than 0.1 demonstrate no practical difference in the EMG frequency parameters with
time during the sub-maximal cycling exercise which indicated that EMG frequency
characteristics are not affected by the exercise duration (Winter et al., 1991).
These findings corroborate with the cycle exercise group study but are in contrast to the
findings of study three biceps exercise and to the peak power results which showed a
decrement following the exercise. This would suggest that the mechanisms that resulted in
the progressive reduction in the EMG frequency parameters MPF and MD in study three
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were not present in this or the previous cycling exercise although fatiguing processes were
clearly present. However as with the previous group study, it should be acknowledged that
with a small group study design with relatively low subject numbers, there is a distinct
potential of Type II error. Despite this, the evidence from this group study supports the
view formulated on the basis of the cycle intensity group study results that action potential
conduction velocity was maintained throughout the cycle exercise. This view is supported
by the work of Masuda et al. (1999), who found evidence of reductions in muscle fibre
conduction velocity in the knee extensors during isometric contractions and not in dynamic
contractions.
The power analysis performed on the data from this cycle cadence study (Group Study B)
agreed with that from the cycle intensity study (Group Study A) clearly demonstrating that
it was highly unlikely that any further testing using this protocol would produce any other
statistical outcomes. The frequency parameters calculated from the EMG signal that was
attained with this skin surface during dynamic contraction did not react in response to the
progression of the fatigue as indicated by the decrease in peak power.

9.4.5 Summary
Both cycle cadences at the same exercise intensity resulted in a reduction in performance
although the exercise itself was maintained throughout the duration. The EMG recorded
from the gastrocnemius agreed with the first group study in that a significantly higher
frequency component than those recorded during activation the other muscles in both MPF
and MD. This again agrees with Greer et al. (2006) who found a higher EMG frequencies
associated with the activation of the gastrocnemius than the vastus lateralis in high
intensity cycling exercise (Greer et al., 2006).
The alteration of the cadences was the focus of this group study. While the exercise
intensity was the same for both conditions, the pedal force and contraction speed were
changed. This in turn was likely to affect the intra muscular pressure, blood supply and
therefore muscle function.
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The results of this group study show no significant difference in the MPF and a reduction in
MD components between the 60 and120 rev·min-1 conditions. The previous group study
(A) identified significant differences in the MPF between the severe cycle intensity and the
others (moderate and heavy). This was speculated to be due to increased pedal force
required to produce the higher power output. The present group study was designed to
investigate the possibility that the increase pedal force rather than the work load was
responsible for the frequency effects. The results from this group study indicate no effect
on the MPF component of the recorded EMG signal due to pedal force as no significant
difference was found between the 60 and120 rev·min-1 cycle cadence and the associated
alterations in pedal force.
The MD however did show a reduction in frequency between the cadences raising the
possibility that an increase in pedal force has an effect on the muscle innervation. Group
study A showed a reduction in MD frequency between the heavy and severe intensity but
not between the moderate and severe.
These results appear inconclusive as no consistent response to an exercise mode has been
found. Despite this, all the significant responses found in either the MD or MPF have been
in the form of a decrease in that EMG parameter. Also, any decrease in EMG frequency
component has resulted from an increase in exercise intensity or an increase in pedal force.
The results from the analysis of the range of durations showed no measurable difference in
the EMG frequency parameters with time during the sub-maximal cycling exercise which
indicated that EMG frequency characteristics are not affected by the exercise duration.
This is in agreement with the group study A cycle exercise findings and further supports the
proposition that changes in EMG responses are present at the initiation of an exercise bout.
In conclusion, this experiment was introduced to evoke fatigue in a highly vascular muscle
group in order to examine the EMG responses to the progression of an unsustainable
exercise. It is clear from both this group study and group study A that for the six minutes
of exercise utilised in this cycle protocol, no significant alternations in the selected EMG
parameters were detected as the fatiguing exercise progressed. This is in contrast to the
findings of the biceps brachii protocol despite the exercise durations being shorter for the
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biceps brachii protocol. Although blood lactate was not measured during the cycle
protocol, any accumulation of metabolic by-products would be unlikely during the early
stages of the cycle exercise but most probable at the later stages of the heavy and severe
intensity cycle exercise (Burnley et al., 2002, Carter et al., 2005). It is therefore concluded
that the accumulation of these by-products does not have an effect on the surface EMG
frequency component during these cycle exercise protocols.
In addition, it has been found from group study A that reduced EMG frequency results from
higher exercise intensities and from group study B that higher pedal force also may reduce
EMG frequency. However, these findings are not affected by the exercise duration and
therefore were evident from the start of the exercise bouts. This lends support to the theory
that the need for neurological adaptations for a given exercise is foreseen by the central
nervous system and these are implemented from the outset. This is in alignment with the
proposition that fatigue is centrally mediated to preserve performance capacity (Noakes et
al., 2005).
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10 Discussion of Research Outcomes

10.1 Research outcomes
This thesis aimed to examine the frequency characteristics of EMG signals detected from
muscles during dynamic contractions in order to enhance the current understanding of
muscle function. The protocol made use of exercise induced fatigue, placing measured and
repeatable demands on muscle function.
The research questions that arose from these aims were;
(i)

Should the term fatigue be used to describe the outcomes of exercise on subsequent
performance or to describe the processes that the active muscles undergo as a result of
the exercise that lead to the detrimental effects on subsequent exercise;

(ii)

Could EMG frequency analysis detect changes in electromyographical activity from
active muscle during dynamic contractions;

(iii) Are changes in EMG frequency parameters an indication of changes in muscle
innervation due to the exercise;

10.1.1 Reductions in performance
Study one showed that peak torque production capability of the elbow flexors was reduced
as a result of the exercise. This gave a clear indication that fatiguing processes were
present during the sub-maximal exercise before any performance task failure occurred
(Vøllestad, 1997, Fulco et al., 1995).
The examination of the 240 seconds duration of elbow flexion exercise in study two
indicated how a controlled state of exercise induced fatigue can have a variety of outcomes
depending on the performance criteria of the measured task, e.g. isometric or dynamic. It
was also notable that the selection of joint angle affected the outcome. It is evident from
the results of study two that there are differences between isometric and isokinetic methods
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in the detection and quantification of the effects of a controlled exercise condition. A
finding from this study which had not been observed in the literature was that the isokinetic
method gave a range of outcomes due to fatigue which depended on the elbow angle, whilst
the effect observed using the isometric method was unaffected by elbow angle. This gives
the isometric MVC method an improved consistency in the assessment of fatigue as there
are fewer factors to be considered and controlled. In contrast, it could be argued that the
time or position components affecting the isokinetic MVC’s in this study are likely to be
relevant to dynamic human activity contractions. Therefore, whilst more difficult to obtain
and interpret, dynamic MVC’s may give more extensive information having time and
position components that create a range of characteristics that are affected differently by
exercise. Therefore, assessment methods involving dynamic contractions may have the
potential to yield a greater insight and more precise interpretation of fatigue. This may
have important implications in studies involving sport and exercise performance related
fatigue. Nevertheless, these results demonstrated that an index of fatigue that uses
performance outcomes as the criterion is dependent on the performance task used and the
factors that are set as an indicator of fatigue e.g. time to exhaustion, percentage reduction in
force or contraction speed (Lewis and Fulco, 1998).
The isometric and concentric peak torque analysis and the angle of peak torque analysis in
the biceps brachii comparisons shown in Figure 21 and discussed in section 6.4.3,
highlighted that any measure of an exercise induced fatigued state is likely to produce data
that are as dependent on the method of assessment as they are on the effects of the exercise.
For sport and exercise science to use a performance criterion as an index of the state of
fatigue of an exercising participant, a more precise description of the physiological
demands being tested is needed. Performance criteria can relate to a particular performance
event, such as time to task failure, time to a specific outcome such as a pre-determined
heart rate limit or perceived effort or as in this study, post exercise peak torque or power.
In either case, care should be taken to understand that these are indices to particular
manifestations of the fatigue state and not a direct measure of the fatigue itself. In the light
of this, it should be recognised that the absence of a measured reduction in performance
associated with fatigue is not evidence of the absence of fatigue itself.
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The moderate cycle exercise in study four group study A (Section 8), which was performed
at 90% of Lactate Threshold, showed no decrease in post exercise peak power. This may
have been expected given the evidence in the literature that moderate intensity cycling is
almost indefinitely maintainable (Jones and Carter, 2000). However, this group study did
demonstrate similar reductions in peak performance as a result of exercise, as in study one,
in the heavy and severe intensities. For instance, the reduction in torque production found
in study one was in the range of 15.3% for the 60s duration and up to 25.8% for the 300s
duration of dynamic bicep flexion and in the cycle exercise the severe intensity at 90
rev·min-1 for six minutes was 25.1% reduction in peak power output.
The protocol using elbow flexion exercise showed that the fatigue effect of a single
exercise intensity increased with the duration, whist study four group study A showed that
the increase in intensity for a set duration had a similar effect on subsequent performance.
This demonstrated that fatigue is exercise intensity, exercise task and exercise duration
dependent (Barry and Enoka, 2007, Maluf and Enoka, 2005, Hunter et al., 2002), although
it could be said that the exercise duration is an element of the exercise task.
This evidence reflects on any definition of fatigue that has a reduction in work rate or force
during an exercise as a criteria (Knuttgen et al., 1983, Fitts, 1994, Fitts, 2006). Such
definitions would not distinguish between the moderate intensity cycle exercise and the
others as all exercise modes and intensities were completed without task failure. These
results clearly demonstrate that there are significant differences in the affect of the fatiguing
processes that occur between the moderate exercise and the other exercises that are not
considered by the definition of fatigue mentioned above.

10.1.2 iEMG and fatigue
Study three showed that iEMG taken during sub-maximum dynamic exercise was sensitive
to electromyographical changes in due to the exercise duration although the iEMG during
the maximum contractions were not. This would support the hypothesis that iEMG during
sub-maximum exercise responds to a change in the neuromuscular task resulting from the
exercise by increasing muscle activity to compensate for the process of fatigue. The
performance intention for the maximum contractions was to perform the maximum effort
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possible both before and after the exercise, so there was no change in the neuromuscular
task although a reduced torque was produced indicating that fatigue was present. The submaximum contractions required a change in the neuromuscular task to accommodate the
performance criteria in the presence of fatigue. It would therefore appear that iEMG taken
during the sub-maximal contractions were detecting a change in neuromuscular task which
presented as an increase in muscle innervation activity to compensate for the effects of
fatigue (Bigland-Ritchie, 1981).
Throughout these studies, all the exercise intensities and durations were completed by all
the subjects without task failure. However, changes in the neuromuscular system are likely
to have taken place during the sub-maximal exercise to maintain the performance task
(Enoka, 1997b). It could be argued that, if task failure were a fatigue criterion, any change
in the neuromuscular system due to exercise could be considered as an indication of
fatigue. This is because the original neuromuscular task became inadequate to reconcile the
performance intention with the performance outcome. Because the neuromuscular system
had adapted its task to maintain the performance outcome during the sub-maximal exercise,
there was no evidence of fatigue as a measured performance outcome.

10.1.3 Frequency analysis
Study three found significant changes in both mean power frequency (MPF) and median
frequency (MD) of the biceps brachii during dynamic contractions. MPF showed similar
results for both the sub-maximum and maximum contractions in that the 60s duration was
significantly less affected than the other durations from 120s to 300s. The MD submaximum data were similar with the 60s duration significantly different to the others. In
contrast, the MD from the maximal contractions showed that although there was a
significant difference between pre and post exercise, there was no difference between the
durations.
Nevertheless, the frequency analysis from study three indicated a reduction in both MPF
and MD as the exercise duration progressed. As discussed in section 7.4, this could be
caused by a number of factors such as; slowing of the code rating, changes in the action
potential shape and reduction of the conduction velocity (Hägg, 1992). A slowing of the
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code rating would suggest a neural strategy in response to the effects of the exercise
(De Luca and Erim, 1994, Moritani et al., 1986). Changes of the action potential shape
would suggest changes in the muscle excitation/contraction mechanism (Brody et al.,
1991). Both of these factors are useful to investigate as they are important neuromuscular
functions which are affected by exercise (Enoka and Stuart, 1992).
EMG frequency parameters during dynamic cycle exercise in study four were shown to be
sensitive to different muscles, different intensities and different cadences; although no
significant EMG changes were observed as a result of exercise duration within this group of
participants. Individual muscles are known to have different functional contributions
during cycle exercise at different cadences and intensities. These require different
neuromuscular tasks to facilitate the performance requirements (Sarre et al., 2003, Ahlquist
et al., 1992). The findings of this study show that EMG frequency parameters vary
between different muscles and cadences which support the suggestion that EMG frequency
analysis can be used to detect differences in neuromuscular activity during dynamic
exercise. Therefore, should fatigue elicit changes in a neuromuscular task, EMG frequency
parameters would be expected to detect these changes should they be sufficiently profound
which suggest the possibility of Type II error in this experimental protocol.
It is also interesting to note that in study three, MD for the maximum contractions were
unable to distinguish between exercise durations where MPF found a difference between
60s and the others (120s to 300s). However in study four group study B, MPF was unable
to distinguish between cadences where MD found a difference between the 60 rev·min-1
and the 120 rev·min-1 cadences. The MD frequency parameter is the 50th percentile of the
frequency spectrum and therefore is the frequency at which the power density spectrum is
divided in two with equal power in each (Basmajian and De Luca, 1985). Changes to the
MD to the lower frequencies would result from changes to the shape to the spectrum away
from the higher frequencies and towards the lower. That is, if lower frequencies of the
spectrum increased power and higher frequencies decreased power, the MD would decrease
in frequency and vice versa. The MD would follow the central tendencies of the spectrum.
However, MPF is the average frequency that represents the whole spectrum. Changes at
the extremities of the spectrum would affect the MPF irrespective of any significant
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changes in the central frequencies. As the power spectrum produced from EMG data is by
nature highly skewed, it has been suggested that the MD would be more appropriate
indicator of the central tendencies of EMG spectral analysis than the MPF (Agresti and
Finlay, 2008, De Luca, 1997).
Given that MD, which more closely represents the central tendency, was sensitive to
cadence from the cycle exercise when MPF which represents the whole spectrum more
equally was not sensitive to cadence, then it is likely that lower cadence would have
changed the EMG spectrum by increasing the proportion of frequency power to the lower
frequencies without affecting the spectrum as a whole. Conversely, MPF from maximal
bicep contractions were sensitive to duration where MD was not. This suggests that high
frequency components were introduced to the biceps exercise as the durations increase at a
low enough power not to affect the MD. The shape of the EMG spectrum acquired in study
four group B may have changed to the lower frequencies in response to the change in
cadence. In contrast, in study three the EMG acquired may have changes across the
spectrum and not in the central frequencies as a result of the increase durations, where the
spectral envelope may have remained unchanged.
However, study four showed that the EMG frequency parameters failed to detect the
progression of fatiguing processes in a cycle exercise, although the peak power results
indicated that they were present. Despite the small subject numbers and the need to
consider the intrusion of Type II error, when comparing the results from these small groups
with those found in the elbow flexion of study three, it is questionable whether changes
detected by EMG spectral analysis are a consequence of changes in the neuromuscular task
due to the fatiguing process or a consequence of other processes associated with exercise
such as the accumulation of metabolic by-products. As EMG frequency parameter changes
were found during the progression of the elbow flexion exercise but not during the cycle
exercise, this would suggest that the by-products accumulated during the elbow flexion
reduced the conduction velocity of the action potentials which affected the EMG spectrum
(Brody et al., 1991). Whereas, the greater muscular vascularisation of the cycling exercise
prevented this accumulation of by-products and the EMG frequency parameters were not
affected (Farina et al., 2007). Therefore, changes found during elbow flexion exercise may
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not be due to a change in the neuromuscular task due to the process of fatigue but as a
result of changes in the muscle environment as a result of the exercise. Although
biochemical measurements were not taken in these studies, action potential conduction
velocity changes are most likely to be caused by the accumulation of metabolic by-products
in the biceps brachii exercise. This may have a secondary effect on muscle function but
probably not a direct response mechanism to the fatiguing effects of exercise (Enoka and
Stuart, 1992, Brody et al., 1991, Hägg, 1992).
The exercise induced changes in the muscle environment from the accumulation of these
metabolic by-products may lead to or augment fatigue in particular muscle activities such
as bicep curls. In this scenario, any changes in the EMG signal frequency parameters
would not necessarily be indicative of a neuromuscular adaptation to fatiguing exercise.
Therefore, for any changes in a neuromuscular task during exercise to be detected with
EMG frequency analysis, any muscle environment factors would have to be removed or
their effects filtered in some way. This would necessitate an exercise intense enough to
facilitate fatigue but also to have an adequate blood flow to remove by-products that affect
the muscle environment. This led to the consideration of an exercise that is dynamic to
allow blood flow and a muscle or muscle group with sufficient vascularisation. For that
reason, if EMG frequency parameters were to be used to monitor neuromuscular adaptation
to fatigue, it could be suggested that dynamic sport related movements are uniquely suited
to this area of investigation.
Despite this, EMG parameters were found to be affected by increased intensity or pedal
force in the cycle exercise. These reductions in some EMG parameters appear to have
occurred less than 60s into the exercise and do not develop as the exercise progresses. This
is an unexpected research outcome as the aims of this thesis were focused on the
development of neurological changes during an exercise. Nevertheless, as metabolic byproducts are unlikely to be present at the beginning of even severe intensity exercise, these
observations suggest that the changes found are representative of electromechanical
differences in the innervation of active muscle. This suggests that the central nervous
system has the ability to monitor work load and make innervation pattern adjustments
before peripheral fatigue can develop.
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As described in the literature review in section 3.2.2, the peripheral nervous system delivers
the electrical innervation signals to the muscles and these signals can be affected by
exercise and subsequent changes in the muscular environment. The major muscle cell
components of the excitation-contraction mechanism are the neuromuscular junction, the
sarcolemma, the t-tubules and the sarcoplasmic reticulum which includes the calcium
(Ca2+) release channels and the Ca2+ pump proteins (Fitts, 1994). It would be an
evolutionary advantage to humans to be able to prolong physical activity before the
peripheral mechanisms become compromised due to unsustainable exercise intensities.
Therefore, the ability to detect exercise levels that would if unchecked lead to task failure
or even catastrophic failure would be required (Noakes et al., 2005). These results
however, are unable to suggest these reductions in EMG frequency parameters have any
performance benefit or if neurological changes would limit physical performance in
advance of peripheral fatigue as suggest by the central fatigue model (Noakes et al., 2004).
Indeed, the mechanisms that may facilitate the monitoring of muscle function from the
outset of unsustainable exercise intensities are still unknown (Weir et al., 2006).

10.2 Research conclusions
The difference found between intensities and between muscles suggests that the methods of
EMG acquisition and analysis are sensitive to physiological differences in muscle and/or
muscle innervation during dynamic cycle exercise. The fatiguing processes during all but
the moderate intensity cycle exercise have been shown to have a distinct effect on
subsequent cycle performance as it did in the biceps exercise in study one. Therefore, it
would be expected that EMG frequency analysis would be able to detect changes in muscle
function due to the fatiguing processes during the cycle exercise as it did with the bicep
curls. However, the absence of EMG frequency changes over exercise duration suggests
that the fatiguing processes responsible for the reduction in cycle performance were not
detected by EMG frequency analysis in the experimental design used in this thesis.
Assuming there was no intrusion of Type II error with these results, it is more likely that
changes in EMG frequency parameters due to exercise found in study two were due to the
anatomical physiology of the muscle groups and the limitation of blood flow during
contraction. This in turn would lead to the accumulation of metabolic by-products that
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affect the membrane excitability and decrease the action potentials conduction velocity and
consequently those EMG changes are not believed to be due to changes in muscle
recruitment pattern or muscle innervation.
It has been discussed that fatigue is task dependant and that the evidence from study two
along with previous evidence (Maluf and Enoka, 2005) suggests that fatigue is
neuromuscular task dependant and not performance dependent. Different performance
requirements generally require different neuromuscular tasks to fulfil that performance and
so manipulating the performance outcome will generally but not always have an effect on
the neuromuscular activity (Maluf and Enoka, 2005). When examining fatigue by
measuring the performance, the reverse of this relationship is utilised because the
performance is indicative of the muscle state. However, as fatigue is dependent on the
neuromuscular task which can change without affecting the performance, the measured
performance will only be indirectly dependant on the fatigue. It is the neuromuscular
activity, combined with the performance task that would provide greater insight into the
muscle state. This would mean that changes in the performance due to difficulties in
maintaining the exercise are an indication of the presence of muscular fatigue but not a
measure of fatigue itself as changes in the neuromuscular innervations are likely to have
taken place prior to any measurable changes in performance.
The versatility of human behaviour requires a large repertoire of muscular actions to
perform the tasks that humans either perform to survive or decide to perform to satisfy their
esteem needs (Hamill and Knutzen, 1995). Humans perform movements in a wide range of
possible environments. This requires a system that can deal with all circumstances as a
potentially individual and unique event but may also be a repeat of formerly performed
movements that are influenced by any number of factors making the neuromuscular task
different.
From the evidence presented in the literature review section 3, there appears to be a
cognitive/performance loop that enables appropriate movements to be made (Al-Falahe et
al., 1990). The loop begins with a decision or intention for a particular aim from the higher
cortex to produce a particular physical performance. This drive is relayed to the
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neuromuscular system which produces the appropriate neural drive to the active muscles
(Adreani et al., 1997). This then leads to the muscles producing the mechanical forces that
result in the desired physical outcome (Noakes et al., 2005).
The decision or intention of an aim can be habitual behaviour such as walking or moving
around to perform normal daily functions; a response to outside factors such as avoiding a
collision with others or a curb or hole in the road; or a request from another such as in the
laboratory setting where an experimenter issues instructions to a subject. The drive to the
neuromuscular system is therefore based on the desired performance outcome such as
mobility, change in direction or power output (Enoka, 1994). The neuromuscular system
has to reconcile the desired intention with a performance outcome (De Luca and Erim,
1994). In doing this, the neuromuscular system has to deal with the multitude of variants
that can affect this process. These factors are as wide ranging as the terrain, the
environmental conditions, visibility, the physical state and condition of the subjects body,
body weight with clothing and baggage, mental and emotional strain of the subject and
fatigue (De Luca, 1997). A habitual behaviour such as pacing up and down while talking
of the phone may be a relatively straight forward performance demand and is satisfied with
simple performance criteria but could be a very different neuromuscular task depending on
the subjects’ location and environment. Although the performance aim may well be met by
the performance outcome, there is an important dissociation between the performance
intention or aim and the physical performance outcomes because of the variety of possible
factors placing different neuromuscular demands in order to perform the intention or aim
and so resolve this loop. With the evidence that fatigue is dependent on the neuromuscular
task aside the performance intention, a measure of the performance outcome is influenced
by many other factors. By controlling the decision/intention of a subject and measuring the
performance, the neuromuscular task required to reconcile the two is not necessarily known
or under any extrinsic control. Therefore, any measure of the neuromuscular system such
as EMG used to gain insight into factors that influence performance criteria should bear in
mind this dissociation.
Certainly, physiologists have become used to using changes in performance as a measure of
fatigue (De Luca, 1997). By assuming a direct relationship from the exercise instruction to
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the exercise outcome, it is in fact possible that such methods are merely using fatigue to
measure effect of an exercise on a subject and therefore, using fatigue to measure the
exercise. As has been discussed, fatigue is neuromuscular task dependant and so changes
in performance may not reflect the fatiguing process because the neuromuscular system has
adapted its task in an attempt to reconcile the intended performance with a performance
outcome during the changing muscle conditions of the exercise duration.

10.2.1 ‘Fatigue’ and Sport and Exercise Science
Because performance is not directly dependent on the muscle state, any definition that has
the changes in the performance as a criterion fails to provide a concise determination and
explanation of fatigue. When considering that the terms; - point of fatigue, exhaustion and
performance failure, are regularly used in sport and exercise science (De Luca, 1997), any
definition that states a performance outcomes as a defining quality of fatigue can at best
only be regarded as a definition of performance fatigue or a loose indication of a state of
fatigue (Gandevia et al., 1995b). Furthermore, if the reduction in a measured performance
is considered as exercise induced fatigue, this would leave the evident processes that result
from exercise and are widely studied as the mechanisms that lead to task failure without
suitable identification. As a result of exercise a muscle may be in a state in which pre
exercise levels of performance are not possible. In this state, it is questionable to accept
that the muscle is only to be considered fatigued if the performance deficit has been
measured.
The word ‘fatigue’ in terms of sport and exercise science in humans can be used as a noun
as it identifies a quality in the human state or the word can also be used as a verb as it can
predicate other criteria. Fatigue can be treated as a noun that categorises a state of being,
such as in the scenario described in the introduction section, of the railway bridge that
collapsed after ten years of use. This is a state that has developed to a point at which the
structure of the bridge could no longer support the train. Fatigue is then a quality that
adversely affects performance. In the case of this thesis, fatigue is a quality of muscle
function that was affected by exercise and reduces the performance potential.
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In the usage as a verb, fatigue is used to describe a person or state as being fatigued. Upon
the observation of a subject suffering a reduction of performance, the description of the
situation could be as ‘fatigued’. Describing the reduction of a performance as a fatigued
state is using the word as a verb; however the state of fatigue is using the word as a noun.
Such close confines in the usage of a word can lead to a blurring of the boundaries.
However, the emphasis of the word is different. ‘Fatigued state’ is describing a person or
objects performance decline and so fatigued and as such, the word is used as a verb. A
state of fatigue of a person or object describes the fatigue itself that is imposed on that
person or objects and as such the word is used as a noun.
In the light of the evidence presented here and the usages of the word ‘fatigue’ discussed,
the definition of fatigue is that of a quality of the person or muscle subject to the exercise or
task that is engaged. Therefore, the definition of exercise induced fatigue should be that
which describes fatigue as any exercise induced deficiency in potential performance that is
reversed with rest whether there is any performance task failure or not. In this respect, the
definition of fatigue stated by Vøllestad (1997) that fatigue is any exercise-induced
reduction in the capacity to generate force or power output whether the exercise is
maintained or not would best satisfy the evidence presented in this thesis.

10.3 Research summary and future research
This thesis has demonstrated that EMG spectral analysis can differentiate the signals from
the various leg muscles during a cycle exercise as well as a change of cycle intensity and
cadence. It is suggested that this is contributed to the different muscle functions and
innervation patterns associated with the different muscles and activities.
For muscle function to be considered as different from a rested state to a state of fatigue,
there would have to be some identifiable changes in the neuromuscular drive to perform the
same output task. Because of the likely interaction of metabolic by-product accumulation
affecting the conduction velocity of the action potentials, the evidence presented in this
thesis has not been able to show the progression of these neuromuscular changes during
exercise.
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The cycle exercise involved muscles with a greater vascular blood flow that are believed to
reduce the accumulation of substances that affect action potential conduction velocity
showed no changes in EMG spectral analysis with increase exercise duration. This
suggests that the protocols adopted in these present studies are either not capable of
detecting any neuromuscular adaptation during exercise induced fatigue and therefore,
suffered the effects of Type II error or that the neuromuscular adaptations occurred from
the onset of the exercise.
This thesis does not suggest that the neuromuscular system has no ability to adapt to the
changes in muscle conditions that are induced by on-going exercise and its consequences.
In fact the evidence presented in this thesis suggests that change in neuromuscular task as a
consequence of fatigue is most likely and therefore, it may need the development of more
sophisticated and penetrating methods that involve more complex multi-functional analysis
of the EMG signal to detect such changes.
The future has the potential to identify ways to extract information from active muscles that
can lead to further understanding of the innervation of muscle and the functions that control
movement in the wide variety of conditions in which humans are subjected. This may be
achieved by attempting to control the exercise such as in this thesis; by more advanced
EMG acquisition, data processing and analysis methods; or by the collection of a matrix of
parameters such as biochemical concentrations, action potential conduction velocity
measurements as well as EMG amplitude and frequency characteristics, and attempting to
comprehend the array of detail to deduce understanding of neuromuscular activity.
As concluded from the cycle exercises, reductions in EMG frequency parameters may be
due to the central nervous system detected the physical activity as unsustainable from its
initiation and adapting accordingly. Noakes and colleagues (2004), suggested that their
central governor model proposed that the central nervous system continuously modifies the
pace based on prior knowledge acquired during previous exercise bouts and incorporated
into the current performance (Noakes et al., 2004). If the reductions in EMG frequency
parameters found in this thesis are the result of previously learnt consequences of
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unsustainable exercise intensities, there could be some interesting investigations that may
examine this concept further.
The first is to record surface EMG for spectral analysis from the same isokinetic cycle
exercise used in this thesis but to ramp the intensity from moderate to severe. This may be
conducted without the subjects being made aware of the rate or extent of the ramp exercise
to deny the central nervous system the opportunity of anticipating the sustainability of the
exercise bout. This has the potential to induce the central nervous system to monitor the
exercise as sustainable at its initiation and not adopt the muscle innervation patterns of a
fatiguing exercise. As the intensity ramps up, the central nervous system may be invoked
to adapt the innervation pattern and reduce the EMG frequency component.
The second would be to recruit two groups of participants for the cycle test. One group
would train involving high intensity cycling tasks that are always achieved. By not
presenting the central nervous system with task failure, the adaptations to preserve the
performance may not be evoked. The other group will train using cycle exercises that
always lead to task failure and therefore promote the central nervous system to adopt a
central governing innervation pattern. The two groups would follow a controlled training
programme that would result in the same total work done over the training period. Surface
EMG would then be record during isokinetic cycle exercise tests similar to those used in
this thesis to examine whether neurological innervation pattern could be re-learnt.
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